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Introduction 
 
A seismic event is associated to a fracture propagation on the earth crust 
and is an effect of a local instability of the slowly and continuously tectonic 
deformation process. This sudden instability causes a displacement of two 
adjacent volumes, called faults. When the maximum tectonic stress is reached, the 
stored elastic energy is rapidly released causing fracture propagation (i.e., 
dislocation). The resulting motion on the fault is related to a drop in shear stress. 
Tectonic strain can be divided into elastic and nonelastic components. No 
potential energy is associated with nonelastic strain. Consequently, an earthquake 
occurs as a result of elastic strain drop. The potential energy is dissipated on heat, 
radiated through elastic waves and spent to create the fracture. That is, the elastic 
component of strain is transformed on plastic component. In terms of crustal 
deformation the storage and release of stress can be described through four 
phases: pre-seismic, co-seismic, post-seismic and inter-seismic. The co-seismic 
phase, containing the seismic event, is characterised by high rupture velocity and 
seismic waves emission. One of the major goals of the seismology is to study the 
stress condition on the active fault before, during and after an earthquake rupture. 
The dynamic description of seismic source originates from the mechanic 
fracture theory. It describes the seismic source with a propagating shear fracture 
that radiates seismic waves caused by an initial stress field. The earth is 
considered a continuum and elastic medium holding fault surfaces. The 
displacement on the fault is the solution of the fundamental elastodynamic 
equation. Others equations, setting up the conditions of instability and the 
evolution of the dynamic traction during the rupture on the fault plane, are 
implemented to solve the dynamic problem. In the literature these equations are 
called constitutive laws. By means of constitutive laws it is possible to describe 
the whole duration of co-seismic phase. The co-seismic phase of a fault seismic 
cycle is described with three distinct parts: nucleation, propagation and arrest. The 
nucleation phase contains all mechanisms foregoing the release of seismic energy 
(pre-seismic); the dynamic propagation phase is characterized by the emission of 
seismic waves and high rupture velocity on the fault plane and, finally, the arrest 
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phase determines the end of the rupture process (i.e., the end of the co-seismic 
phase) and it is locally described with the healing phase (that is, the local duration 
of the dislocation). One of the basic unresolved issues of earthquake dynamics is 
the duration of particle displacement at each point on a finite fault. Indeed it is 
still an important task to distinguish between different slip models characterized 
by a crack-like rupture growth in which the local duration is similar to the total 
duration of the seismic event or by a propagating slip pulse in which the local 
duration is shorter than the total duration of the rupture. 
 
My work (in collaboration with other researchers of INGV- Rome, USGS-
Menlo Park and NIED-Tzukuba) is focused on the dynamic modelling of the 
coseismic process. In this description the dislocation is caused by the drop of the 
stress after it has reached the maximum static strength of the fault. The release of 
the dynamic stress occurs on a zone located close the rupture front (just behind the 
front) and is called breakdown zone or cohesive zone. This zone is responsible of 
fracture energy absorption, radiated seismic energy and slip acceleration. 
In the context of this study, earthquakes are considered as instabilities of a 
complex dynamic system governed by assigned frictional laws (constitutive laws).  
We address the study of constitutive response of fault materials (i.e., the dynamics 
of earthquake rupture) into necessarily simplified computational models. Besides, 
most of the dynamic problems in fracture mechanics proved to be unsolvable 
analytically by means of classical methods: The equations governing the rupture 
dynamics have to be treated numerically. In the present work we use the finite 
difference numerical technique (in 2-D as well as 3D dimension). 
 
In the first chapter we review the theoretical modeling of a dynamic 
rupture propagation governed by friction processes. We introduce two of the most 
commonly used constitutive laws in the literature: slip weakening law and rate 
and state law. We present the analytical expressions of these frictions laws and we 
discuss the different competing physical mechanisms which contribute to dynamic 
fault weakening during earthquakes. In particular, we describe the dynamic 
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traction and the slip velocity evolution within the cohesive zone during a 2-D in-
plane dynamic rupture using rate and state dependent constitutive laws.  
In the second chapter we show how the rate and state constitutive laws 
allow a quantitative description of the dynamic rupture growth. These modeling 
results help understanding the physical interpretation of the breakdown process 
and the weakening mechanisms. We compare the time histories of slip velocity, 
state variable and total dynamic traction to investigate the temporal evolution of 
slip acceleration and stress drop during the breakdown time. Because the adopted 
analytical expression for the state variable evolution controls the slip velocity time 
histories, we test different evolution laws to investigate slip duration and the 
healing mechanisms. We will discuss how the direct effect of friction and the 
friction behavior at high slip rates affect the weakening and healing mechanisms.  
In the third chapter we investigate the effects of non-uniform distribution 
of constitutive parameters of rate and state laws on the 2D dynamic rupture 
propagations. We use the characterization of different frictional regimes proposed 
by Boatwright and Cocco (1996), which is based on different values of the 
constitutive parameters a, b and L (these are the parameters defining rate and state 
constitutive laws). The results involve interesting implications for slip duration 
and fracture energy.  
In the fourth chapter we check the possibility to constrain and to estimate 
the critical slip weakening distance from slip velocity functions, following a 
recent idea of Mikumo et al. (2003). Because of the poor knowledge of the scaling 
relation between dynamic parameters inferred from laboratory experiments and 
from real faults, it is still open to debate the actual dimensions of physical 
parameters characterizing the seismic source. Particularly, the range of real Dc 
values is still unknown. We model the dynamic propagation of a 2-D in-plane 
crack obeying to either slip weakening (SW) or rate- and state-dependent friction 
laws (R&S). Therefore we compare the value of slip weakening distance (Dc), 
adopted or estimated from the traction versus slip curves, with the critical slip 
distance measured as the slip at the time of peak slip velocity (D'c).  
In the fifth chapter we compute the temporal evolution of traction by 
solving the elasto-dynamic equation and by using the slip velocity history as a 
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boundary condition on the fault plane. We employ a 3D finite difference 
algorithm. In this chapter we do not consider a fully dynamic model because we 
do not assume any constitutive law, but we infer the dynamic parameters and the 
traction evolution from kinematic models. We use different source time functions 
to derive a suite of kinematic source models to image the spatial distribution of 
dynamic and breakdown stress drop, strength excess and critical slip weakening 
distance (Dc). Therefore we compare the inferred dynamic parameters trying to 
answer the following questions: Can we constrain the actual values of 
fundamental dynamic parameters from kinematic models? If the kinematic slip 
velocity histories affect the inferred dynamic parameters, is it still possible to 
constrain the dynamic source parameters of real earthquakes?  
We suggest that source time functions compatible with earthquake dynamics have 
to be used to infer the traction time history. For this reason, we propose a new 
source time function to be used in kinematic modelling of ground motion time 
histories, which is consistent with dynamic propagation of earthquake ruptures 
and makes feasible the dynamic interpretation of kinematic slip models. This 
function is derived from a source time function first proposed by Yoffe (1951), 
which yields a traction evolution showing a slip-weakening behavior. In order to 
remove its singularity we apply a convolution with a triangular function and 
obtain a regularized source time function called “regularized Yoffe'' function. 
Using this analytical function we examine the relation between kinematic 
parameters, such as peak slip velocities and slip duration, and dynamic 
parameters, such as slip weakening distance and breakdown stress drop.  
In the sixth chapter we estimate fracture energy on extended faults for 
several recent earthquakes (having moment magnitudes between 5.6 and 7.2) by 
retrieving dynamic traction evolution at each point on the fault plane from slip 
history imaged by inverting ground motion waveforms. We define the breakdown 
work (Wb) as the excess of work over some minimum traction level achieved 
during slip. Wb is equivalent to "seismological" fracture energy (G) in previous 
investigations. We employ a 3-D finite difference algorithm to compute the 
dynamic traction evolution in the time domain during the earthquake rupture. We 
estimate Wb by calculating the scalar product between dynamic traction and slip 
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velocity vectors. Finally we compare our inferred values with geologic surface 
energies.  
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Chapter 1 
Theoretical 2D dynamic modeling of seismic 
source 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Earthquake source dynamics provides basis for understanding the physics of 
earthquake initiation, propagation and arrest. Seismic source theory assumes that the 
earth is an elastic and continuum medium containing several fractures. These 
fractures (called fault planes) are surfaces of weakness where the elastic conditions 
have been overcame (failure of Hooke’s law) and which some previous displacement 
has occurred.  
The stress rises in the source region due to tectonic processes: consequently, 
the capacity of frictional stress to resist the growing shearing stress might be 
exceeded. This is the critical condition that has to be satisfied to nucleate an 
earthquake and cause a releasing of accumulated strain energy. Most of the rocks in 
the first 10 kilometers of the lithosphere have brittle reology due to temperature and 
pressure conditions, i.e. they have frictional behavior.  
A seismic event occurs as a propagating fracture in a continuum medium or 
as a relative sliding of surfaces that have already broken in the past. In particular, the 
pre-existing fault surfaces could fail rather than another unbroken surface, because 
the faults are relatively weak. Therefore, fault mechanics is governed by friction 
processes. 
 In order to formulate laws governing fracture propagation at the earthquake 
source, it is necessary to consider the mechanics of brittle fracture. The material 
surrounding the fracture surface remains linearly elastic. This assumption implies 
that the inelastic zone is sufficiently small to be considered physically infinitesimal 
and to be incorporated into the fracture surface. Anyway, many recent geological 
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investigations have shown the complexity of the region bordering the slipping zone 
and the significant thickness of the seismogenetic zone. This assumption can affect 
the way the failure actually takes place. The definition of fault zone model and the 
understanding of the dominant physical processes during dynamic rupture are 
extremely important tasks of the current scientific research.  
 
1.2 Theoretical source representation 
The description of fault mechanics is based on the solution of the fundamental 
elasto-dynamic equation derived from classical Newtonian representation. This 
fundamental equation, underlying the theory of seismology, relates forces in the 
medium to measurable displacements. It is inferred from the Second Law of dynamic 
for continuum media: 
jijf ,ii   u σρ +=&&                                      (1.1) 
coupled with the linear elastic relation for isotropic elastic medium: 
ijij eµδλσ 2e  kkij +=   .                                     (1.2) 
In equation (1.1) ρ is the density of the solid body, ui are the components of the 
displacement field that describe the deformation of the body, fi is the i-component of 
the applied external body force density acting per unit volume, iu&&  is the second time 
derivative of the displacement, and σij the component of the stress tensor; in equation 
(1.2) λ and µ are the Lamé constants, δij is the dimensionless Kronecker delta 
function and eij is the component of the strain tensor. In the equation (1.1) the 
Einstein summation convention is assumed. The equation (1.2) is valid when the 
elastic properties are independent of the orientation in the body (i.e., isotropic 
medium). 
The representation theorem defines the elastic displacement (solution of 
equations 1.1 and 1.2) inside a volume V with surface S due to the sum of three 
double integrals over space and time functions (see equation 2.41 of Aki and 
Richard, 2002). The first constituent is a volume integral over body forces multiplied 
by the Green’s function of the system; the second and the third are surface integrals: 
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over stress times the Green’s function minus the displacements times derivatives of 
the Green’s.  The Green function is the solution of the equation of motion (1.1) for 
special impulsive single point forces, termed Dirac, which act inside the body. 
The representation theorem can be a powerful aid in seismic source theory if the 
surface S (i.e. the surface of the Earth) is chosen to include an internal surface 
Σ across which discontinuities may arise (the displacements on the Σ+ side of Σ and 
on the Σ- side are different). The equation motion is still satisfied throughout the 
interior of the surface S+Σ+ +Σ- (Aki and Richard, 2002). Assuming on the S surface 
that u and G satisfy the same homogeneous boundary conditions, the integral 
equation results: 
dSTddSnuCddVfd jiijkli ][G]G[G  t)(x,u inilnk,V ini ∫ ∫∫ ∫∫ ∫ ΣΣ −+= τττ       (1.3) 
where the square brackets are used for the difference between values of the functions 
on Σ+ and Σ-. In equation (1.3) Gin is the Green tensor, Cijkl the moduli tensor of 
elastic deformation, Ti traction and nj the unit normal to dislocation surface Σ. The 
solution of (1.3) gives the displacement caused by the dislocation on the fault plane. 
For the uniqueness of the equations’ system, initial and boundary conditions on Σ are 
necessary. 
1.2.1 Kinematic and dynamic source models 
The most widely used models are dislocation models in which the earthquake 
is conceived of a displacement discontinuity along a fault plane. This representation 
defines a kinematic source model, in which the deformations on the earth are derived 
from a given/known/assumed slip vector that represents the inelastic displacement of 
the two sides of a fault. Using as boundary conditions the continuity of traction and 
the discontinuity of displacement on the fault surface, the equation (1.3) results: 
dSnuCd kjjkpq ∆= ∫ ∫Σ qip,i G  t)(x,u τ                (1.4) 
where ∆uj represents the discontinuity of the displacement on the fault plane. The 
slip vector ∆uj (i.e., the non-elastic displacement on the faults) is enough to 
determine displacement everywhere (i.e., the elastic displacement ui). In a kinematic 
model the slip ∆uj is assumed to be known. The kinematic approach is very useful to 
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estimate source parameters and to interpret the observables. The set of kinematic 
source parameters are: seismic moment, fault dimension, displacement, rise time 
(which characterizes the time taken for the slip vector, at a particular point on the 
fault, to reach its final value) and rupture velocity on the fault plane. Anyway, this 
approach is inadequate for understanding the physical processes actually occurring 
on the source region.  
On the contrary, the dynamic source model describes the seismic source as a 
propagating shear fracture due to an initial stress field. In the dynamic approach the 
dislocation is the consequence of the stress condition and the strength of the rocks on 
the seismogenic earth crust. Therefore, when the strength of material is exceeded, 
one can study the way in which the material failure nucleates and rapidly spreads. 
 Let σij0 be the initial stress tensor and σijp the dynamic stress perturbation 
due to the dynamic propagation of the crack. The integral solution of the dynamic 
problem [derived from equation (1.3)] is:  
∫ ∫Σ=
t
p dSd
0
)( 3n21n G  t),x,(xu τ ααστ    (1.5) 
where Σ(τ) is the fractured region at t=τ and un is the displacement on the fault 
plane. The solution is found exploiting the antisymmetries of the problem (Kostrov 
and Das, 1988).  
The main assumption in the dynamic description of seismic source is that 
traction across the fault is related to slip at the same point through a friction law 
(because the elastic condition fails on the fault plane). Friction laws allow us to 
model the whole failure process, from the nucleation to the arrest of the fracture.  
 
1.3 Dynamic modeling 
The modeling of earthquake nucleation and the subsequent dynamic 
propagation requires the adoption of a fault constitutive law that controls the traction 
evolution and the slip acceleration and allows the absorption of finite fracture energy 
at the crack tip. A constitutive relation (friction law) represents the governing 
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equation of the failure process and specifies the dependence between the components 
of stress tensor and other physical variables.  
A number of factors can control friction: temperature, slip rate, slip history, 
characteristic length of asperity contacts, fault gouge, fluid pressure... That is, 
different competing physical mechanisms contribute to dynamic fault weakening 
during earthquakes. In order to have a complete description of a fault zone we need 
to understand the spatial and temporal scale dependence of relevant physical 
processes. The scale dependence is extremely important because it allows us to 
establish a hierarchy to characterize where and when the different physical processes 
govern the crustal faulting (Rice and Cocco, 2005).  
Several constitutive laws have been proposed in the literature. They can be grouped 
in two main classes: (1) slip-dependent and (2) rate- and state- dependent laws. The 
former, the slip weakening law (SW), is one of the simplest and most widely used 
constitutive equation. This law assumes that friction (i.e., total dynamic traction) is a 
function of slip only (Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice, 1973; Andrews, 1976-a, b; 
Ohnaka and Yamashita, 1989). This constitutive relation is completely characterized 
by initial stress τo, yield stress τy, dynamic frictional stress τf, and slip-weakening 
distance Dc [see equation (1.8)]. In this model the fault begins to rupture when the 
yield stress is exceeded. As the slip grows to the critical slip-weakening distance Dc, 
the traction of the fault decreases to the dynamic frictional level. The strength 
excess, τy - τo, is the difference between the yield stress and the initial stress. The 
stress drop is τo - τf. Figure 1 shows all these dynamic parameters. Besides, the 
breakdown stress drop ∆σb is defined as difference between the yield stress and the 
frictional stress level. The slip weakening law involves a finite fracture energy G and 
prescribes the traction evolution within the cohesive zone (Barenblatt, 1959).  
In the following of the thesis, we refer to the cohesive zone (or breakdown zone) as 
the zone of shear stress degradation near the tip of a propagating dynamic rupture 
front. The breakdown processes are those phenomena occurring within the cohesive 
zone responsible for the fracture energy absorption and the slip acceleration (see 
paragraph 1.5.1).  
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Figure 1: Graphic representation of the slip weakening law. The analytical expression is defined on 
Equation (1.8). 
An alternative constitutive formulation, represented by the rate and state 
dependent (R&S) laws, considers that friction depends on slip velocity and state 
variable. The rate- and state- dependent friction laws (R&S) derived from laboratory 
experiments (Dieterich, 1979a, 1979b; Ruina, 1983) have been widely used in 
numerical simulations of earthquake ruptures, both at the laboratory scale (Bizzarri 
and Cocco, 2003 and reference therein) and for real-world faults (Guatteri et al., 
2001; Guatteri et al., 2003). This class of constitutive relations includes an evolution 
law for the state variable that involves a friction dependence on time. Since R&S 
laws account for fault restrengthening after dynamic failure, they can be used to 
simulate repeated seismic events (Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993). Furthermore, 
they have been applied to model preseismic and postseismic processes, such as 
earthquake nucleation (Dieterich, 1992; Lapusta and Rice, 2002) and afterslip 
(Marone et al. 1991). These two constitutive formulations are alternative only for the 
description of the nucleation process (see Dieterich, 1992; Ohnaka and Shen, 1999), 
but they both provide a physically correct description (and very similar) of the 
dynamic crack propagation (see Okubo, 1989; Bizzarri et al., 2001). The main 
difference between these two constitutive laws is that SW prescribes the traction 
evolution with slip, whereas R&S do not and traction spontaneously evolves with 
time and/or slip driven by the state variable evolution (Cocco et al., 2004). However, 
even for the latter law it is possible to infer the slip weakening parameters (τo, τy, τf, 
Dc; see paragraph 1.5.1). These parameters are essential to completely describe the 
cohesive zone and to compute the fracture energy. It has to be pointed out that R&S 
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laws have been derived from laboratory experiments at low slip velocity (< 1cm/s) 
and are usually assumed (as in the present study) to be valid also at high slip 
velocities (~ 1m/s), such as those observed during large earthquakes. However, 
although the properties of the contact surface play a relevant role in controlling 
dynamic slip episodes, other mechanisms might affect fault friction at high slip 
velocity such as frictional heat (see Fialko, 2004, and references therein), thermal 
pressurization (see Andrews, 2002 and references therein) or mechanical lubrication 
(Brodsky and Kanamori, 2001).  
 1.3.1 Constitutive laws 
The analytical expression of the R&S friction laws is, as explained earlier, 
composed by two equations: the strength law (governing law) and the evolution law. 
The formulation proposed by Dieterich (1986) and Ruina (1983) is the  “slowness” 
or “ageing” law: 
 
  
L
V
t
L
V
b
V
V
a effn
   1   
d
d
   1  
 
 ln    1   ln      **
*
Φ−=Φ


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Another formulation, among different ones in the literature, is the R&S law with the 
“slip” evolution equation proposed by Beeler et al., (1994),  
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{
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The analytical expression of the classical slip weakening law (Andrews, 1976a, b) is: 
 
( )


 −−=
f
c
fyy D
u
τ
ττττ               
c
c
Du
Du
≥
<
                                       (1.8) 
 
In (1.6) and (1.7) V is the slip velocity, Φ and Θ are the state variables, 
*
µ  and 
*
V  
are arbitrary reference values for the friction coefficient and for the slip velocity, 
respectively. a, b, L are the constitutive parameters: a represents an instantaneous 
rate sensitivity, that is the direct frictional response to a change in slip velocity, L is 
the characteristic length that together with b control the evolution of state variable 
toward the steady state. effnσ  is the effective normal stress; in the literature the 
parameters A=a effnσ  and B=b effnσ  are also often used. In general, in this 
formulation the state variable has the physical meaning of an average contact time of 
asperities between the sliding surfaces (Dieterich, 1986; Ruina, 1983). The first 
equation in (1.6) and (1.7) is usually named in the literature the governing equation, 
while the second is called the evolution equation. The evolution law in equation (1.6) 
is the slowness law (Ruina, 1983; Beeler et al., 1994; Roy and Marone, 1996), and it 
includes true ageing, while the one in equation (1.7) is usually named the slip law. 
The first logarithmic term in (1.6) and (1.7) represents the direct effect of friction 
(Dieterich, 1979), while the second accounts for the evolution of the state variable. 
In equation (1.8) τy is the upper yield stress, τf is the final kinetic friction level, u is 
the slip and Dc is the characteristic slip−weakening distance. The traction evolution 
associated to equation (1.8) is characterized by constant and linear traction decay and 
by a constant kinetic friction level. The characteristic length scale parameters of 
these two constitutive formulations are the slip weakening distance Dc and the 
parameter L: the former represents the slip required for traction to drop, the latter is 
the characteristic length for the renewal of a population of contacts along the sliding 
surface and controls the evolution of the state variable. In two recent papers Cocco 
and Bizzarri (2002) and Bizzarri and Cocco (2003) have investigated the slip 
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weakening behavior of the rate and state dependent constitutive law (1.6) and have 
shown that these two length scale parameters are different. They propose a scaling 
law between Dc and L, which states that their ratio is nearly 15 (in agreement with 
Okubo, 1989, and Guatteri and Spudich, 2000) and found analytical relations to 
associate SW and R&S constitutive parameters. We further discuss these results in 
the present chapter, focusing our attention on R&S friction law models with the 
perspective to provide a physical interpretation of the breakdown processes. 
 
1.4 Methodology 
We solve the elastodynamic equation (1.5) for a 2−D in−plane shear crack for which 
the displacement and the shear traction depend on time and only one spatial 
coordinate. That is, the fault is described with a line. We assume that the crack 
propagates only in the x1−direction. The medium is supposed to be infinite, 
homogeneous and elastic everywhere except along the fracture line.  
Because we consider the fully dynamic problem, we have to solve the 
equation (1.5) numerically. In all the computations of this Thesis we have adopted 
the finite difference approach (one of the most known in the literature). We solve the 
fundamental equation by using a finite difference method where the fault is 
simulated as a plane of split nodes in the grid (the Traction–at–Split–Nodes, TSN, 
numerical technique). The approach is described in Andrews (1973) and in Andrews 
(1999). An extensive presentation of the adopted numerical procedure can be found 
in Bizzarri et al. (2001) and Bizzarri and Cocco (2003), who also discuss the 
required stability and convergence criteria as well as resolution of the cohesive zone. 
The fault is described by a number of slip nodes coupled to each other by 
constitutive relations. The solutions of discretized equations of motion are stepped 
through time by calculating the net force acting on every node, by adjourning the 
velocities and displacements and by recalculating the internal force every element 
exercises on its nodes. The plane is discretized in equilateral triangles to increase the 
numerical efficiency. 
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In our procedure we can use either R&S laws (with slowness evolution 
equation or with slip evolution equation) or SW law. Besides, for the uniqueness of 
the dynamic problem, the collinearity between the slip velocity (derivative of the 
displacement) and the shear traction on the fault is imposed.  
 
1.5 Slip weakening in the R&S formulation 
We present in this section the simulation of the dynamic rupture propagation 
on a homogeneous fault model with R&S friction law defined in equation (1.6). We 
review and discuss results of previous works with a uniform distribution of 
constitutive parameters. Therefore we interpret the physical mechanisms controlling 
the breakdown process and the slip acceleration in the framework of a rate and state 
constitutive formulation. This fault model can be considered as a reference model for 
the discussion that will be presented in the following of this chapter and in the 
chapter 2. An example of dynamic modelling with the slip weakening law will be 
presented in the chapter 4. The parameters adopted for this simulation are listed in 
Table 1. The model represents a velocity weakening fault for which the value of b - a 
is 0.004 (i.e., B-A = 0.4 MPa). The results of this simulation are shown in Figure 2 
and they represent a good example to discuss the typical behavior of a spontaneous 
dynamic rupture governed by R&S. 
These calculations have been performed using values typical of laboratory 
experiments: the medium surrounding the crack is linear elastic, homogeneous and 
Poissonian and the total fault length is equal to 20 m. After initiation, the crack 
propagates symmetrically with respect to x1 = 0. At the initial stage the fault is at 
steady state, except in the nucleation region, which is 3 m wide. The nucleation 
strategy adopted for the simulations is a time weakening controlled by the state 
variable and it is described in Bizzarri et al. (2001); the nucleation patch is quite 
small and the nucleation stage is relatively short. The spatial discretization is ∆x = 
0.01 m, and ∆t is fixed from the Courant−Friedrichs−Levy ratio wCFL, defined as vS 
∆t/∆x. The convergence and stability of numerical simulations are discussed in detail 
in Bizzarri and Cocco (2003). 
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Figure 2a shows the spatio-temporal evolution of slip velocity, while the bottom 
panels display the traction evolution for a target point P1 as a function of state 
variable (Figure2b), slip velocity (Figure2c) and slip (Figure2d). We summarize in 
the following the most relevant features emerging from this simulation:  
 
Figure 2: (a) The spatio-temporal evolution of slip velocity during the dynamic rupture propagation 
on a homogeneous fault. The initial and constitutive parameters used for these calculations are listed 
in Table 1. The bottom panels show the traction evolution as a function of state variable (b), slip 
velocity (c) and slip (d) for a target point P1. We indicate different stages of the dynamic rupture with 
letters (A – D).   
 
1. The rupture speed increases during the dynamic propagation and remains for 
this configuration sub-shear (vcrack ~ 2200 m/s), although in general it might 
accelerate to a super-shear value, asymptotically approaching P-wave speed.  
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2. Peak slip velocity increases during the dynamic propagation with an 
increasing spatial distance from the nucleation; the largest increase occur 
when the crack accelerates to higher rupture velocities (Figures 2a and 3). 
 
Figure 3: Temporal evolution of dynamic traction and slip velocity for several selected points 
located at different distances from the nucleation. The constitutive parameters are the same used 
for previous figure and are listed in Table 1. 
 
3. Simulations for a homogeneous configuration show no healing of slip: slip 
velocity does not drop to zero during the rupture propagation (Figures 2a and 
3). All points have roughly the same final slip velocity value (v2), which 
represents the velocity at the new steady state after the dynamic stress release 
(Figure 3). 
4. The dynamic traction evolution shows a characteristic slip-weakening 
behavior (Figure 2d for a target point P1). The weakening phase is denoted in 
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this figure by the labels B and D (the latter identifies the point in which 
dynamic traction reaches the kinetic stress value, τf
eq
, see Figure 2d). 
According to Cocco and Bizzarri (2002) we call the slip required for traction 
to drop as “equivalent” slip weakening distance Dceq which does not coincide 
with the characteristic length scale parameter (L) of the R&S formulation 
(see also Gu 1984, and Gu and Wong, 1991; Nakatani, 2001). 
5. The phase diagram shown in Figure 2c points out that the shear stress reaches 
the peak value (the yield maximum stress τy 
eq
 indicated in Figure 2d and 
characterizing the point labeled B in the Figure 2) earlier than slip velocity 
(label C). 
6. Figure 2b points out that during dynamic propagation the state variable 
evolves from the assumed initial steady-state value (Φ init) to a new one (Φ ss 
= L/v). This represents the well–known self–damping behavior of the state 
variable. Bizzarri and Cocco (2003) and Cocco et al. (2004) have shown that 
it is the state variable evolution (line B-C in panel b) that drives the slip 
acceleration (same line in panel c) and most of the traction drop during the 
weakening phase (see panel d). 
7. The duration of the weakening phase (line B-D in panels c and d) defines the 
breakdown zone duration Tc (see next section). 
8. Simulations performed with a homogeneous configuration of R&S friction 
with a slowness evolution law (equation (1.6)) yield a constant weakening 
rate (see Figure 2d), provided that the spatial and temporal discretization is 
accurately selected to resolve the state variable evolution and the fast slip 
acceleration. 
 
The considerations presented above are characteristic of the rupture propagation on a 
velocity weakening homogeneous fault. It is important to point out that the peak slip 
velocity, the yield stress, the dynamic stress drop, the rupture velocity, the slip 
weakening distance are strongly affected by the values of a and b. 
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Elastic moduli (Lamé constants)  λ = µ = 27 GPa 
P and S wave velocities Vp = 5196 m/s,  Vs = 3000 m/s 
Effective normal stress σneff = 100 MPa  
R&S constitutive parameters a = 0.012, b = 0.016, L = 1 ⋅ 10−5 m  
Reference value for the friction 
coefficient  
µ* = 0.56, V* = 1000 m/s 
Initial values of the state variable 
within the nucleation zone and outside ( ) [ ]( )

Φ
−∈⋅=Φ==Φ
−
elsewhere ,v
 m  1.5 ,m  1.5   x ,s 10  1   
  0  t,x
init
ss
1
4
nucl
1
 
Fault discretization: spatial and 
temporal time steps 
∆x = 0.01 m; ∆t = 1.58e-6s; 
 
Table 1. Model and Constitutive parameters adopted for the numerical computation of reference 
model. 
 
1.5.1 The cohesive zone  
The concept of cohesive zone has been originally introduced by Barenblatt (1959a, 
1959b) for a tensile crack and subsequently by Ida (1972) for shear cracks in order to 
remove the physically unrealistic singularity of dynamic stress at the crack tip and to 
avoid an unbounded energy flux at the rupture front. The cohesive zone is the region 
of shear stress degradation near the crack tip; it is located just behind the rupture 
front and it is also named breakdown zone (Ohnaka and Yamashita, 1989). Different 
physical processes can be responsible of the shear stress degradation within the 
cohesive zone, and we refer to them as breakdown processes. The most important 
physical quantity that characterizes the breakdown process is the characteristic slip-
weakening Dc. This parameter represents the amount of slip required to drop the 
dynamic traction from the upper yield stress (τy 
eq
) to the kinetic friction level (τf 
eq
) 
and to absorb fracture energy (see Figure 2d). Dc is an input parameter imposed a 
priori in the well known SW constitutive law (Andrews, 1976a and 1976b).  
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Figure 4: (a) Spatio–temporal evolution of slip for a 2D in–plane crack obeying to a slowness 
constitutive law (eq. 1.6). Slip amplitudes are shown with the grey scale. The black lines depict 
the cohesive zone where the total dynamic traction drops from the maximum yield stress (τyeq) to 
the kinetic friction (τfeq). The box inserted in panel (a) depicts a zoom of the cohesive zone: Tc is 
the duration and Xc is the spatial extension of the cohesive zone. (b) Time histories of slip, slip 
velocity, state variable and total dynamic traction at the fault point x1 = 3.0 m. The amplitudes of 
each time history are normalized to its peak value to allow the comparison. The amplitude of 
peak slip velocity for this simulation is 2.65 m/s (at 1.95 10-3 s), while peak value of traction is 
7.62 107 Pa occurring at 1.85 10-3 s. The residual stress amplitude at 1.92 10-3 s is equal to 5.85 
107 Pa. The value of the equivalent slip weakening distance is 1.6 10-4 m. The stages of the 
dynamic failure process shown in Figure 2 are reproduced here for comparison. The slip velocity 
values at particular stage of the breakdown process are indicated and they are associated to the 
values of the other physical quantities. We indicate different stages with roman numbers (I – IV) 
as well as with letters (A – D). Initial and constitutive parameters are the same of previous figure. 
 
As briefly mentioned above, numerical simulations performed by adopting R&S 
constitutive laws display a slip-weakening behavior of dynamic traction (see Figure 
Dceq
τy
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2d). Figure 4a shows the spatio-temporal evolution of slip for the same simulation 
illustrates in Figure 2. The drop of the stress occurs during a breakdown time Tc and 
over a breakdown distance Xc. This figure is useful to depict the cohesive zone, its 
dimension and duration during the crack propagation. 
 
 
Figure 5: 3-D phase trajectories illustrating total dynamic traction as a function of slip and state 
(a) or slip velocity and state (b). (c) shows the state variable as a function of slip and slip velocity. 
The state evolves from the initial steady state (L/Vi) up to the final, new steady state. These 
calculations have been performed with the same constitutive parameters and at the same fault 
position as in previous figures. Letters B and D depict the same points as in previous figures. 
 
In Figure 4b we compare the time histories of total traction, slip, slip velocity and 
state variable, normalized in amplitude and calculated for the same model parameters 
used in Figure 2 in the same fault position (x1 = 3.0 m, i.e. outside the nucleation 
region). We have subdivided the time window shown in Figure 4b in five distinct 
stages, which comprise the duration of the whole breakdown process, and that are 
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associated with particular values of the slip velocity in Figure 2c (see corresponding 
letter A-D). 
Figure 5 shows the 3-D plots of the relevant physical parameters: (a) and (b) 
illustrate the total dynamic traction as a function of state variable and slip or slip 
velocity, respectively; (c) shows the state variable as a function of slip and slip 
velocity. These figures highlight several important conclusions. First, the state 
variable evolution drives the slip acceleration and the traction drop during the 
weakening phase. This is evident in Figures 4b and 5c: the state variable evolves 
from its initial to the new steady state value during phase II and the beginning of 
phase III. The slip velocity reaches its peak when the state variable has already 
reached the final steady-state value (see Figures 4b and 5b, c). The traction increase 
during phase II is associated with this evolution. We emphasize that the traction does 
not reach its maximum simultaneously with to the peak of the slip velocity. 
Slip weakening (phase III) begins when the state variable is evolving in a 
very short time and is half-way from the final value (Figures 4b and 5a). Moreover, 
the slip velocity evolution shows a clear velocity hardening behavior (phase I and II, 
from A to B in Figure 2c) followed by a velocity weakening (B to C in Figure 2c, 
belonging to phase III). Therefore, we can conclude that slip weakening and velocity 
weakening occur simultaneously and they are both driven by the state variable 
evolution (quite clear in Figure 5). Once slip velocity has reached its peak value (C 
in Figure 2c), the traction further decreases while slip decelerates (C to D in Figure 
2c).  The slip velocity evolution between the points C and D still belongs to phase III 
(i.e., slip weakening see Figure 4b). The fact that point C does not coincide with D, 
means that peak slip velocity occurs before the stress is at the kinetic level and the 
slip is equal to Dceq. 
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Figure 6: SW curves calculated from different simulations having the same initial and 
constitutive parameters (the same used in previous figures and listed in Table 1) except the 
characteristic distances L, ranging between 5 and 11 µm. We only change the spatial 
discretization to resolve appropriately the size and duration of the cohesive zone (∆x = 0.005 m). 
The shaded areas indicate the fracture energy, EG, for two distinct configurations with the 
smallest and largest adopted L value. The equivalent slip weakening distance is 84 µm for L = 5 
µm, 152 µm for L = 10 µm and 169 µm for L=11 µm. 
 
Figure 6 shows different slip weakening curves computed with different values of 
the parameter L and leaving unchanged all the other constitutive and initial 
parameters (Table 1). This figure shows that the equivalent slip weakening distance 
(Dceq) is larger than the parameter L (see Cocco and Bizzarri 2002) and that the 
absorbed fracture energy, as well as the resulting weakening rate, depend on the 
value adopted for the parameter L. Bizzarri and Cocco (2003) have proposed the 
following analytical relations to associate SW parameters to R&S constitutive and 
initial ones. Here we summarize these equations starting by the analytical relation 
between the two length-scale parameters: 
 
( )
L
bV
VD
n
eq
f
eq
y
σ
ττ −≅


=
init
oeq
c ln L  .                                    (1.9) 
 
y
eq 
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This equation shows that the proportionality factor relating Dceq and L depends on 
the initial velocity (Vinit) and on the slip velocity (Vo) reached when the slip is equal 
to Dceq (see Figure 4b). The latter is unknown a priori, and the last term in (1.9) 
expresses an approximate relation where the proportionality factor scales with the 
stress drop. This relation is valid only for the slowness law (1.6), as it will be 
discussed in the following. The dependence on L is well represented by (1.9) but the 
dependence on a and b is much more complex since both the yield stress and the 
kinetic friction depend on the constitutive parameters. In fact, numerical simulations 
presented by Bizzarri and Cocco (2003) have shown that the kinetic friction depends 
on the difference (b-a) as: 
 
( ) effn
o
eq
f V
Vab σ





−+µ=τ ** ln .                                       (1.10) 
 
The yield stress is related to the constitutive parameters through values (unknown a 
priori) of slip velocity (Vu) and state variable (Φu) reached when total traction is at 
the peak value (see Figure 4b). For the slowness law (1.6) the yield stress can be 
expressed as: 
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Equations (1.9), (1.10) and (1.11) allow the association of R&S and SW constitutive 
parameters. They also summarize the dependence of yield stress, kinetic friction and 
equivalent slip weakening distance on the R&S constitutive parameters. Figure 6 
clearly shows that both the kinetic friction level and the yield stress do not depend on 
the value adopted for the parameter L, which indeed controls the equivalent slip 
weakening distance as stated in (1.9). Consequently, the fracture energy and the 
weakening rate depend on the parameter L.  
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We infer a value of Dc
eq
 larger than the adopted L parameter and the ratio Dc
eq
 /L 
ranges between 15 and 20, in agreement with Cocco and Bizzarri (2002), Bizzarri 
and Cocco (2003) and Lapusta and Rice (2003). 
Numerical simulations, performed with constitutive parameters and fault 
parameterization at the laboratory scale (L ~ 10 µm and Dc
eq
 ~ 0.15 mm), yield 
fracture energy values ranging between 103 to 104 J/m2, in agreement with previous 
studies (Okubo and Dieterich, 1984). Recent studies have attempted to estimate the 
critical slip weakening distance from strong motion recordings (Ide and Takeo, 1997; 
Guatteri and Spudich, 2000) and suggested quite large values up to 0.5 m. There are 
several concerns, however, about the reliability of such large values of the critical 
slip weakening distance above all because they suggest that Dc may be a significant 
fraction of the maximum slip on the fault.  Guatteri and Spudich (2000) pointed out 
that there is a limitation to infer Dc from ground motion waveforms because of the 
trade-off between critical slip and strength excess (i.e., the difference between yield 
and initial stress values). If the slip weakening law is assumed as the constitutive 
relation and Dc is the characteristic length scale parameter of the dynamic problem, 
then the nucleation patch scales with Dc. Cocco and Bizzarri (2002) have 
emphasized that in this case, adopting values of the critical slip weakening distance 
ranging between 0.1 m and 1 m, the nucleation patch dimension would be a large 
fraction of the whole rupture area. On the contrary, in the framework of a rate and 
state formulation, the nucleation patch scales with L and not with Dceq (if L were 1 
mm the nucleation patch would be less than 1 km, see also Lapusta and Rice, 2002). 
However, in order to use the results of numerical simulations discussed here and to 
use the analytical relations proposed by Bizzarri and Cocco (2003) we have to solve 
the problem of scaling these results from the laboratory scale to the actual fault 
dimensions. Cocco and Bizzarri (2002) suggest that, if this scaling is allowed, 
according to laboratory experiments (Marone and Kilgore, 1993; Mair and Marone, 
1999) L can be as large as 1 cm and the proposed scaling law would yield Dc value 
close to 0.2 m. In this case, the fracture energy ranges between 106 and 107 J/m2. The 
inferred  Dceq values for actual earthquakes range between several centimetres to 
meters (see Chapter 6), suggesting that Dc may be a significant fraction of the 
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maximum slip on the fault. However, the scaling of the constitutive parameters from 
laboratory to real fault dimension is still an open question and different opinions 
exist about the reliability of these extremely large values of Dc for real earthquakes 
(see Guatteri and Spudich, 2000; Guatteri et al., 2003). 
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Chapter 2 
Physical interpretation of the breakdown 
process using R&S constitutive laws 
 
In this chapter, we aim to study the dynamic traction and the slip velocity 
evolution within the cohesive zone (see Figure 3 chapter 1) using a R&S constitutive 
law to understand the physical processes controlling the weakening and the healing 
mechanisms (i.e., the slip duration during the dynamic rupture propagation). In 
chapter 1 we have started noting that the SW behavior is the result of the dynamic 
failure process: in order to have a finite stress release the total dynamic traction 
drops when slip increases, which results in the commonly used slip-weakening 
behavior. This process occurs at the crack tip in a finite extended zone named the 
cohesive zone (Ida, 1972; Andrews, 1976-a,b; Ohnaka, 1996). Therefore, slip-
weakening must occur within the cohesive zone, but this behavior is the result of the 
physical processes controlling the breakdown zone. It is well known from the 
literature that slip−weakening is a characteristic feature of rate and state constitutive 
laws (Okubo and Dieterich, 1984; Guatteri et al., 2001; Bizzarri et al., 2001). We 
also know an intrinsic limitation, characteristic of R&S models, to prescribe a priori 
the traction evolution within the cohesive zone, which depends on “unknown” slip 
velocity values associated with particular stages of the breakdown process.  
We will use rate and state dependent constitutive laws to model the temporal 
evolution of slip velocity and dynamic traction during the propagation of a 2-D in-
plane crack. We start only considering a velocity weakening regime, b > a (we will 
show more deeply the classification of different R&S regimes in chapter 3). The goal 
is to understand the frictional control of slip weakening behavior and rupture 
healing. In the literature many different studies have discussed numerical simulations 
of dynamic slip on homogeneous faults showing either crack-like rupture mode or 
self-healing pulse propagation (Cochard and Madariaga, 1994, 1996; Perrin et al., 
1995; Beeler and Tullis, 1996; Zheng and Rice, 1998). The healing of slip, leading to 
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short slip durations or self-healing pulse propagation mode, has been related either to 
stress and/or strength (frictional) heterogeneity (see for instance Beroza and 
Mikumo, 1996). Self-healing ruptures have also been shown to appear in rupture 
propagation between dissimilar materials (Weertman 1980; Andrews and Ben-Zion, 
1997; Cochard and Rice, 2000).  
In this chapter, we focus on the rupture propagation along homogeneous 
faults, while in the next chapter we will model faults with heterogeneous constitutive 
parameters. In such a homogeneous configuration, healing mechanism and self-
healing pulses are related to the friction law (Perrin et al., 1995; Cochard and 
Madariaga, 1996; Beeler and Tullis, 1996; Zheng and Rice, 1998). We review and 
discuss previous modeling results and interpret the physical mechanisms controlling 
the breakdown process and the slip acceleration in the framework of a rate and state 
constitutive formulation.  
 
2.1 The evolution law and the dynamic rupture 
growth 
In the previous chapter we have discussed the results of several simulations 
performed for a 2-D in-plane crack obeying to a rate and state dependent law and 
using a slowness evolution equation as defined in equation (1.6). We have 
demonstrated that SW occurs within the breakdown zone and that the critical slip 
weakening distance is larger than the characteristic length scale parameter of the 
R&S formulation. We have concluded that the state variable evolution controls the 
weakening process and the consequent slip acceleration. Therefore, it is likely to 
expect that the analytical relation used for the evolution law can affect the SW 
behavior and the absorbed fracture energy. To test this finding, we compare the SW 
curves resulting from numerical simulations performed by using the same 
constitutive and initial parameters (see Table 1) for a slowness and a slip evolution 
laws, defined in equation (1.6) and (1.7) respectively. Figure 1 shows this 
comparison: our simulations clearly show that the slip weakening curves resulting 
from these two evolution laws are very different and that the equivalent slip 
weakening distance for a slip law is much lower than that obtained for a slowness 
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law (Bizzarri and Cocco, 2003). This result corroborates the idea that the state 
variable controls the weakening process and it suggests that the analytical relation 
(1.9), which was established for the slowness law, is not valid for the slip law. The 
kinetic friction is the same because the steady state friction value is the same for the 
two laws and the yield stress does not substantially change with the evolution law.  
 
Figure 1: Comparison between the SW curves resulting from simulations performed using the 
slowness and the slip evolution law (defined in equations 1.6 and 1.7) with the same constitutive 
parameters. The shape of the SW curves and the associated critical slip distance are very different: 
while the slowness law yields a nearly linear decay, the slip law yields a faster stress drop with 
variable weakening rate ( τ& ). 
 
Our numerical results show that the slip velocity peaks resulting for a slip law are 
much larger than those simulated for a slowness evolution law. This is consistent 
with the shorter critical slip weakening distance that in turns results in a faster 
fracture energy release (as evidenced by the larger weakening rate) and a smaller 
cohesive zone size. According to Perrin et al. (1995) and Zheng and Rice (1998) we 
find that a slip or a slowness law do not yield self-healing or short slip duration, but 
the resulting solutions are always consistent with a crack-like rupture mode. In 
particular, Perrin et al. (1995) showed that no steady traveling pulse can occur if the 
constitutive law does not allow for restrengthening in truly stationary contact (V=0). 
Here we generalize the definition of self-healing pulses, also considering slip 
velocity time histories for which the residual velocity is very small although not 
necessarily zero after arrest. We have to remark that in a homogeneous fault self-
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healing pulses can be generated either by modifying the fault constitutive law or by 
imposing an impulsive mode during rupture initiation, which is self-maintained 
during the dynamic rupture propagation (see Nielsen and Madariaga, 2002). We did 
not consider in this study the effect of stress and/or strength heterogeneity nor the 
effect of rupture propagation along a material interface. Our nucleation strategy does 
not prescribe the slip velocity pulse, because it is modeled as a time weakening 
controlled by the state variable.  
 
2.2 The direct effect of friction  
Beeler and Tullis (1996) have proposed two distinct strength functions that 
can yield fast restrengthening and self-healing following the Heaton (1990) 
suggestion that negative slip rate dependence can yield healing of slip. The first 
function is based on a sequential function characterized by a linear dependence on 
slip followed by a dependence on slip rate. Our simulations allow us to exclude this 
class of strength functions because we have shown that slip- and velocity- weakening 
occur simultaneously and not sequentially. The second function proposed by Beeler 
and Tullis (1996) is based on the rate and state dependent formulation, quite similar 
to that described by equation (1.6). They proposed a governing equation where the 
dependence on slip rate is eliminated by assuming a constant term for the direct 
effect of friction, which is included in the reference friction value (τkf): 
( )[ ]VVV
Ldt
d
b
BT
nkf
Θ−+=Θ
Θσ+τ=τ
1
ln
             (2.1) 
 
where VBT is an arbitrary slip velocity value. In this formulation, the state variable is 
non dimensional. 
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Figure 2: Spatio-temporal evolution of slip velocity for two simulations performed with different 
values of the parameter a (0.009 left panel and 0.0115 right panel) controlling the direct effect of 
friction in the governing equation. All the other parameters are those listed in Table 1. The 
slowness evolution law is used for these calculations. Smaller values of the parameter a yields 
higher rupture velocities (the rupture front bifurcation occurs only in the simulation with the 
smaller value). 
 
Following Beeler and Tullis (1996), we investigate in this study the role played by 
the direct effect of friction and the friction behavior at high slip rates by using a 
slowness evolution law as defined in (1.6). Figure 2 shows the spatio-temporal 
evolution of slip velocity for two simulations having different values of the 
parameter a (0.009 and 0.0115, respectively) and leaving all the other parameters 
unchanged respect to the reference model shown in Chapter 1 (see Table 1). This 
figure shows that the peak slip velocity increases when a decreases and the crack 
propagation is faster (in this case, the simulation with the smaller a even shows a 
crack bifurcation and a jump in rupture velocity). The traction drop is faster when 
the direct effect of friction is reduced (small a). This result is physically reasonable 
and both simulations show a crack-like rupture propagation mode. We point out that 
we were unable to generate self-healing using a slowness constitutive law also 
reducing the contribution of the direct effect of friction by changing the value 
adopted for the parameter a.  
We have also studied the effect of different velocity cutoff in the governing equation 
at high slip rates. We consider a governing equation (1.6) in which friction depends 
on slip rate when V << Vcut, while for V >> Vcut the direct term is frozen and taken 
constant [ 

 + 1ln *
cutV
Va ]. In this case, friction still depends on slip velocity 
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through the evolution equation and the state variable. We show in Figure 3 the slip 
weakening curves resulting from the simulations performed with different velocity 
cutoff and we compare them with the reference model. This figure emphasizes that 
the direct effect of friction and the friction behavior at high slip rates largely control 
the kinetic stress level and the yield stress, while the equivalent slip weakening 
distance and the weakening rate are only slightly modified. The calculation with Vcut 
=2.e-5m/s has a cutoff very close to the initial velocity (therefore, the direct effect of 
friction is constant and independent of slip rate during most of the simulation). The 
direct effect of friction of this model reduces the hardening phase (i.e. the yield stress 
value is close to the initial stress).  The latter calculation has a higher slip rate cutoff, 
so that the direct effect of friction is frozen only when V>1 m/s. 
 
 
Figure 3: SW curves calculated from several simulations performed using a slowness law and 
different values of the slip rate cutoff (Vcut). The SW curve shown in Figure 1 is included for 
comparison, as the reference model. 
 
However in all cases we are unable to simulate self-healing pulse mode with a 
slowness evolution law. It is important to point out that modifying the friction 
behavior at high slip rates affects the weakening processes within the cohesive zone. 
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Elastic moduli (Lamé constants)  λ = µ = 27 GPa 
P and S wave velocities Vp = 5196 m/s,   Vs = 3000 m/s 
Effective normal stress σneff = 100 MPa  
R&S constitutive parameters a = 0.012, b = 0.016, L = 1 ⋅ 10−5 m  
Reference value for the friction 
coefficient  
µ* = 0.56, V* = 1000 m/s 
Initial values of the state variable 
within the nucleation zone and outside ( ) [ ]( )

Φ
−∈⋅=Φ==Φ
−
elsewhere ,v
 m  1.5 ,m  1.5   x ,s 10  1   
  0  t,x
init
ss
1
4
nucl
1
 
Fault discretization: spatial and 
temporal time steps 
∆x = 0.01 m; ∆t = 1.58e-6s; 
 
Table 1. Model and Constitutive parameters adopted for the numerical computation of reference 
model. 
 
2.3 The evolution law and the healing mechanisms 
We have discussed in the previous sections how the evolution law controls 
the dynamic rupture growth and the slip weakening behavior within the cohesive 
zone. We have also remarked that different modifications of the evolution law have 
been proposed to generate a self-healing or impulsive slip propagation mode. These 
attempts confirm our finding that the evolution law, peculiar of the rate and state 
formulation, play a dominant role in controlling the breakdown process and the 
temporal and spatial evolution of dynamic traction and slip velocity. The motivation 
to modify the evolution law for modeling short slip duration or self-healing consists 
in the impossibility to have such behaviors using slowness or slip constitutive laws 
(defined in equations 1.6 and 1.7). In this section, we present and discuss several 
simulations performed by using two other constitutive laws, which have been 
modified to have a fast restrengthening leading to the healing of slip. We start with 
the constitutive law proposed by Perrin et al. (1995) who suggested modifying the 
rate and state dependent laws used above to allow rapid restrengthening in truly 
stationary contact. These authors correctly emphasized that not all constitutive 
models allow for steady traveling wave pulses, and concluded that for the slowness 
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and slip constitutive laws used above steady pulse solutions do not exist. We believe 
that the observational constraints for steady pulse or constant rise time during real 
earthquakes are quite weak. In this study we attempt to model short rise times (that 
is, a slip duration much shorter than rupture duration which is independent of fault 
position) that are not expected with a crack –like rupture propagation mode. Perrin et 
al. (1995) proposed the following constitutive law: 
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where the velocity VPE represents a low velocity cut-off with no weakening at slip 
rates V << VPE  (see also Zheng and Rice, 1998). This version of the slowness 
evolution law allows for truly stationary contact (V = 0) and gives an upper limit to a 
contact time PVL≤Θ . Perrin et al. (1995) have shown that, using the constitutive 
law defined in (2.2), the spontaneous rupture propagation will occur either in the 
self-healing slip pulse mode (although not generally a steady pulse) or in the 
classical enlarging crack-like mode depending on the values of the adopted 
constitutive parameters. We show in Figure 4a the spatio-temporal evolution of slip 
velocity simulated using our 2-D algorithm, the constitutive law defined in (2.2), and 
the set of constitutive parameters listed in Table 1 with V* equal to 10 m/s and VPE 
equal to 10-2 m/s.  
This figure emphasizes that slip velocity becomes very small and healing of slip 
clearly occurs. Slip duration is short and it is not associated to a steady pulse 
traveling along the fault. Figure 4b shows the time histories of state variable, slip, 
slip velocity and total dynamic traction and it points out again that the state variable 
drives the evolution of dynamic traction and the slip acceleration. The time window 
used in Figure 4b is too short to show the total duration of slip, but this is required to 
compare the different time histories. 
However, the comparison between the time histories shown in this figure with that 
one shown in Figures 3 of Chapter 1 reveals the rapid increase of dynamic traction 
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immediately after the end of the weakening phase, which is due to the fast 
restrengthening causing the healing of slip. 
Figure4: (a) Spatio-temporal evolution of slip velocity from a simulation performed using the 
constitutive law proposed by Perrin et al. (1995) and stated in (2.2). The nucleation patch is shown 
by the larger initial slip rate (it is indispensable to favorite the nucleation). The reference slip 
velocity V* in this simulation is equal to 10 m/s and the low velocity cutoff VPE in (2.2) is 10-2 m/s. 
The solution shows healing of slip. The rapid restrengthening is so fast that the nucleation patch 
undergoes to an aseismic slip episode during the considered time window. (b) Time histories of 
slip, slip velocity, state variable and total dynamic traction calculated with the constitutive law 
described in (2.2). 
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Figure 5: SW curve and phase diagram resulting from the simulations performed with the constitutive 
law described in (2.2). The red curve shows the steady state friction as a function of slip velocity. The 
straight dot-dashed (grey) line represents the radiation damping curve. 
 
This is even more evident in Figure 5 where we have plotted the slip weakening 
curve and the phase diagram resulting from the constitutive law defined in (2.2). The 
dynamic traction shows an evident slip-hardening phase preceding the slip 
weakening (which is in general more pronounced than that obtained with the 
constitutive models previously discussed) and the kinetic friction level is maintained 
only for a short time because the rapid restrengthening causes the dynamic traction 
increase. The phase diagram is also peculiar since the dynamic system, after an 
evident velocity hardening and weakening phases, does not follow the steady state 
friction, which means that the state variable is not constant or at the steady state. The 
rapid restrengthening is so fast that during the time window of the dynamic 
propagation the rupture re-nucleates, or re-accelerates if the arrest is not actually 
completed (see Figure 4a). 
The constitutive law (2.2), proposed by Perrin et al. (1995), includes a modification 
of the slowness constitutive relation (1.6) motivated by the physical requirement to 
allow stationary contact. Many different modifications of the rate and state 
constitutive laws have been proposed in the literature to attempt to explain self-
healing or other dynamic processes, but only few of them are based on physical 
requirements. Nielsen and Carlson (2000) proposed a state dependent friction law 
that incorporates rate weakening and a characteristic time for healing. 
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Figure 6: (a) Spatio-temporal evolution of slip velocity calculated for a simulation performed using 
the constitutive law described in (2.3) and a characteristic values for tfh equal to 3.9 10-3 s. The top 
panels show the slip velocity as a function of time (b) at different points on the fault line and of space 
(c) calculated at different time steps (in seconds). 
 
In this study, we have used a constitutive law where the governing equation is the 
same as the one used in (1.6) but the evolution law is that proposed by Nielsen et al. 
(2000) and Nielsen and Carlson (2000). This constitutive model has the form: 
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where γ has the dimensions of seconds and is taken equal to 1 and tfh is the 
characteristic time for healing. The constitutive model described in (2.3) is different 
from that used by Nielsen and Carlson (2000) because we used a lab-derived 
governing equation in which we assign appropriate values to the parameters a and b. 
Moreover, we performed simulations with a dimensional data set that we will discuss 
in the following. 
We have performed several simulations using the constitutive model (2.3) with the 
same set of parameters used in previous figures (listed in table 1) and changing the 
value of the characteristic time tfh. Our simulations show that if the characteristic 
time is appropriately chosen the solutions show a slip-pulse propagation mode with a 
nearly constant rise time. Values of the characteristic time larger than 0.1 s yield 
temporal evolution of slip velocity and dynamic traction very similar to the reference 
model. The healing of slip occurs when tfh becomes smaller than 5▪10-3 s. Figure 6 
shows the results of a simulation performed using the values of parameters listed in 
Table 1 and a value of the characteristic time for healing (tfh) of 3.9▪10-3 s: slip 
velocity behavior shows a nearly constant duration and its peak increases as the 
crack advances. Figure 7 shows a 3-D plot with the traction dependence on slip and 
slip velocity. This figure shows a phase diagram quite similar to those previously 
discussed and a rapid increase of dynamic traction (restrengthening) immediately 
following the slip weakening phase that generates the healing of slip. Figure 7 shows 
a comparison between the 3-D phase trajectories resulting from the constitutive 
models (2.2) and (2.3) [a and b, respectively], which are very similar. 
The results of our simulations are summarized in Figure 8 where we plot the 
superposition of slip profiles calculated at different times for three different 
constitutive models. The top panel shows the slip behavior resulting from the 
classical slowness law defined in (1.6) and it reveals that no healing occurs and the 
rupture propagates in the enlarging crack-like mode. The other two panels show the 
slip behavior resulting from the Nielsen and Carlson (2000) and the Perrin et al. 
(1995) constitutive models defined in equations (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. These 
models show short slip durations resembling a self-healing propagation mode.  
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Figure 7: Comparison between the 3-D phase trajectories resulting from the simulations performed 
with the constitutive laws described in (2.2) (top panel - a -) and (2.3) (bottom panel - b -) and 
showing total dynamic traction as a function of slip and slip velocity. The slip weakening behavior 
resulting from these two distinct constitutive laws is very similar, while the inferred values of slip 
velocity are quite different. 
 
These results confirm that appropriate modifications of the evolution law can lead to 
self-healing slip propagation mode, but this requires the introduction of other 
characteristic parameters [a velocity cutoff in (2.2), or a characteristic time in (2.3)] 
that must be chosen without objective constraints. This implies that healing occurs 
with these constitutive laws only for particular set of the initial and constitutive 
parameters.  
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Figure8: Comparison between the slip profiles, obtained by the superposition of snapshots at 
different time steps of slip along the fault line, resulting from simulations performed with a 
slowness evolution law (top panel) and with the evolution laws described in (2.2), middle panel, 
and (2.3) bottom panel.  
 
2.4 Discussions  
We want to provide a physical interpretation of the breakdown process in order to 
explain the weakening mechanisms responsible for crack propagation and healing of 
slip. We model a 2-D in-plane rupture propagation along a homogenous fault line 
and we adopt rate and state dependent constitutive laws. We have illustrated that this 
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constitutive model allows the quantitative simulation of the rupture initiation and 
propagation and involves slip weakening within the cohesive zone. We have 
demonstrated that in the framework of rate and state constitutive laws the evolution 
equation of state variable governs both the weakening mechanisms and the healing 
of slip. We have compared different evolution laws and we conclude that slowness 
and slip constitutive models appropriately describe the rupture initiation and 
propagation but are unable to generate slip velocity pulses or short rise time, since 
the rupture grows as an enlarging crack-like mode. Therefore, the choice of the 
evolution law is crucial to represent the weakening and healing mechanisms in a 
homogeneous fault.  
In order to perform the simulations discussed in this study and to interpret the state 
variable evolution it is necessary to have an optimal resolution of the cohesive zone. 
This implies that, even if the convergence and stability criteria are satisfied and 
solutions are found in a continuum model of fault dynamics, it is necessary to choose 
accurately the spatial and temporal discretization to follow and image the fast state 
variable evolution. This observation explains the intrinsic limitation in constraining 
constitutive parameters and slip velocity evolution by modeling radiated seismic 
waves (see also Guatteri and Spudich, 2000), which would require the modeling of 
high frequency waveforms. Because the zone of very rapid state evolution 
(controlling stress and slip velocity behaviors at the crack tip) scales with L, 
estimating the value of this length scale parameter is crucial to define the resolution 
and to identify the dimensions of nucleation patch and cohesive zone. Therefore, for 
these purposes, the adoption of a slip weakening model is much more practical, 
because it allows us to prescribe the traction evolution within the cohesive zone, to 
constrain the fracture energy and to simulate radiated ground motions. The 
dependence of yield stress, kinetic friction level and Dc values on slip velocity 
values, which are unknown a priori, makes the simulation of spontaneous rupture 
propagation with rate and state constitutive models less feasible.  
In the framework of a rate and state formulation, appropriate modifications of the 
evolution law allow us to simulate spontaneous ruptures propagating as a slip 
velocity pulse with short rise times, thus including self-healing. These constitutive 
models are characterized by a rapid restrengthening occurring immediately after the 
end of the weakening stage. However, these constitutive laws have never been tested 
in laboratory. This raises the question on the reliability of these analytical 
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modifications of lab-derived constitutive laws to explain short slip durations, even 
when motivated by physical arguments.  
By adopting the rate and state dependent laws, we try to incorporate the dependence 
of the friction coefficient on time as well as on the properties and roughness of the 
fault surface. However, other factors such as thermal pressurization and pore fluid 
lubrication can affect the effective normal stress, thus modifying the friction law 
( eff
n
µσ=τ ). Moreover, heterogeneities of constitutive parameters and complexities 
of fault geometry and earth structure should be considered in our modeling attempts, 
as we will show in the next chapter.  
We aim to identify and model those mechanisms occurring in the cohesive 
zone, which are controlled by the constitutive law. According to our results, we can 
interpret the breakdown process in terms of the roughness and the properties of the 
contact surface, which evolves during sliding. Thus, in this context, we extend the 
physical interpretation of the state variable evolution, proposed to describe the 
nucleation and the long term restrengthening, to interpret the dynamic failure episode 
during the crack propagation (i.e., the breakdown process). The important conclusion 
of this chapter is that slip weakening should not be considered as an alternative 
description of the breakdown process. We propose that the state variable evolution 
controls slip weakening, because in the framework of a rate and state constitutive 
formulation it governs the weakening mechanisms and the slip acceleration. We have 
to remind here, however, that complementary interpretations of the state variable and 
its evolution law exist: Segall and Rice (1995) and Sleep (1997) proposed to relate 
the state variable to the porosity within the fault zone, thus accounting for the effects 
of dilatancy and pore compaction. Therefore, while we have shown that the 
evolution law governs the breakdown process, the physical interpretation of the state 
variable is not uniquely defined, because it depends on different competing 
mechanisms. 
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Chapter 3 
Heterogeneous faults modelled with R&S law 
 
Numerous recent investigations have shown that the rupture history imaged 
on the fault plane during moderate-to-large magnitude earthquakes is quite complex: 
slip is non-uniformly distributed on the fault and rupture velocity or slip duration can 
change dramatically during the dynamic rupture propagation. The heterogeneity of 
slip and the variations of rupture speed are certainly associated to the complexity of 
fault geometry, to the non-uniform distribution of pre-stress (Day, 1982; Peyrat et 
al., 2001) as well as to the variations of frictional properties on the fault plane 
(Boatwright and Cocco, 1996). The short slip duration and the healing of slip can 
also be associated to stress heterogeneity (Beroza and Mikumo, 1996; Day et al., 
1998) or rupture propagation between dissimilar materials (Andrews and Ben Zion, 
1997; Cochard and Rice, 2000). Otherwise, in a homogeneous configuration the 
healing of slip has been modeled by appropriately modifying the constitutive relation 
(see previous chapter and see Perrin et al., 1995; Zheng and Rice, 1998) that allows 
traction re−strengthening. However, as we have seen in chapter 2, although the 
constitutive laws which include self-healing of slip are physically reasonable, they 
have not been corroborated with laboratory experiments.   
In this chapter we model the dynamic propagation of an earthquake rupture on a 
heterogeneous fault still using R&S constitutive laws. This implies that we have to 
describe and represent the frictional heterogeneity in terms of non-uniform 
distributions of R&S constitutive parameters along our 2-D fault model. Several 
studies were focused on the investigation of the effects of spatial heterogeneities of 
the constitutive properties (see Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice, 1993; Boatwright and 
Cocco, 1996 among many others). In particular, Boatwright and Cocco (1996; BC96 
in the following) discussed the frictional control of crustal faulting by using a R&S 
law and a single degree of freedom spring-slider dynamic system. They proposed 
that the fault response to the dynamic stress perturbations can differ depending on 
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the variability of the constitutive parameters. They proposed four frictional fields 
separating the velocity weakening regime (VW) into strong and weak fields and the 
velocity strengthening regime (VS) into compliant and viscous response (see Table 
1). BC96 associated these four frictional regimes with different values of the 
constitutive parameters and with observed features of seismicity and strain release as 
depicted in Table 1. Several authors have suggested that fault frictional parameters 
can vary with depth (Blanpied et al., 1991, 1995; Rice, 1993; Lapusta et al., 2000 
among many others). BC96 proposed that these frictional parameters can also change 
along the fault strike, suggesting that frictional properties may control crustal 
faulting. We investigate by means of our 2-D finite difference algorithm the rupture 
propagation on a fault modeled through the different regimes proposed by BC96. We 
study how the interaction between velocity weakening and velocity strengthening 
portions of a 2-D fault can affect the dynamic rupture propagation. 
Regime Description A and B Seismicity Strain 
Release 
Strong 
Seismic 
(S-VW) 
B >> A main shocks 
and some 
aftershocks 
episodic  
dynamic 
slip 
 
 
Velocity 
weakening 
(VW) 
 
Weak 
Seismic  
(W-VW) 
B - A > 0 
B – A ≤ 
0.05 MPa 
interseismic, 
foreshocks,  
main shocks  
and 
aftershocks 
creep and 
intermittent  
dynamic 
slip 
Compliant 
(aseismic) 
A - B > 0  
A - B ≤ 0.1 
MPa 
some 
aftershocks 
creep and  
forced 
dynamic 
 
Velocity 
strengthening 
(VS) Viscous 
 (aseismic) 
A >> B None stable 
sliding 
 
Table 1. Frictional behaviors proposed by Boatwright and Cocco (1996). The parameters A and B 
represent  aσneff and bσneff, respectively. 
 
 
3.1 The velocity-weakening frictional regime 
Because we are interested in modeling the spontaneous dynamic propagation 
of an earthquake rupture, we first consider the propagation in a velocity weakening 
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frictional regime (VW). This frictional behavior is characterized by (B-A) > 0 and 
relatively small values of the L parameters. We present in this section the results of 
several simulations performed on a homogeneous fault. The model parameters used 
for these simulations are listed in Table 2. We consider a set of parameters 
representative of the laboratory scale and we assume a constant normal stress σn
eff 
(σn
eff
 = σn – pfluid; where pfluid is the pore fluid pressure). 
The velocity weakening behavior (A < B) represents the unstable regime that causes 
dynamic slip episodes on the fault plane, dynamic stress drop and the emission of 
seismic waves. For instance, we can associate VW patches to intermediate depth 
fault portions, as those located between 3 to 15 Km along the S. Andreas Fault. 
3.1.1 Strong Velocity-Weakening Fault 
We first model a VW regime characterized by a relatively large difference of 
constitutive parameters (B-A≥ 0.6 MPa) and, according to BC96, we refer to it as a 
strong velocity weakening regime (S-VW). The results of the simulations are shown 
in Figure 1 and the input and constitutive parameters are listed in Table 2. The 
strength parameter has been introduced by Das and Aki (1977a, 1977b) to quantify 
how a fault area is unstable and ready to fail [S = (τy – τo)/(τo – τf)]. For a 2–D fault 
governed by a linear SW law, Andrews (1976a, 1976b) showed that S expresses also 
a limit to discriminate if a crack can (S < 1.77) or can not (S > 1.77) propagate with 
super-shear rupture velocity. For R&S constitutive laws it is possible to define a 
parameter Seq equivalent to S by using the values of parameters τyeq, τo, τfeq (Bizzarri 
and Cocco 2003). The simulation shown in Figure 1, by using the R&S constitutive 
laws for a strong seismic behavior (B – A = 0.75 MPa), is associated with a value of 
equivalent parameter S
eq
 < 1.77. 
We can clearly see in Figure 1a that the rupture front bifurcates; this has been 
previously obtained by Okubo (1989) and by Bizzarri et al. (2001). The spatio-
temporal plot shown in this figure has been drawn with a resolution smaller than that 
adopted for numerical calculations in order to better illustrate the increase of peak 
slip velocity and the jump in rupture front speed. 
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Figure 1: Dynamic rupture propagation on a strong velocity weakening fault. The model and 
constitutive parameters used for these calculations are listed in Table 2. Top panel shows the spatio-
temporal evolution of slip velocity. We have drawn this plot with a reduced resolution in order to 
emphasize the increase in peak slip velocity. Bottom panel shows the time histories of slip velocity in 
different positions along the fault: black lines identify those points located before the point where 
crack accelerates to a super-shear rupture velocity, while colored curves identify those points located 
in the region where the crack has bifurcated. 
 
Figure 1b shows the temporal evolutions of slip velocity: black lines indicate slip 
velocity time histories at those fault positions located before the acceleration of the 
rupture front to super-shear speed; the colored lines show slip velocity at those 
points where the crack is bifurcated. The increase of peak slip velocity occurs only 
within the cohesive zone: thus, we observe it only in the external rupture front. 
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Moreover, these simulations illustrate that when the rupture jumps to a super-shear 
rupture velocity the slip velocity, drops to zero and thus slip heals before to 
accelerate to internal rupture front. 
Parameter Strong Seismic 
Regime 
 
Weak Seismic 
Behavior 
 
λ = µ 27 GPa  27 GPa  
vP 5196 m/s 5196 m/s 
vS 3000 m/s 3000 m/s 
µ0 0.56 0.56 
a 0.0085 0.015 
b 0.016 0.016 
L 1 × 10
-5
 m 0.8 × 10
-6
 m 
σn
eff
 100 MPa 100 MPa 
vinit 1 × 10
-5
 m/s 1 × 10
-5
 m/s 
Φnucl 1 × 10-4 s 1 × 10-4 s 
Φoutside the nucleation  Φss(vinit) Φ
ss
(vinit) 
τ0  τss(vinit ) τ
ss
(vinit ) 
Nucleation 
region 
 [-1.5 m, 1.5 m] [-2.0 m, 2.0 m] 
∆x1 0.01 m 0.01 m 
Fault region  [-10 m, 10 m]  [-10 m, 10 m] 
Table 2. Model and constitutive parameters adopted for the numerical experiments for 
homogeneous configurations. The set of parameters refer to a typical laboratory scale.  
 
Thus, a strong VW regime allows the simulation of earthquake ruptures in agreement 
with theoretical experiments performed with a slip-weakening law (see Bizzarri et 
al., 2001, and references therein) and with laboratory experiments (Rosakis et al., 
2000).  
The strong seismic areas have a large breakdown stress drop (defined as the 
difference between the yield and the frictional stress ∆τb= τy
eq – τf 
eq
) and very large 
co-seismic slip: in a strong VW patch, slip and peak slip velocity are three times 
larger than those obtained for the reference model (Figure 2 Chapter 1) at the same 
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distances from the nucleation. The rupture velocity is close to 2.6 km/s immediately 
after the nucleation and the external front moves at about 4.5 km/s after the 
bifurcation. The separation between the two fronts increases going far from the 
nucleation, because of the different rupture velocities.  
 
3.1.2 Weak Velocity-Weakening Fault 
According to BC96 we define a weak fault as a fault characterized by a small 
difference between A and B (B - A < 0.05MPa). The results extrapolated by 
comparing Figure 2 of Chapter 1 and Figure 1 of this Chapter are representative of 
simulations characterized by values of B and A parameters selected to have (B – A) > 
0.2 MPa. We experienced a severe difficulty to achieve a spontaneous nucleation and 
then spontaneous dynamic rupture propagation with 0 MPa < B – A < 0.1 MPa 
performing many numerical experiments. We point out here that decreasing (B – A) 
we increase the dimension of the nucleation patch, which is defined as (Dieterich, 
1992):  
 lc = η µ L / (b-a) σn eff                                             (3.1) 
where η is a geometric constant that depends on the crack type. Therefore, to avoid 
increasing the size of the nucleation patch we are confined to use a smaller L. We 
have obtained a spontaneous nucleation using (B – A) = 0.1 MPa and L = 0.8·10-6 m 
(see Table 2 for the whole set of adopted parameters). As expected, under these 
conditions the slip velocities within the nucleation patch (where the instability is 
promoted) are much larger than those inferred during the dynamic propagation 
within the weak fault portion. Our modeling results suggest that: i) peak slip velocity 
in weak regions can be even more than 10 times smaller than that simulated for the 
reference model; ii) the breakdown stress drop is decreased by 30%, although yield 
stress and kinetic friction level are both decreased; iii) the equivalent slip weakening 
distance decreases because both the breakdown stress drop and L decrease; iv) the 
inferred rupture velocity is smaller than that of the reference model and we never 
observe a crack bifurcation; v) despite the smaller values of the dynamic parameters 
we still retrieve an evident slip weakening behavior of the traction versus slip curves.  
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We believe that these results and the inferred behavior of a weak fault portion are 
physically reasonable because, according to BC96, we expect that weak fault zones 
undergo to dynamic instabilities only during micro-earthquakes or when they are 
loaded by a dynamic rupture front propagating in an adjacent strong weakening area. 
We will model this latter behavior in the next section. 
3.2 Numerical representation of frictional 
heterogeneities 
The goal of this section is to model the dynamic rupture propagation on a 2-D 
heterogeneous fault. Because in our approach the spontaneous dynamic propagation 
is governed by the R&S friction law, we represent the source heterogeneities in 
terms of non-uniform distribution of constitutive parameters. As described above, we 
follow the findings of BC96, who proposed that both the velocity weakening and the 
velocity strengthening regimes (see Scholz, 1990 and 1998) are separated into two 
fields depending on the values of constitutive parameters and the response to 
external loading (see Table 1). As shown in the previous section an earthquake 
rupture can spontaneously nucleate only within strong velocity weakening area (S-
VW), characterized by sufficiently large values of the parameters (B – A) and L. 
However, a dynamic rupture can propagate also in a weak velocity weakening area 
(W-VW). Nucleation in these regions occurs only for very small earthquakes or 
when it is forced by a sudden external stress change. We remind here that in their 
original classification BC96 have used the A and B parameters, which in the present 
study correspond to A = aσneff and B = bσneff.  
The velocity strengthening (VS) behavior (defined by the condition A > B) models a 
stable sliding, i.e. an aseismic slip. By definition, it is impossible to obtain 
spontaneous rupture propagation for a homogeneous case. The VS behavior has been 
proposed to describe several portions of the San Andreas Fault, which are 
characterized by creep events (see Scholz, 1990). A VS area can be characterized by 
the thickness of unconsolidated sediments (like Southern California) or by 
unconsolidated gouge within the fault (like in Central California; Marone et al., 
1991). According to BC96 the velocity strengthening areas can contribute to the 
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arrest of an earthquake rupture. In particular, compliant areas are velocity 
strengthening fault regions that slip aseismically but can be driven to instability if 
they are sufficiently loaded by an abrupt stress increase due to the rupture 
propagation in an adjacent velocity weakening area (BC96). The VS behavior is 
characteristic of the R&S laws and it cannot be simulated by using the SW law.  
The two “intermediate” fields proposed by BC96, weak and compliant, have 
frictional velocity dependencies that are close to velocity neutral: they can modulate 
both tectonic loading and the dynamic rupture process. Aftershocks can occur on 
compliant areas around a high slip patch, but most of the stress is diffused through 
aseismic slip.  
In the following sections we will present and discuss the results of different 
simulations of dynamic crack propagation on a heterogeneous fault representing 
frictional heterogeneity in terms of a non-uniform distribution of either the L or B 
and A parameters. 
3.2.1 Heterogeneous distribution of the L parameter 
In this section we will present two numerical experiments in which we consider 
variable values of the characteristic length L along the fault; all models and 
constitutive parameters are listed in Table 3. We remind here that the L parameter 
controls the state variable evolution and affects the size of nucleation zone (equation 
(3.1)). Therefore, with the increasing L value, the fault spends a longer time to reach 
an extension equal to the critical length lc and to initiate the spontaneous dynamic 
rupture propagation.  
In Figure 2 we show results of numerical experiment in which a fault patch with L = 
9 µm is surrounded by a region with a greater L (= 15 µm). In panel 2a the spatio-
temporal evolution is reported. In panel 2b we show histories of slip velocity for 
different points located along the fault. Figure 2 points out that the rupture penetrates 
within the region having a greater L. 
As previously noted, during the propagation the peak slip velocity increases as the 
rupture front moves far away from the nucleation patch and, as soon as the crack tip 
encounters the region with a greater L, peak slip velocity is immediately reduced, but 
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even in this region it starts to grow again. As in the reference model, v2 (i.e. the 
velocity at the new steady state) is almost the same for all points.  
 
Figure 2: Dynamic rupture propagation along a heterogeneous fault: the adopted 
constitutive parameters are listed in Table 3. The fault is represented as two patches 
having different values of the L parameter (L1 and L3 in Table 3): the external one has a 
larger value (1.6 times the inner one). Top panel shows the spatio-temporal evolution of 
slip velocity. Bottom panel displays the time histories of slip velocity in different 
positions along the fault: solid lines identify slip velocity computed for those points 
located in the inner region (low L), while dashed lines identify slip velocity computed for 
those points located in the external region (high L). 
 
 
We have plotted in Figure 3 the slip–weakening curves calculated for different points 
located along the fault strike for the same simulation shown in Figure 2.  
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Parameter Heterogeneity 
of L 
 (Figure 2-3) 
Barrier-
healing 
 (Figure4) 
Finite slip 
duration 
(Figure5) 
Complex 
rupture 
propagation 
 (Figure6) 
λ = µ 27 GPa  27 GPa  27 GPa  27 GPa  
v
P
 5196 m/s 5196 m/s 5196 m/s 5196 m/s 
v
S
 3000 m/s 3000 m/s 3000 m/s 3000 m/s 
µ
0
 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 
a1 0.012 0.012 0.015 0.014 
a2 0.012 0.012 0.015 0.015 
a3 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 
b1 0.016 0.016 0.014 0.016 
b2 0.016 0.016 0.014 0.013 
b3 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 
L1=L2 1.5 × 10
-5
 m 1 × 10
-3
 m 1 × 10
-5
 m 1 × 10
-5
 m 
L3 0.9 × 10
-5
 m 1 × 10
-5
 m 1 × 10
-5
 m 1 × 10
-5
 m 
x1 5 m 5 m 7 m 6 m 
x2 5 m 5 m 7 m 4 m 
σ
n
eff
 100 MPa 100 MPa 100 MPa 100 MPa 
v
init
 1 × 10
-5
 m/s 1 × 10
-5
 m/s 1 × 10
-5
 m/s 1 × 10
-5
 m/s 
Φ
nucl
 1 × 10
-4
 s 1 × 10
-4
 s 1 × 10
-4
 s 1 × 10
-4
 s 
Φ
outside the 
nucleation
  
Φss(v
init
) Φss(v
init
) Φss(v
init
) Φss(v
init
) 
τ
0
  τss(v
init 
) τss(v
init 
) τss(v
init 
) τss(v
init 
) 
Nucleation 
region 
[-1.5 m, 1.5 
m] 
[-1.5 m, 1.5 
m] 
[-1.5 m, 1.5 m] [-1.5 m, 1.5 
m] 
∆x
1
 0.01 m 0.01 m 0.01 m 0.01 m 
Fault region [-10 m, 10 m] [-10m, 10m] [-50 m, 50m] [-50 m, 50m] 
Table 3. Model and constitutive parameters used for the simulations on a heterogeneous fault.  
 
Because the state variable evolution is different for different values of the L 
parameter, the dynamic traction also displays a quite diverse behavior. When the 
rupture enters the region characterized by a greater L, the value of Dc
eq
 and 
consequently the fracture energy increase. Thus, Figure 3 corroborates the linear 
relation existing between the equivalent slip weakening distance Dc
eq
 and the L 
parameter (equation (1.9)). The kinetic friction level is nearly the same in the two 
regions. We emphasize that the slip-weakening curves maintain the expected trend 
also during the propagation along a heterogeneous fault but the dynamic physical 
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quantities (such as dynamic stress drop or fracture energy) depend on the constitutive 
parameters. The simulation presented above is characterized by a small contrast of 
the L parameter in the two regions. We show in Figure 4 the results of a numerical 
experiment in which the variation of L is more pronounced: we simulate the dynamic 
propagation along a fault where the inner region has L = 10 µm and the external 
region has a higher L value (L = 1 mm). In this case the rupture is unable to penetrate 
the external patch. This configuration has been named “barrier model“ by Bizzarri et 
al. (2001). In fact, we observe that during the propagation within the inner region the 
rupture behavior is identical to the reference configuration (Figure 2a Chapter 1). 
 
Figure 3: Slip-weakening curves calculated for the simulation shown in the previous 
figure, whose model and constitutive parameters are listed in Table 3. The traction 
evolutions as a function of slip have been plotted for several points located on the two 
patches having different values of L parameter at different distances from the nucleation 
patch. 
 
 When the rupture front approaches the high–L region (L is 1 mm, thus the contrast is 
1000), a back–propagating healing front causes the crack arrest, as the rupture does 
not have enough energy to break the barrier and propagate inside the high–L area. 
This process is known as a “barrier–healing“. Slip velocity time histories of different 
fault points are plotted in Figure 4b: we can clearly observe the increase of the peak 
as rupture propagates away from the nucleation patch. The back propagating front 
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causes a remarkable decrease of the slip velocity with a consequent healing. In this 
case our simulation yields a slip velocity time history with a finite duration. 
 
Figure 4: Dynamic rupture propagation along a heterogeneous fault: the adopted 
constitutive parameters are listed in Table 3. The fault is represented as two patches 
having different values of the L parameter (L1 and L3 in Table 3): the external one has a 
larger value (1000 times the inner one). Top panel shows the spatio-temporal evolution of 
slip velocity. Bottom panel displays the time histories of slip velocity in different 
positions along the fault. 
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3.2.2 Heterogeneous distribution of the (B – A) parameter 
In this section we will present and discuss some numerical experiments in 
which a velocity weakening zone is surrounded by velocity strengthening region. In 
the first simulation we compute the dynamic propagation of an earthquake rupture 
along a fault on which a velocity weakening patch is adjacent to a velocity 
strengthening region. The initial and constitutive parameters are listed in Table 3.  
 
Figure 5: Dynamic rupture propagation along a heterogeneous fault: the adopted constitutive 
parameters are listed in Table 3. The fault is represented as two patches having different values of a 
and b parameters (a1, b1 and a3, b3 in Table 3): a velocity strengthening area is adjacent to the velocity 
weakening patch where the rupture nucleates. Top panel shows the spatio-temporal evolution of slip 
velocity. Bottom panel displays the time histories of slip velocity in different positions along the fault. 
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Figure 5 shows the results of these calculations: the dynamic rupture nucleates and 
propagates within the velocity weakening zone, thus it penetrates within the velocity 
strengthening region for a small distance before being arrested. The rupture arrest is 
gradual and it generates healing of slip only when rupture is stopped inside the VS 
region.  In panel b we plot the slip velocity time histories, which show the expected 
behavior (similar to that one of Figure 3 Chapter 1) until the crack tip penetrates 
within the VS zone; thus, peak slip velocity gradually decreases and heals.  Figure 6 
shows the results of a numerical experiment in which two VW regions are separated 
by a VS patch located between them. The initial and constitutive parameters are 
listed in Table 3. As expected, the rupture initially accelerates within the VW region 
and it partially penetrates within VS area. Slip velocity is progressively attenuated 
and the crack tip decelerates.  
In this area, the rupture velocity is very low and the crack is almost arrested. Because 
of the small dimension of the VS region, the crack is able to propagate within the VS 
patch and it re–accelerates again when it reaches the external VW region. Figure 6b 
shows the time histories of the slip velocity. It emerges that slip velocity has a finite 
duration only during the rupture propagation within the internal VW region, while in 
the external VW region it does not return to zero (i.e., no healing of slip). 
These simplistic simulations provide a picture of the complex interactions between 
fault patches having different frictional properties. Our 2-D simulations illustrate 
how the traction and slip velocity evolutions are modified during the propagation on 
heterogeneous faults. These calculations propose stimulating implications for slip 
duration and fracture energy. We will discuss these issues in the following sections. 
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Figure 6: Dynamic rupture propagation along a heterogeneous fault: the adopted 
constitutive parameters are listed in Table 3. A narrow velocity strengthening patch 
separates two velocity weakening areas (identified by the values of the parameters (a1, b1, 
a2, b2 and a3, b3 in Table 3). The rupture nucleates within the inner velocity weakening 
patch. Top panel shows the spatio-temporal evolution of slip velocity. Bottom panel 
displays the time histories of slip velocity in different positions along the fault. 
 
 
3.3 Implications for slip duration  
The simulations presented in the Chapter 1 confirm that the dynamic rupture 
propagation on a homogeneous fault governed by a R&S friction law (the slowness 
formulation defined in equation (1.6)) does not show the healing of slip (as clearly 
shown in Figures 2 and 4). This is in agreement with the results of Perrin et al. 
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(1995) and Bizzarri et al. (2001). Although different regularizations or modifications 
of the constitutive formulations have been proposed to get the healing of slip and/or 
self-healing pulses (see Chapter 2), even source heterogeneities can produce a finite 
duration of slip velocity and short slip durations (see Beroza and Mikumo, 1996; 
Day et al., 1998). In the present Chapter we have tested two different heterogeneous 
configurations; the first is based on the variation of the L parameter and the other on 
the interaction between VW and VS patches represented by changing the values of A 
and B.  
A strong contrast of the L parameter represents a barrier and produces a “barrier 
healing” (see Zheng and Rice, 1998; Bizzarri et al., 2001) similarly to the arrest on 
the crack-like rupture propagation. Figure 4 shows that the slip duration depends on 
the distance from the barrier and it is shorter for closer distances. On the contrary, 
the interaction between VW and VS yields a finite slip durations (see Figure 5), but 
the spatio-temporal distribution of slip velocity does not resemble a self-healing 
pulse. In other words, while we have simulated finite and relatively short slip 
durations, we are unable to generate self-healing pulses. These results are consistent 
with the findings of Perrin et al. (1995) and corroborate the outcomes of Day et al. 
(1998), who suggested that source heterogeneity yields healing of slip. An important 
implication emerging from these results is that healing of slip does not require 
traction re-strengthening: total dynamic traction remains at the kinetic friction level 
also when slip velocity tends to zero.  
 
3.4 Implications for fracture energy 
We have computed fracture energy for the different simulations performed in this 
study. The fracture energy is defined as the amount of energy that the crack spends 
to advance and increase its length. It has been defined as: 
∫
+∞ −=
0
)(
2
1 duG fττ      (3.2) 
and it is measured as the area below the traction versus slip curve shown in Figure 3 
and above the minimum traction τf. For a dynamic rupture propagation on a 
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homogeneous fault governed by a SW law the fracture energy G is constant and 
known a priori over the whole fault surface (G=1/2(τu-τf)Dc). This is not the case 
when rupture propagation is governed by other constitutive laws or when the 
constitutive parameters are not uniform on the fault.  
In order to quantify the fracture energy changes during the crack growth, we plot in 
Figure 7 the computed G as a function of the position along the fault for four 
different configurations investigated in this study. Figure 7a shows the resulting 
values for the homogeneous configuration (the reference model shown in Figure 1), 
which reveals an increasing trend as the rupture propagates far away from the 
nucleation patch. Figure 7b, -c, and -d displays the resulting values computed for 
three heterogeneous configurations. In particular, Figure 7b corresponds to the non-
uniform L distribution: as the rupture penetrates in the region with higher L, the 
computed fracture energy increases by a sudden jump to a larger value as expected 
from the results shown in Figure 3.  
Figure 10c refers to the rupture arrest within a VS area shown in Figure 5: after an 
initial increase of G with increasing distance from the nucleation patch, we notice a 
decrease of G within the VS area. Finally, Figure 7d shows the fracture energy 
estimated in different fault positions during the rupture propagation in the 
heterogeneous fault modeled in Figure 6: the propagation within the VS area 
produces a sudden drop in G, which is followed by an increase when it starts to 
propagate again within the external VW region.  
The calculations summarized in Figure 7 point out that frictional heterogeneity 
explains the variability of fracture energy on the fault plane, which is associated to 
both the variations of slip and breakdown stress drop. 
Our estimates of fracture energy are related to dynamic fault model in a 
laboratory scale. There still are uncertainties about the real values of fracture energy 
for actual faults. We will see in detail the fracture energy values computed for real 
earthquakes in Chapter 6.  
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Figure 7: Fracture energy values in different positions along the fault for four 
configurations investigated in this study: (a) refers to the reference model shown in 
Figure 1; (b) refers to the heterogeneous L distribution shown in Figures 5 and 6; (c) and 
(d) refer to the heterogeneous distribution of the a and b parameters shown in Figures 8 
and 9, respectively. 
 
 
3.5 Conclusive remarks  
We extend the results of BC96 to investigate the dynamic rupture propagation on a 
2-D fault with a heterogeneous distribution of constitutive parameters. We use the 
rate- and state-dependent formulations to characterize fault heterogeneities following 
the findings of BC96, who proposed to split the velocity weakening and the velocity 
strengthening regimes into four distinct frictional fields. Our results corroborate the 
conclusions of BC96 demonstrating that a velocity strengthening area can arrest as 
well as can be driven to a dynamic instability by an earthquake rupture propagating 
in the adjacent fault patch. We represent numerically the fault heterogeneity by 
assigning different values of L or (B-A) parameters along the fault line. Our 
simulations show that the interaction between the propagating dynamic rupture front 
and the heterogeneous fault patches depends on the values of the constitutive 
parameters. In particular, we show that a variation of the L parameter can modify the 
peak slip velocity or can arrest the rupture propagation depending on the value of the 
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L contrast. The heterogeneity of the L parameter does not modify the breakdown 
stress drop neither contributes to the variations of rupture velocity if the contrast is 
smooth. On the contrary, the heterogeneity of the distribution of the difference (B-A) 
affects the dynamic rupture propagation in a more complex way: dynamic stress drop 
and strength excess strongly depend on B and A parameters. Moreover, rupture can 
penetrate within a velocity strengthening area and the heterogeneous distributions of 
B and A yield complex time histories of slip velocity.  
We propose that frictional heterogeneities can explain the observed complexity of 
slip distribution and the variability of rupture velocity during earthquakes. Our 
results have important implications for slip durations (i.e., local rise time) and 
fracture energy. A large contrast in the L parameter represents a barrier that produces 
a crack-like solution with variable but finite slip durations. Because the variations of 
constitutive parameters affect both the critical slip-weakening distance (see Bizzarri 
and Cocco, 2003 and references therein) and the breakdown stress drop, the inferred 
fracture energy varies along the fault. We show that the increase of the L parameter 
results in a fracture energy increase and that heterogeneous distribution of (B-A) 
yields evident variations of fracture energy along the fault. Because we model here a 
laboratory fault, our estimates (~103 J/m2) of fracture energy cannot be compared 
with those inferred for real earthquakes. 
We mainly focus on the interactions between the propagating dynamic rupture front 
and the heterogeneous fault patches. According to BC96, the response of fault 
patches having different frictional properties to a constant tectonic load also controls 
the pattern of seismicity and the behavior of crustal faults. Thus, fault frictional 
properties and their variations on the fault plane play an important role in 
characterizing crustal faulting as well as the mechanical properties of major fault 
zones. 
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Chapter 4 
Estimates of Dc for different dynamic rupture 
models 
 
We have seen in previous chapters that the determination of the temporal 
evolution of dynamic traction within the cohesive zone during the propagation of an 
earthquake rupture is the major task of many recent investigations. Shortly, this 
evolution is characterized by the traction increase to the upper yield stress (τy), 
which is followed by a decrease to the kinetic friction level (τf), during a time 
interval that defines the duration of the breakdown process. The traction decrease 
(i.e., the weakening phase) is associated to the slip increase, resulting in the well 
known slip weakening behavior (Figure 1a). Slip weakening (SW) has been observed 
in laboratory experiments (Okubo and Dieterich, 1984; Ohnaka et al., 1987), it has 
been proposed in theoretical studies (Ohnaka, 2003 and references therein) and used 
in numerical simulations of earthquake ruptures. In the previous chapters we have 
also shown that slip weakening is a characteristic behavior of rate and state friction. 
Such a traction variation with slip must be common to any constitutive relation 
proposed to model rupture propagation. The slip weakening is a characteristic feature 
of the dynamic failure episode characterizing the breakdown process, but the traction 
drop with increasing slip is controlled by the physical processes governing the 
constitutive behavior. For this reason, the estimate of dynamic parameters (e.g., Dc, 
dynamic stress drop, fracture energy…) for real fault dimension is one of the major 
tasks for seismologists.  
Many different approaches have been proposed to estimate the critical slip 
weakening distance (Dc) for real earthquakes. Most of them rely on the 
reconstruction of the traction evolution from kinematic rupture models (Ide and 
Takeo, 1997; Guatteri and Spudich 2000; Zhang et al., 2003). It seems, however, that 
some of the Dc values may be overestimated due to limited data resolution and may 
furthermore be biased by computational constraints or by the assumptions of 
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kinematic rupture model (see chapter 5 of this thesis).  Recently, Mikumo et al. 
(2003) proposed a method to estimate the critical slip weakening distance from slip 
velocity functions. The theoretical demonstration of this method is discussed in 
Fukuyama et al. (2003). This approach is based on the estimate of the slip weakening 
distance at each point on the fault as the slip (D'c) at the time of peak slip velocity 
(see Figure 1), supposing that the traction reaches its minimum value in that time. 
Fukuyama et al. (2003) have shown that the estimates of D'c can be affected by an 
error of roughly 50%. The values of Dc proposed in the recent literature span from 
microns (laboratory experiments in Dieterich, 1979) to several meters (e.g. Zhang et 
al., 2003). This raises the question of the actual size of the critical slip weakening 
distance. In this chapter we present the results of different numerical simulations of 
the dynamic propagation of a 2-D in-plane crack obeying different constitutive laws. 
The goal is to discuss the retrieved slip velocity time histories to verify if the critical 
slip weakening distance can be estimated from the slip value at the peak slip 
velocity. 
 
4.1 Simulations with a slip weakening law 
Figure 1 illustrates the results of a 2-D simulation performed using the SW 
law (equation 1.8) and the input parameters listed in Table 1 (model A). Figure 1a 
and 1b show the total dynamic traction as a function of slip and slip velocity, 
respectively, for a target point on the fault; the former depicts the imposed 
constitutive law, while the latter is part of the solution of the spontaneous dynamic 
calculation.  
Figure 1c shows the normalized time history of slip, slip velocity and total dynamic 
traction. This simulation reveals that the peak of slip velocity occurs exactly when 
the traction is at its minimum (i.e., the kinetic friction level), consistent with the 
Mikumo et al. (2003) findings. In the present study, we refer to the slip weakening 
distance inferred from the slip amplitude at the peak slip velocity as D'c, following 
Fukuyama et al. (2003) and Spudich and Guatteri (2004).  
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As expected, for this simulation D'c (0.1 m) matches the Dc value assigned as input 
parameter in the numerical calculation. Because of the low strength value adopted in 
this simulation (S = 0.8, where S is the strength parameter defined by Das and Aki, 
1977), the rupture speed becomes super-shear and the resulting peak slip velocity is 
very high. 
 
 
Figure 1: Traction versus slip (a) and slip velocity (b) calculated for a 2-D in-plane crack obeying a 
SW law for a target point located 5 km from the nucleation. The parameters adopted in this simulation 
are listed in Table 1 (Model A). Colors are used to depict the temporal evolution. (c) normalized time 
histories of total dynamic traction, slip velocity and slip. The dashed lines in (b) emphasize that peak 
slip velocity is reached when traction is at its minimum value. 
 
The time coincidence between the peak of slip velocity and the minimum traction 
implies that the temporal duration of slip weakening phase (Tsw) is equal to the 
duration of slip acceleration phase (Tsa), as shown in Figure 1. In other words, the 
slip acceleration during the weakening phase is always positive. Because this should 
rely on the fault constitutive properties, in this chapter we investigate whether this 
behavior is common in constitutive formulations other than SW, widely adopted in 
the literature.  
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Model A – SW [S=0.8] Model B – R&S Model C –SW [S = 1.5] 
σneff=30 MPa σ
n
eff
= 100 MPa σ
n
eff
= 30 MPa 
τ
0 
= 20 MPa a = 0.013 τ0 = 20 MPa 
τ
y 
= 28 MPa b= 0.017    τ
y 
= 24.5 MPa 
τ
f 
=  10 MPa L=10-5 m    τ
f 
=17.7 MPa     
D
c
= 0.1 m Ψ init =1s; Vinit =10-5m/s Dc= 0.1 m 
ρ=2700Kg/m3 ; Vp=5196m/s;  Vs=3000m/s 
Table 1. Medium and constitutive parameters. 
 
4.2 Simulations with rate and state laws 
We present the results of several simulations performed to model the 
spontaneous dynamic propagation of a 2-D in-plane crack obeying to the R&S law 
(equation 1.6). Figure 2a shows the normalized time histories of slip, slip velocity, 
traction and state variable for the reference model presented in chapter 1. This set of 
parameters is based on laboratory experiments results. For this simulation Dc 
inferred from the traction versus slip curve is 0.16 mm. This figure clearly points out 
that the peak of slip velocity occurs well before that the traction reaches the 
kinematic stress level. This is also evident looking at the phase diagram displayed in 
the inset of Figure 2a, that shows a stage in which both slip velocity and traction 
decrease (C-D in Figure 2a). In this case, the value of D'c is 0.085 mm, roughly 50% 
of Dc. Because we are interested here only to relative differences between Dc and 
D'c, we do not face the problem of scaling the laboratory values to real fault 
dimensions. The friction law controls the evolution of slip velocity and the timing of 
its peak.  
4.2.1. The direct effect of friction 
In chapter 2 we have performed many different simulations by changing the 
constitutive parameters. We discuss here again the effect of changing the parameter 
a controlling the direct effect of friction in equation (1.6) with the intent of 
estimating the Dc values. Figure 2b shows the time histories of the relevant physical 
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quantities calculated for the same set of parameters used in Figure 2a, but using a 
smaller value of the a parameter (0.010). 
 
Figure 2: Normalized time histories of state variable, slip, slip velocity and total dynamic traction 
computed for a 2-D in-plane crack obeying R&S friction. The inset in panel (a) displays the traction 
as a function of slip velocity (phase diagram). The constitutive parameters used in these simulations 
are listed in Table 1 (Model B). (b) same as above with a smaller value of a parameter (0.010). 
Capital letters identify the different stage of the breakdown process. 
 
In this case the timing of peak slip velocity is still not coincident with the time at 
which the traction reaches the kinetic level, but their difference is smaller than that 
shown in Figure 2a. In this simulation Dc is 0.18 mm, while D'c is 0.12 mm. Our 
numerical results suggest that the direct effect of friction controls the occurrence and 
the amplitude of slip velocity peaks. However, we have to remark that, by reducing 
the parameter a, we change both the yield and the kinetic stress values as discussed 
by Bizzarri and Cocco (2003).  
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4.2.2. Friction behavior at high slip rates  
The previous results motivated a further test. We have performed several 
simulations modifying the friction behavior at high slip rates defined by equation 
(1.6). As explained in chapter 2, we have assumed that, when the slip velocity 
exceeds a fixed threshold (Vcut), the direct friction term [ln(V*/V)] in equation (1.6) is 
frozen and taken constant [ln(V*/Vcut)] (Weeks, 1993). This implies that for V > Vcut 
the governing equation (1.6) does not directly depend on slip velocity, although the 
dependence on slip rate is still present in the state variable evolution. We show in 
Figure 3 the results of two simulations performed by using the parameters listed in 
Table 1 (Model B), with a = 0.012 and two different values of Vcut. In panel (a) the 
slip velocity cutoff is slightly larger than the initial velocity (Vcut = 2 Vinit); therefore, 
the direct effect of friction is constant for most of the simulation. On the contrary, in 
panel (b) Vcut is two orders of magnitude larger (200 Vinit).  
 
 
 
Figure 3: Normalized time histories of state variable, slip, slip velocity and total dynamic traction 
computed with model B of Table 1 and a slip velocity cut-off (Vcut) on friction at high slip rates. In 
Panel (a) Vcut is 2.·10-5 m/s, slightly larger than the initial velocity (1 ·10-5 m/s), while in panel (b) Vcut 
is 2. · 10-3 m/s. The inset in panel (a) shows the associated phase diagram. 
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This figure shows that the direct effect of friction modifies the phase diagram 
reducing the velocity-hardening phase. In this case, the peak slip velocity occurs at 
the end of the weakening phase, when traction reaches the kinetic stress level and 
slip is equal to the critical distance. 
When the velocity dependence of the direct effect of friction is eliminated, the phase 
diagrams display a nearly linear decay (inset of Figure 3a). On the contrary, if the 
slip rate controls the direct effect, the phase diagram is more elliptic and the 
velocity-hardening phase is more pronounced (inset of Figure 2a). 
Our simulations point out that the peak of slip velocity and the minimum traction are 
reached at similar times if the direct effect of friction is taken constant; this is also 
evident looking at the phase diagram displayed in the inset of panel (a). The critical 
slip distances inferred from the simulation shown in Figure 3a are Dc = 0.23 mm and 
D'c = 0.18 mm.  
 
4.3. Conclusive remarks   
The simulations discussed above demonstrate that using R&S dependent 
laws, the slip velocity evolution is controlled by the adopted friction law, its 
behavior at high slip rates and the constitutive parameters. We will show here that 
also using a SW law the timing of peak slip velocity depends on the assumed 
constitutive parameters. The simulation shown in Figure 1 is representative of a 
relatively low-strength fault (S = 0.8). For the homogeneous configuration here 
considered, this implies that during propagation, the rupture accelerates to super-
shear speeds. We show in Figure 4 the results of another simulation performed using 
a SW law with a higher strength parameter (S = 1.5). The model parameters are 
listed in Table 1 (Model C). In this case the rupture velocity is sub-shear. Figure 4 
displays the time evolution of the normalized physical quantities and points out that 
peak of slip velocity occurs before the traction reaches its minimum. The inferred 
difference between Dc and D'c is slightly less than 30%. 
Our simulations demonstrate that the phase diagrams reflect the differences between 
Dc and D'c. In particular, when the peak of slip velocity is simultaneous with the 
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minimum traction, the phase diagram consists of extremely fast slip acceleration (the 
portions A-B and C-D in Figure 2a shrink). 
 
Figure 4: Normalized time histories of total dynamic traction, slip velocity and slip for a calculation 
performed with a SW law and the model parameters listed in Table 1 (Model C). The strength value 
(1.5) is larger than that of Figure 1 (0.8). 
 
This is evident comparing Figure 1b and the inset in Figure 3a with the phase 
diagram shown in Figure 2a. Fukuyama and Madariaga (1998) proposed the 
following boundary condition relating traction [τ] to slip velocity [V] on the fault 
plane: 
∫ ∫
Σ
−−+= t dSdttVttxKtxV
Vs
tx 0 '),()';(),(2
),( ξξµσ   (4.1) 
where µ and Vs are the rigidity and the shear wave velocity, respectively. K is the 
integration kernel, which accounts for the contribution of the past slip history. This 
relation is independent of the constitutive law, although friction controls the slip 
velocity function included in (4.1). Equation (4.1) is useful to interpret our results 
and the different phase diagrams obtained in this study. The phase diagrams shown 
in Figures 1 and 3 are characterized by large values of slip velocity and, as a 
consequence, by large values of dynamic load due to previous slip history [i.e., the 
integral term in (4.1)]. In these conditions, we find that Dc ~ D'c. We have to 
emphasize however that these simulations yield unrealistic values of slip velocity. 
On the contrary, the shape of the phase diagram shown in Figure 2a is characterized 
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by smaller contributions of the dynamic load and a reduced slip acceleration. In this 
case, we found that D'c is 50% of Dc.  
The results obtained in this chapter generalize the Fukuyama et al. (2003) 
conclusions. We show that the variability of fault constitutive properties can explain 
the observed differences between D'c and Dc. Spudich and Guatteri (2003) tested the 
accuracy of D'c estimates and found that low pass filtering of slip models can bias 
the inferred values causing an artificial correlation between D'c and total slip. In our 
calculations the peak slip velocity always occurs within the breakdown time and then 
D'c is smaller than Dc. 
Therefore the estimated value of the parameter D'c is affected by the friction law and 
the constitutive parameters, which control the slip acceleration and the traction drop 
during the breakdown time. The differences found in this study between D'c and Dc 
can vary from few percent up to 50%, in agreement with Fukuyama et al. (2003). 
Although the biases pointed out by Guatteri and Spudich (2000) and Spudich and 
Guatteri (2003) might represent a limitation to constrain the actual critical slip 
weakening distance, the estimate of D'c might be still useful if we accept the idea 
that Dc can range over several order of magnitudes. In this case an error of 50% in 
D'c, can still allow us to constrain the size of the critical slip weakening distance. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have seen in these four chapters the difficulty in describing all the 
competing processes affecting earthquake dynamics that still need the definition of a 
constitutive law. Besides, there are still open questions concerning the problem of 
bridging laboratory and seismological estimates of length-scale parameters. These 
doubts raise important issues which affect the estimate of fracture energy and the 
earthquake energy balance. 
Our results stimulate further investigations of the actual values of dynamic 
parameters and motivate the second part of this thesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part II: 
Link between dynamic and kinematic 
representations of earthquake rupture 
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Chapter 5 
Inference of dynamic parameters from 
kinematic models 
5.1 Background 
 The space and time history of shear stress produced on the fault plane during an 
earthquake rupture has been explored by several recent studies (Bouchon et al., 
1998; Dalguer et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003; Day et al., 1998). The dynamic 
traction evolution is commonly inferred from kinematic rupture models with the 
ambition to constrain the fault constitutive behavior (Ide and Takeo, 1997; 
Guatteri and Spudich, 2000).  
Kinematic rupture models for moderate to large earthquakes are currently 
obtained by inverting ground motion waveforms, which provide a detailed image 
of the slip history during the rupture process (e.g. Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; 
Fukuyama and Irikura, 1986; Takeo, 1987; Beroza and Spudich, 1988; Yoshida 
and Koketsu, 1990; Wald and Heaton, 1994; Yoshida et al., 1996; Cotton and 
Campillo, 1995; Yagi and Kikuchi, 2000; Bouchon, et al., 2000; Sekiguchi and 
Iwata, 2002 among many others). One fundamental purpose of these inverse 
modeling attempts is to improve our understanding of the physical processes 
governing dynamic rupture propagation and the seismic wave generation. It is still 
an important task to distinguish between different slip models characterized by a 
propagating slip pulse (Heaton, 1990; Zheng and Rice, 1998) or a crack-like 
rupture growth (Das and Aki, 1977; Day 1982). Kinematic source models 
retrieved through the inversion of seismological and geodetic data have shown 
that large slip patches are usually a small fraction of total rupture area. Slip 
heterogeneity and rupture complexities are probably generated by a combination 
of different factors such as non-uniform initial stress distributions, non-planar 
fault geometry and heterogeneous distribution of constitutive properties of the 
fault as well as of the elastic properties of the crust.  
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Several assumptions are needed to constrain the rupture history of an 
earthquake and to infer a unique kinematic source model whose simulated 
waveforms have reasonable fit to observations. The temporal evolution of slip on 
the fault plane is obtained either by assuming an analytical expression for the 
source time function (single window inversion) or by assuming that each fault 
point can slip more than once (multi-window inversion). The latter provides the 
slip time history as part of the solution, although the temporal resolution of the 
retrieved kinematic model is rather low, while the former imposes a priori the 
source time function. Because the temporal evolution of dynamic traction on the 
fault plane is retrieved by the slip time history, the choice of the source time 
function might affect the inferred dynamic parameters. This is the main 
motivation of the present chapter.  
 Most of these investigations solve the elasto-dynamic equation to compute the 
dynamic traction at selected points on the fault plane, where the kinematic model 
is supposedly well resolved.  
 The traction evolution allows the calculation of dynamic stress drop and 
strength excess on the assumed fault plane (Mikumo and Miyatake, 1995; 
Bouchon, 1997) as well as the estimate of the critical slip weakening distance 
(Dc). For instance, Ide and Takeo (1997) evaluated values of Dc ranging between 
50 and 100 cm for the 1995 Kobe earthquake. Several other recent studies have 
inferred in similar ways values of the slip weakening distance ranging between 
20% and 90% of the total final slip (Pulido and Irikura, 2000; Guatteri et al., 
2001; Peyrat et al., 2001). Moreover, an unexplained correlation between the total 
slip and the inferred Dc values has been obtained by some investigators (Zhang et 
al., 2003). In this chapter we aim to understand if the source time functions 
adopted in kinematic models can bias the retrieved dynamic parameters and 
partially explain the variability of Dc estimates. Guatteri and Spudich (2000) also 
emphasized the limitations in estimating the critical slip weakening distance by 
modeling ground motion waveforms. In particular, they concluded that both the 
adoption of spatial and temporal smoothing constraints in the formulation of the 
inverse problem and the modeling of low-frequency seismic waves can bias the 
inferred values of Dc. Here we face the same problem from a different point of 
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view. The values of the critical slip weakening distance computed from kinematic 
inversions and ground motion modeling are two order of magnitude larger than 
those inferred in laboratory experiments (Okubo and Dieterich, 1984; Ohnaka and 
Yamashita, 1989) or used in numerical simulations performed with laboratory-
derived constitutive laws (Cocco and Bizzarri, 2002, and Bizzarri and Cocco, 
2003). This means that there is still an open debate within the scientific 
community on the actual size of the critical slip weakening distance, as we have 
underlined in the previous chapter. We aim to contribute to this debate by 
estimating the dependence of traction evolution on the source time function 
chosen to model ground motion waveforms. 
 
5.2  Methodology 
We use a 3-D finite difference dynamic code to calculate the stress time 
history on the earthquake fault plane (Andrews, 1999). The stress is computed 
through the fundamental elasto-dynamic equation (Ide and Takeo, 1997). The 
total dynamic traction in each fault position is calculated by the sum of two 
contributions: the instantaneous term depending on slip velocity and the dynamic 
load related to the previous slip history. This explicit dependence has been found 
analytically by Fukuyama and Madariaga (1998). Their inferred equation is the 
following: 
 ∫ ∫
Σ
−−+= t dSdttSttxKtxS
Vs
tx 0 '),()';(),(2
),( ξξµσ    (5.1) 
where S(x,t) represents the slip velocity, Vs the shear velocity, µ the rigidity, K 
the dynamic load associated to those points that are still slipping. The equation 
(5.1) has been already described in the previous chapter [see equation (4.1)]. We 
show this formulation only to highlight the direct effect of the local source time 
function on the corresponding traction evolution. In the present study we impose 
the slip velocity as a boundary condition. In other words, each node belonging to 
the fault plane is forced to move with a prescribed slip velocity time history. In 
this way we do not need to specify any constitutive relation and the dynamic 
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traction evolution is a result of the calculations. The space and time distribution of 
slip velocity (S) is derived from an input kinematic rupture model. 
 
5.3 Dependence of traction evolution on source 
time function adopted in kinematic rupture models 
 
 In this section, we study the effects on traction evolution due to the adoption of 
an analytical expression of source time function, typically used for single time-
window inversion procedure. We use different slip velocity distributions, defined 
as 
    )())((),( max ξξξ DttftS R ⋅−= & ,  (5.2) 
by adopting different source time functions )(tf&  (whose unit is s-1) for a given 
distribution of final slip Dmax(ξ). In (5.2) ξ=(ξ1,ξ2) represents the local coordinates 
on the fault plane, t is time and tR(ξ) the rupture time. This means that the shape of 
the slip velocity function all over the fault is chosen a priori, while the rupture 
time and the slip amplitude can vary depending on the node position.  
 
5.3.1. Adopted source time functions 
In order to investigate the resulting dynamic traction evolution, we use three 
distinct source time functions )(tf&  characterizing slip velocity, which have the 
following analytical forms: 
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In these equations H(t) is the Heaviside function, tR is equal to zero, τR is the rise 
time and the others quantities are defined above. These relations define source 
time functions already known in the literature: (5.3a) and (5.3b) are similar to 
those used by Cotton and Campillo (1995) in their kinematic inversion method, 
while (5.3c) has been proposed by Nielsen and Madariaga (2003) [they derived 
this function from the steady-state solutions of Freund (1979) and Broberg, 
(1999)]. Nielsen and Madariaga (2003) have demonstrated that function (5.3c) is 
obtained either in steady-state or self-similar model solutions and that it is 
compatible with a constant frictional level inside the slipping area.  
 
Figure 1: Slip velocity time histories: the numerical representation of analytical relations defined 
in equations (5.3) is obtained by smoothing in time the functions with a triangular window of 
different widths to avoid the singularity. 
 
We emphasize that only the function (5.3c) is based on elasto-dynamic 
considerations. To avoid the singularity or discontinuity of some analytical 
relations, the numerical representation of )(tf&  is obtained by smoothing the 
functions in time: we convolve )(tf&  with a moving triangular window of 
assigned width. In particular, for function (5.3c) we use two smoothing windows 
with different durations of 0.07 s and 0.37 s; the corresponding functions are 
named in the following f3 and f4, respectively. All the functions are normalized to 
have a unit integral over time. The slip velocity time histories defined above are 
shown in Figure 1. The function f1 is characterized by a very smooth rupture 
onset; on the contrary, f3 is characterized by an abrupt onset and a larger peak 
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value. Function f2 has been truncated to impose the prescribed duration, function 
f1 tends to zero exponentially, while function f3,4 has an analytical expression with 
zero slip velocity at TR. To simplify the analysis we have chosen the same rise 
time for all the time functions (τR=1 s). 
For our simulations, we assume a homogeneous half-space discretized with 
∆x=∆y=∆z=100 m grid cell size, ∆t=0.01 s and an initial shear stress τ0=20 MPa; 
the density is ρ = 2700 kg/m3 and the body wave velocities are VP = 5.2 km/s and 
VS = 3.0 km/s.  
 
5.3.2 Simulations with a uniform slip model 
 We perform our numerical simulations by assuming a rupture model similar to 
that proposed for the 2000 Western Tottori (Japan) earthquake (Mw=6.8) 
consisting of a vertical fault plane with a left lateral strike-slip motion (Fukuyama 
et al., 2003). The fault is 26 km long and 14.4 km wide (Figure 2a). We first 
consider a uniform slip model (Dmax = 1 m) characterized by a constant rupture 
velocity (2.0 km/s) and rise time (1s).  
 
Figure 2: (a) Uniform slip model (Dmax= 1 meter) and rupture velocity propagation (Vr=2km/s) for 
rupture model similar to 2000 Western Tottori earthquake. (b) Heterogeneous slip and rupture 
time distribution on the fault plane for the 2000 Western Tottori earthquake inferred from Iwata 
and Sekiguchi (2001) model. 
 
 
We therefore derive four kinematic models, which differ only in the adopted 
source time functions.  
We start verifying how the source time function affects the simulated 
seismograms. We compare the synthetic ground velocities calculated at several 
a) b) 
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receivers by using these different kinematic models as input for the isochrones 
approach (Spudich and Xu, 2002).  In Figure 3a and 3b we show the N-S 
component of ground velocity band-pass filtered between 0.1-1.5 Hz and 1.5-15 
Hz for two stations with epicentral distances of 13 km and 37 km, respectively. 
We shift the temporal histories in the y-axis only to highlight the differences. We 
find that in the frequency band 0.1 - 2.0 Hz the simulated time histories are almost 
identical, while they differ in the high frequency band (1.5 - 15 Hz). In particular, 
the seismograms computed with f3 have higher frequency content and larger peak 
velocities (roughly twice than the others). This simple test confirms that these 
rupture models are “kinematically” equivalent in the frequency band usually 
adopted in waveform inversions (0.05-1.5 Hz).  
 
 
Figure 3: N-S components of synthetic ground velocities band-pass filtered between 0.1-1.5 Hz 
and 1.5-15 Hz computed at two stations with epicentral distance of 13 km (left panels) and 37 km 
(right panels).  
 
 
The four adopted source models are the input parameters in our dynamic 
algorithm. Figure 4 shows the time history of slip, slip velocity and the resulting 
dynamic traction (left panels) as well as the traction as a function of slip (right 
panels) calculated for a particular target point shown in Figure 2a. Our numerical 
results illustrate that the traction evolution within the cohesive zone exhibits the 
slip weakening behavior, although the shape of the slip weakening curve strongly 
depends on the assumed source time function. The total dynamic traction shows 
a) b) 
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an evident restrengthening for all source models (healing of slip, see Figure 4). 
Our results show that the yield stress and the frictional stress amplitudes depend 
on the adopted source time function, because the slip velocity peaks are different 
(see Figure 1 and 4). We emphasize the difficulty in using source time functions 
that are particularly sharp. In fact, even with a spatial discretization of 100 m in 
the numerical algorithm, the traction evolution inferred by using the time function 
f3 of figure 1 shows evidence of numerical dispersion (see the shaded area in 
figure 4), which is due to a spatial under-sampling of slip velocity.  
 
 
Figure 4: Normalized time histories of slip, slip velocity and total dynamic traction (left panels) 
calculated with the source time functions defined in equations (5.3a-b-c) for the target point P1 
(shown in Figure 1a). Right panels show the resulting slip weakening behaviors in dimensional 
units. The arrows depict the estimated value of the critical slip weakening distance. Numbers 
indicate the absolute amplitude values in each panel. 
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Therefore, the required spatial and temporal resolution of the dynamic model 
depends on the shape of the selected source time function.  It is interesting to note 
that the traction computed with the function f4 is in good agreement with the 
analytical form, well known in the literature (Nielsen and Madariaga, 2003 and 
references therein). The numerical simulations shown in Figure 4 demonstrate that 
the inferred values of Dc strongly depend on the assumed source time function: 
the smoothest function (f1) gives an estimate of Dc exceeding 80% of total slip, 
while the sharpest one (f3) yields Dc of the order of 30% of the final slip. These 
results are consistent with the conclusions of previous investigations that pointed 
out the high sensitivity of Dc estimates to fault parameterization (Day et al., 1998; 
Guatteri and Spudich, 2000). 
 
 
Figure 5: Strength excess and dynamic stress drop distribution calculated on the fault plane, using 
the source time functions f1 and f4 shown in figure 1. The rupture time distribution is 
superimposed to each panel. 
5.3.3 Simulations with a heterogeneous slip model 
We now examine the dynamic traction evolution calculated from a heterogeneous 
kinematic model. We use the slip distribution proposed by Iwata and Sekiguchi 
(2001) for the 2000 Western Tottori earthquake. For the purpose of our study, we 
oversimplified this model by retaining only the rupture times and the strike 
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component of the slip distribution (shown in Figure 2b). We consider two source 
time functions among those shown in Figure 1, namely f1 and f4, using a constant 
rise time of 1 s. The resulting two different slip velocity models are used as input 
for the dynamic code to compute the spatio-temporal evolution of total traction: 
the inferred spatial distribution of dynamic stress drop and strength excess are 
shown in Figure 5. This figure shows that high values of strength excess are found 
in correspondence of zones where the crack tip decelerates. The adopted source 
time function affects the amplitudes of both strength excess and dynamic stress 
drop: the source time function f4 produce larger strength excess amplitudes than 
those calculated from f1, while the contrary happens for the stress drop values. 
This is due to the fact that f4 has a steeper initial slope (see Figure 1) and 
generates larger slip accelerations than f1.  
We show in Figure 6 the distribution of the breakdown stress drop (defined by 
Ohnaka and Yamashita, 1989, as the difference between the yield and the 
frictional stress) and the critical slip weakening distance calculated for f1 and f4. 
This figure illustrates that the breakdown stress drop is less dependent on the 
adopted source time function than strength excess or dynamic stress drop. This 
result suggests that the two source time functions affect the amplitudes of both 
yield and frictional stresses of nearly the same amount.  Moreover, the spatial 
distribution of Dc inferred for both f1 and f4 is correlated with the final slip 
distribution. This observation is consistent with the dynamic modeling results 
obtained by Zhang et al. (2003). The ratio between Dc and the final slip strongly 
depends on the adopted source time functions. 
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Figure 6: Distribution of breakdown stress drop and critical slip weakening distance on the fault 
plane retrieved for the two source time functions f1 and f4. The rupture time distribution is 
superimposed to each panel. 
 
5.3.4 Discussion 
We show that the choice of the source time function in kinematic rupture models 
affects the calculation of dynamic parameters in numerical algorithms which use 
the slip history as a boundary condition on the fault plane. The most interesting 
results concern the inferred value and the spatial distribution of the critical slip 
weakening distance (Dc). We find that different source time functions yield 
different Dc values ranging between 30% and 80% of the total slip. We also point 
out that the same source time function, smoothed in different way, yields different 
Dc values. This occurs because the smoothing operation modifies the initial slope 
and the associated slip acceleration.  
Our simulations point out that different dynamic stress drop patterns can be 
associated with the same slip distribution. This might represent an important 
limitation to constrain the slip weakening distance using kinematic models 
derived from ground motion modeling.  
In this synthetic test study, we have chosen a spatio-temporal resolution that is 
better than that used in kinematic modeling of ground motion waveforms recorded 
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during real earthquakes. Therefore, the retrieved pattern of strength excess and 
dynamic stress drop, as well as the critical slip weakening distance, are biased by 
the limited temporal resolution and the low frequency representation of the 
adopted source time functions. The methodology used in this study to infer the 
traction evolution and the slip weakening curves is common to many recent 
investigations. However, in these numerical approaches the source time function 
is chosen a priori, and it might not be consistent with the dynamic propagation of 
an earthquake rupture. We have verified this inadequacy when we have modeled 
heterogeneous distribution of rupture times. In fact, in those fault portions where 
the rupture accelerates or decelerates, the peak, the shape and the duration of slip 
velocity do not change as expected by rupture dynamics, because they are 
imposed a priori. This condition limits the capability to reconstruct the time 
history of dynamic traction overall the fault plane. The possibility that kinematic 
models might not be dynamically consistent should be taken into account to 
constrain stress or strength during earthquake ruptures.  
For this reason, we suggest the use of source time functions which are compatible 
with earthquake dynamics. On the basis of these findings in the next section we 
will propose an analytical expression for a new source time function suitable for 
the dynamic rupture modeling. 
 
 
5.4 A kinematic source time function compatible 
with earthquake dynamics 
 
We have underlined that several assumptions are needed to constrain the 
rupture history of an earthquake and to infer a unique kinematic source model. We 
do not discuss here the issues related to the discrete representation of the fault as 
well as to the resolution and the accuracy of the inversion procedure. Instead, we 
will focus on the adoption of the source time function (STF) that prescribes the 
slip velocity evolution during the rupture propagation on the assumed fault. This 
is particularly important for single time-window inversion procedures, in which 
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the temporal evolution of slip or slip velocity is prescribed by assuming an 
analytical expression of STF. However, multi-window approaches are often 
applied to invert ground motion time histories. The STF adopted in multi-window 
methods are rather crude and the final source time function is given by the 
superposition of several functions (a triangular function in most of the cases) 
appropriately shifted in time. Cohee and Beroza (1994) compared these two 
methods of waveform inversion and found that the single time window technique 
does a better job in recovering the true seismic moment and the average rupture 
velocity. 
Nakamura and Miyatake (2000) proposed an “ad hoc choice” of the slip 
velocity function to fit dynamic rupture models. In their time-domain 
parameterization they introduced a source time function composed by the 
combination of a quadratic function, a kostrov function and finally a linear 
function. They were interested in near-field strong ground motion simulations 
rather than to better constrain the dynamic models. Several others papers (Hisada, 
2000; 2001; Guatteri et al., 2003) have pointed out the importance of the STF in 
kinematic source models for strong ground motion prediction. 
Nielsen and Madariaga (2003) theoretically derived a formulation for self-similar 
and self-healing pulses (functions f3 and f4 of previous section), which may 
represent an alternative to the Kostrov's crack solution (i.e., a square root 
singularity function; Kostrov, 1964) and is compatible with evidences of pulse-
like rupture propagation observed in many investigations (e.g. Heaton, 1990). 
This function was originally proposed by Yoffe (1951) for steady state solution in 
mode I crack and subsequently by Broberg (1978, 1999) and Freund (1979), who 
extended it to a mode II crack propagation. Hereinafter we refer to this source 
time function as the Yoffe function.  
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Figure 7: Slip velocity functions of delta, box-car, Gaussian, truncated Kostrov, and Yoffe are 
shown in left panels. The corresponding slip functions of Heaviside, ramp, smoothed ramp, square 
root, Yoffe in slip are shown in right panels. 
 
In the previous section we have discussed the effect of different STFs on 
the estimation of dynamic parameters. In particular, we compared the traction 
evolutions inferred from several well-known STFs: a smoothed ramp function, an 
exponential function and a regularized Yoffe function (see some examples in 
Figure 7). We pointed out that the distribution of dynamic parameters strongly 
depends on the assumed STF and we suggested that the obtained dynamic 
parameters might be biased especially when using STFs that are not compatible 
with elastodynamics. In particular, we have shown that the inferred values of the 
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critical slip weakening distance, stress drop and strength excess as well as their 
distribution on the fault plane are affected by the adopted source time function. 
In this section, we extend this work by introducing a new STF and 
providing an analytical form which is compatible with elastodynamics. We 
propose an analytical function which is suitable for the dynamic rupture modeling 
based on the Yoffe function derived by Nielsen and Madariaga (2003). In order to 
eliminate its singularity, we convolve the original Yoffe function with a triangular 
function and obtain a regularized Yoffe function. We promote our solution for 
several reasons. First, this function is consistent with the self-similar solution of 
elastodynamic equation and with spontaneous dynamic models governed by slip-
weakening (Nielsen and Carlson, 2000; Nielsen and Madariaga, 2003). Second, 
this function can describe a local healing process with variable rise time consistent 
with laboratory experiments on fault friction (Ohnaka and Yamashita, 1989). 
Third, this function is consistent with traction evolution of spontaneous crack 
models, describing the traction drop near the propagating rupture front within the 
cohesive zone and providing realistic values of the critical slip weakening 
distance. Fourth, this function can be easily used in either forward or inverse 
waveform modeling. 
 
5.4.1 Analytical form of the new kinematic source time 
function 
 
The most common assumption in kinematic modeling of ground motion 
time histories is the definition of a finite slip duration during the rupture 
propagation at variable velocity (e.g. Heaton, 1990). Once the source time 
function is chosen, its shape is prescribed by the total slip value, the rupture time 
and the rise time (duration of slip) at each point on the fault. This 
parameterization is common to both multi-window and single window inversion 
procedures. However, the former approach allows in principle a more flexible 
way of modeling slip duration (e.g. Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; Wald and Heaton, 
1994; Yagi and Kikuchi, 2000; Sekiguchi and Iwata, 1996; Kaverina et al., 2002). 
If the temporal resolution would be high (i.e. very short duration of unit source 
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time functions), the multi-window approach might yield reasonable estimations of 
total slip duration. Unfortunately, this condition is very rare and for most of the 
applications the total slip duration at each point on the fault is inferred through a 
few (less than 6) superimposed simple functions. The single window approach has 
been used by assuming different functional forms of STF to retrieve the rupture 
history of large earthquakes (e.g. Fukuyama and Irikura, 1986; Fukuyama and 
Mikumo, 1993; Cotton and Campillo, 1995). The more unphysical STF is the 
Heaviside function in slip, corresponding to a delta function in slip velocity. The 
simplest STF is a ramp in slip of duration τR (its corresponding slip velocity is a 
box-car) and a smoothed ramp function proposed by Bouchon (1997) (its 
corresponding slip velocity is similar to a Gaussian function). More complicated 
functions have been proposed: the truncated inverse square root singularity 
(Beroza and Spudich, 1988), the exponential (Cotton and Campillo, 1995) and the 
power law (Liu and Archuleta, 2004) functions among many others. In Figure 7 
we show examples of these functions. In many of the above studies, the selection 
of STF was done without careful inspections on the physical consistency nor 
insights to the consequences for dynamic modeling.  
We deal in this section with the problem of kinematic models consistent 
with earthquake dynamics. To this goal we propose a regularized Yoffe function as 
a candidate of a kinematic source time function. Nielsen and Madariaga (2003) 
proved that the Yoffe function shown in Equation (5.3c) is an alternative of the 
Kostrov solution (Kostrov, 1964).  We rewrite here the equation for completeness:  
t
ttHtH RR
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where τR is the rise time and H(t) is the Heaviside function. Thus we modified this 
analytical Yoffe function as described in Equation (5.4) in order to remove the 
singularity at the rupture front. We have showed that if the Yoffe function is 
convolved with a triangular time function, the source time function can be used as 
a boundary condition in a 3D dynamic rupture computation to compute the 
traction evolution. The constitutive relation inferred from both assumed slip 
function and corresponding traction evolution still preserves a slip-weakening 
behavior as the original Yoffe function. Here we derive an explicit form of this 
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function by analytical computation. The triangular function can be expressed as 
follows: 
[ ]t)-)H(2-t)H(t-(2  t)-tH(t)H(1)( SSSS2
S
τττττ +=tW  (5.5) 
where τS is the half duration of the triangular function. Therefore, the regularized 
Yoffe function can be obtained by convolving Equation (5.4) with Equation (5.5) 
as follows: 
∫+∞
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where Dmax stands for final slip. The explicit analytical formulation of this 
function is presented in the Appendix. In the following of this study we refer to 
S(t) as a slip velocity time function. It should be noted that the regularized Yoffe 
function can now be fully described through three parameters: τR, τS, and Dmax. In 
Figure 8 we show a comparison between the original Yoffe function and the 
regularized Yoffe proposed in this section. 
 
Figure 8: Comparison between the original Yoffe function (left) and the regularized Yoffe 
function (right) calculated for τS = 0.15s. The peak velocity (Vpeak) becomes finite in the smoothed 
case although it is infinite in the original definition. 
 
In the following sections we investigate the relations between these three 
parameters and those obtained by dynamic rupture computations. This allows us 
to investigate the fundamental features of the key kinematic parameters useful to 
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describe the source process. It should also be noted that this function is similar to 
that inferred by Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989) from laboratory experiments (see 
Panel C in Figure 6 of Ohnaka and Yamashita, 1989). 
 
5.4.2 Parameterization of source time function 
 
Numerical simulations of spontaneous dynamic rupture of earthquakes clearly 
show that the traction evolution within the cohesive zone controls the slip 
acceleration and the slip velocity time history (Chapter 2). Recent investigations 
have pointed out that the shape, peak value and time of peak slip velocity vary 
during the dynamic propagation. These parameters are controlled by the initial 
stress, frictional parameters and constitutive relations on the fault.  
It seems convenient to introduce a new parameter Tacc, which is defined as 
the time to peak slip velocity (i.e. the duration of positive slip acceleration) as 
illustrated in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 9: Correlation plot between smoothing time window (τS) and time to peak slip velocity 
(Tacc) for various rise time values τR comprised between 0.2s and 6.s. The straight line represents 
the linear regression. 
 
In the original Yoffe function, Tacc is zero because of the singularity. On the 
contrary, in the regularized Yoffe function, Tacc is controlled by the duration of the 
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triangular function used as a smoothing operator τS, which is not a physical 
parameter. The temporal smoothing of original Yoffe function yields finite peak 
slip velocity values. Because τS appears only in the regularized Yoffe function, we 
numerically investigated the relation between Tacc and τS for different τR. As 
shown in Figure 9, Tacc is linearly related to τS, confirming that τS directly controls 
the duration of the positive slip acceleration (Tacc). In particular, the ratio Tacc/τS 
does not depend on other parameters and is equal to 1.27± 0.01. The linear 
relation has been inferred by varying the rise time between 0.2s and 6.0s: Figure 9 
clearly shows that τS does not affect Tacc. 
However it should be noted that, after temporal convolution, the effective final 
duration of the STF (τR eff) is slightly larger than τR: 
τR eff= τR +2τS      (5.7) 
Therefore, our proposed source time function is parameterized by the three 
parameters having a clear physical meaning: the total slip Dmax, the slip duration 
(rise time) τR and the duration of the positive slip acceleration Tacc. We will 
discuss later the relation between these parameters and the dynamic ones which 
govern the dynamic process of earthquake rupture.  
 
5.4.3 Kinematic relations 
In this section we discuss the relations between the kinematic source 
parameters: τR, Dmax, Tacc, τS, and Vpeak. We start pointing out that only few 
parameters are usually retrieved through kinematic analyses of forward or inverse 
modeling of seismic waves (see Beresnev, 2003). The rupture time, final slip and, 
sometimes, the slip duration are commonly estimated but slip velocity function 
and inferred peak slip velocity are rarely estimated. We emphasize however that 
the relation between total slip and Vpeak depends on the adopted source time 
function. Moreover, peak slip velocity can change dramatically during the 
dynamic rupture process. 
We plot in Figure 10 a set of our new STF obtained by changing only the 
τR values (upper panel) or the τS values (bottom panel). From Figure 10 we 
observe that Tacc does not depend on the rise time τR but is related to τS as 
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described above. This is physically reasonable because it is widely believed that 
different mechanisms control slip acceleration and the healing of slip (see Chapter 
1).  
 
Figure 10: Upper left panel shows slip velocity functions using τS = 0.2s with variable τR in a 
range between 1s and 4s. Lower left panel is slip velocity functions using τR = 2.5s with variable τS 
in a range between 0.1s and 1s. In the right panels, the corresponding Vpeak distributions as a 
function of τR or τS are shown. 
 
To investigate analytically the relation between Tacc and the corresponding 
Vpeak, we need to compute the derivative of STF (i.e. slip acceleration function). 
Since Tacc is always in the range between τS and 2 τS as illustrated in Figure 9, the 
derivative in this range becomes 
R
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t
tttS ττττ
τττττ arcsin)()(arcsin2))((2)( +−+−−−+−−=&  (5.8) 
Unfortunately it was quite difficult to find an explicit analytical formulation of 
Tacc, which is the solution of )(tS& =0. We are therefore confined to solve this 
equation numerically. We compute the Taylor series expansion of Equation (5.8) 
to obtain the expression of Tacc as a function of other parameters. The obtained 
relation is  
Tacc = 1.3 τS + O(f τR, τS))    (5.9) 
which is consistent with the numerical results shown in Figure 3.  This relation 
allows us to express Vpeak as a function of Tacc, τR, and Dmax.  
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We then insert Equation (5.9) into the solution of Equation (5.6) presented 
in the Appendix (Eqs. A13 and A14) for the range τS < t < 2 τS. Vpeak might be 
obtained from this relation for t= Tacc. Unfortunately, the resulting relation was 
again complicated and it seems difficult to obtain the explicit formulation of Vpeak 
as a function of other kinematic parameters such as Tacc, τR, and Dmax. For this 
reason, we are forced to search the simplest relation numerically, by computing 
many regularized Yoffe functions varying the relevant parameters, as shown in 
Figure 10. The right panels of Figure 10 display the inverse dependence of Vpeak 
on τS and τR. We then found the following asymptotic relation by trial and error: 
RaccRacc T
DC
T
D
ττ
max
47.054.0
max
peak 04.1 V ≈=     (5.10) 
Figure 4 shows that, the regularized Yoffe functions obtained by fixing the slip 
duration (τR =2.5 s, bottom panels), display different effective durations (τReff) 
ranging within the interval predicted by Equation (5.7). Thus, since τR is fixed, 
τReff varies because τS is changing. Equation (5.10) allows the association between 
final slip and peak slip velocity for a given regularized Yoffe function. 
It should be noted that Tacc is different from Tw proposed by Ohnaka and 
Yamashita (1989). They introduced Tw as the half width of total slip acceleration 
(that means half rise time) to connect this kinematic parameter with the dynamic 
breakdown time (Tc). Tc is defined as the time required for the shear stress to 
decrease from its peak value to a kinetic frictional stress level. In the dynamic 
spontaneous rupture models Tc is usually non-uniform on the fault. This parameter 
defines the duration of breakdown process within the cohesive zone. Ohnaka and 
Yamashita (1989) related Tc with the cutoff frequency (fSmax) of the power spectral 
density of slip acceleration of the same point on the fault as fSmax = 1/Tc. 
We will do something similar with Tacc and Tc in the following section. 
This new Yoffe function allows the slip acceleration to be bounded at and near the 
propagating crack tip (see panel B in Figure 11). This feature is very important 
and it is not ensured in dynamic modeling simply introducing a cohesive zone 
with a constitutive law. The peak slip acceleration is one of the key parameters 
characterizing earthquake source which is important for strong ground motion 
prediction. 
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5.4.4 Deriving dynamic rupture parameters from 
kinematic models 
 
In this work we use the new regularized STF obtained in the previous section. We 
assume a homogeneous half-space discretized with grid size ∆x= ∆y= ∆z= 50 m, 
time step t = 0.005s, density ρ = 2700kg/m3 and P- and S- wave velocities are 
Vp=5.2 km/s and Vs=3.0 km/s, respectively. A planar vertical fault is assumed 
whose dimensions are 12.8km along strike and 6.4km along dip. The hypocenter 
is located at 6.4km along strike and 3.2 km along dip, which is the same for all 
models. Upper margin of the fault is at the free surface. 
 
Figure 11: A typical example of (A) slip velocity, (B) slip acceleration, and (C) stress evolution as 
a function of time during the rupture. (D) stress evolution as a function of slip is also shown. The 
big open circle indicates the time of peak slip velocity (t = Tacc). [model #5 in Table 1] 
 
Inferred dynamic parameters  
We have computed a number of models to examine the relations between 
kinematic and dynamic parameters as listed in Table 1. All models have a strike 
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slip faulting with a uniform distribution of rupture velocity (vr), τR, Tacc, Dmax and 
initial stress on the fault plane. This means that at each point on the fault the slip 
velocity function is the same but shifted along time. On the contrary the traction 
evolution depends on the position on the fault because of the different 
contribution of the dynamic load (second term in Equation (5.1)). In this 
computation, we did not use the points close to the fault edge to avoid the 
artificial reflections due the lack of absorbing boundary condition. In Figure 11 
we show an example of the inferred traction evolution at an interior point on the 
fault plane using the proposed new STF and the kinematic parameters of model #5 
in Table 1: panel A displays the adopted STF, panel B the resulting slip 
acceleration, panel C the calculated temporal evolution of dynamic traction and 
panel D illustrates the traction evolution as a function of slip. Since seismic waves 
are only sensitive to the stress change, we can only discuss the relative values of 
stress. We treat the following values as relative ones: strength excess (difference 
between yield stress and initial stress), dynamic stress drop (difference between 
initial stress and minimum stress during slipping), breakdown stress drop 
(difference between yield stress and minimum stress, ∆σb). Therefore, we need to 
assume an initial stress (σ0) distribution to interpret the slip-weakening curves and 
the distribution of dynamic parameters on the faults (Tinti et al. 2004b). In this 
paper we assume a uniform initial stress distribution to examine more easily the 
dependence of dynamic and kinematic parameters. Hereafter, we show the stress 
change evolution relative to the uniform initial stress, i.e. σ(t)-σ0. 
We illustrate in Figure 11(D) the strength excess and the dynamic stress 
drop at this selected point on the fault. We observe a clear restrengthening of 
stress associated to the healing of slip in Figure 11 (C) and (D). This behavior is 
called 'undershoot'. We have to note, however, that such a behavior might depend 
on the position on the fault. In Figure 11 (D), the slip weakening behavior is 
observed with a critical slip weakening distance Dc. Tinti et al. (2004b) have 
shown that the spatial distributions on the fault plane of strength excess and 
dynamic stress drop are strongly controlled by the adopted kinematic parameters. 
In particular, the strength excess is affected by rupture time distribution as well as 
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by the peak slip velocity distribution as we will show in the next section, while the 
dynamic stress drop is controlled mainly by the slip distribution.  
 
Table 1: List of dynamic rupture computation models 
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5.4.5 Relation between kinematic and dynamic source 
parameters 
 
A common feature of dynamic models is the traction evolution within the 
cohesive zone showing a slip weakening behavior, which in general may have 
variable weakening rate (i.e., not linear). This has been observed in dynamic 
simulations performed with different constitutive laws, including time weakening 
or rate and state dependent friction laws (see Bizzarri and Cocco, 2003 and 
references therein). The modeling results shown in Figure 11(D) indicate that the 
peak stress is attained at nonzero slip and that a slip-hardening phase precedes the 
slip-weakening phase. In our simulations this behavior is a consequence of 
imposing a bounded slip acceleration. We discuss here that the dynamic traction 
growth to the upper yield stress value is associated to the slip acceleration phase; 
in our calculations, the value of Tacc controls the traction evolution and the 
dynamic weakening rate (as seen both by traction versus time and versus slip). In 
this section we aim to propose useful relations between kinematic and dynamic 
parameters. We will compare in the following our scaling relations with those 
proposed by Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989).  
 
Figure 12: (left) Slip velocity evolutions, (middle) traction evolutions, and (right) constitutive 
behaviors for various Tacc. [models #1; #2; #4; #5; #21 and #22 in Table 1] 
 
 
We have performed a series of simulations with the parameters listed in Table 1. 
Each model has a constant rupture velocity and a uniform distribution of 
kinematic parameters on the fault plane. Figure 12 shows the dynamic traction 
evolutions and the constitutive behaviors calculated using different slip velocity 
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functions, each of which is obtained by different smoothing factor τS; 
consequently different Tacc. 
According to Equation (5.10) we expect the variation of Vpeak as a function of 
Tacc, which can be seen in the left panel of Figure 12. Looking at the traction time 
histories and at the constitutive behaviors in Figure 12, we observe that strength 
excess, ∆σb, Tc and Dc depend on Tacc. In particular, we point out that the 
weakening rate (∆σb / Dc) is associated to Tacc, characterizing the adopted source 
time function. 
 
Figure 13: Relations between Vpeak and Dc (left) or ∆σb (center) with different Tacc are shown. 
Relation between Tacc and Tc is also shown in right panel. [models #1; #2; #4; #5; #21; #22; #23 in 
Table1 ] 
 
To examine the relations between kinematic and dynamic parameters we plot the 
relations of Vpeak versus Dc and ∆σb and Tacc versus Tc in Figure 13. We found a 
negative correlation between Vpeak and Dc. On the contrary, a positive correlation 
between Vpeak and ∆σb is inferred. Besides, the central panel of Figure 12 and the 
right panel of Figure 13 show a positive correlation between Tacc and Tc, i.e. Tacc = 
KTc, where K is a positive constant equal to ~0.75 for all models computed in 
Table 1. 
 
Figure 14: (left) Slip velocity evolutions, (center) traction evolution, (right) constitutive behaviors 
for various τR, using Tacc = 0.225s. [models #5; #7 and #9 in Table 1] 
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We show in Figure 14 the traction evolutions and constitutive behaviors 
corresponding to several slip velocity functions with different τR (and constant 
Tacc). The left panel of this figure indicates that decrease of τR reduces the 
frictional stress level and increases Dc. In particular, looking at the central panel 
of Figure 14, we observe that the minimum traction is achieved at the same time, 
which means that Tc is constant. The comparison between the slip-weakening 
curves (stress versus slip plots) in Figure 12 and Figure 14 confirms that Tacc 
controls the weakening rate (∆σb/Dc). The inverse relation between τR and Dc in 
Figure 14 may look somehow strange, but since all the kinematic parameters other 
than τR are kept constant and the inferred Tc is then constant, the shorter τR results 
in the larger Dc. In Figure 15 we plot the Vpeak versus Dc for four simulations with 
different uniform rise times (varying from 1.0s to 3.0s) and for a simulation 
having variable rise time on the fault ranging from 0.6s to 3.5s. In this case, we 
observe a positive correlation between these two parameters. This is because Dmax 
is kept constant and then shorter τR produces larger Vpeak. 
 
Figure 15:  Relation between Vpeak and Dc for different τR, assuming Tacc=0.225s. Each black dot 
corresponds to different point on the fault for variable τR. [models #5; #6; #7; #8 and #9 in Table1] 
 
By compiling all these simulations we have verified that Vpeak is related to 
Dmax and Dc by an expression depending on both τR and Tacc. Here we propose the 
following scaling relations derived for uniform τR and Tacc, respectively: 
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From these equations we obtain: 
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T
D
R
acc
c τ∝     (5.13) 
Equation (5.12) is the same as Equation (44) in Ohnaka and Yamashita 
(1989): sc fDD maxmax )91.056.0( ÷=& , where maxD& is peak slip velocity and fsmax is 
the inverse of Tc. From this equation, it emerges that the ratio Dc/Dmax depends on 
the ratio Tacc/τR and therefore it can be variable on the fault plane. 
 
We obtain the relation between Vpeak and breakdown stress drop: 
bpeakV σ∆∝     (5.14) 
This equation corresponds to the Equation (47) of Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989) 
( µσ )(/max vCvD p=& , where σp is ∆σb in our notation and µ is the rigidity). 
Finally, from Equations (5.12) and (5.14) as well as the relation cacc TT ∝ , we 
obtained bcc DT σ∆∝ / , that is the same as Equation (50) of Ohnaka and 
Yamashita (1989).  
 
Figure 16: (left) slip velocity evolutions, (center) traction evolutions, and (right) constitutive 
behaviors are shown with different rupture velocities. [models #5; #10; #11; #13; #15 and #17 in 
Table 1] 
 
In all the above proposed scaling relations we can consider the dependence 
of rupture velocity. We examined the effect of variable rupture velocity (different 
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uniform rupture time distribution). By fixing Dmax, Tacc and τR (then Vpeak 
becomes fixed), we simulated rupture processes changing only the rupture time 
distribution. The range of rupture velocity (vr) is set from 1.5 km/s to 3 km/s. We 
plot the corresponding traction evolutions and the inferred constitutive behaviors 
for the same point on the fault in Figure 16. Because in our simulations the 
rupture onset (i.e. the rupture times, tr) are different, in central panel we plot ∆σb 
as a function of relative time (t-tr). Dc and Tc are approximatively constant and the 
variation between the traction evolutions depends only on ∆σb. From Figure 17, 
we found an inverse correlation between ∆σb and vr. In these simulations Vpeak is 
set constant. We confirmed that Eq. (5.14) becomes 
brpeak vCV σ∆∝ )(      (5.15) 
where C(vr) is a constant depending on the rupture velocity, as stated in the 
Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989) equations. 
 
Figure 17: Traction (MPa) Relation between ∆σb and vr, assuming Tacc = 0.225s 
and τR = 1s. [models #5; #10-17 in Table 1] 
 
5.4.6 Discussions 
 
We propose an innovative and original parameterization of the source time 
function to be used in kinematic modeling of ground motion time histories. We 
suggest that a kinematic model can be adequately described by the total slip 
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(Dmax) and the rupture time distributions on the fault plane as well as by the source 
time function defined by the slip duration (τR) and the duration of the positive 
acceleration (Tacc). We propose several scaling relations between kinematic and 
dynamic parameters. It is important to emphasize that our proposed scaling 
relations agree with those obtained by Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989). Their work 
is based on a comparison between laboratory experiments, theoretical 
considerations and numerical simulations of spontaneous dynamic crack 
propagation in 2-D. They assumed a slip-dependent constitutive law (exponential 
law) and inferred some relations between kinematic and dynamic parameters. 
Moreover, their theoretical and numerical results start from the crack model 
assumption, not including the local healing of slip. Our assumptions are 
completely different but the inferred relations are consistent. Because our slip 
velocity functions have a finite duration, the inferred traction evolution shows 
restrengthening and healing of slip. The agreement between our scaling relations 
and those proposed by Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989) further corroborates the 
validity of our numerical analyses.  
The parameter Tacc, used to define the regularized Yoffe function, is linearly 
related to the duration of the breakdown process Tc (see Figures 11 and 12) and 
the proportionality factor between these two parameters depends on the assumed 
rupture velocity. This is evident looking at the results of our simulations listed in 
Table 1.  
Mikumo et al. (2003) proposed that the critical slip weakening distance can be 
measured as the slip at the time of peak slip velocity. As discussed on chapter 4 
this implies that the duration of the positive slip acceleration Tacc has to be close 
to the duration of the breakdown process, and thus their ratio should be close to 
unity. Our modeling results suggest that this is true only for constant (or weakly 
variable) rupture velocity models. In chapter 4 have shown that Tacc and Tc depend 
on the adopted constitutive law and on the constitutive parameters as well as the 
friction behavior at high slip rates. Therefore, we emphasize that Tacc is a source 
parameter with a clear physical meaning and it is directly controlled by fault 
constitutive properties. Simulations with spontaneous dynamic rupture models 
suggest that in general Tacc can change on the fault plane.  
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Another interesting result is the linear relation between peak slip velocity 
and breakdown stress drop, in agreement with Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989). 
This scaling relation points out that peak slip velocity is related to the mechanisms 
controlling the breakdown process and to the earthquake stress drop. The 
proportionality factor between these two parameters depends on rupture velocity, 
as previously suggested by Ohnaka and Yamashita (1989). We have also shown 
that the final slip (Dmax) and the critical slip weakening distance Dc are related and 
that their ratio depends on both slip duration and Tacc. This scaling relation (see 
Equation 5.13) does not imply that the ratio between these two parameters is 
constant on the fault plane, because  both Tacc and τR can vary as a function of 
positions on the fault plane. 
The scaling relations proposed in this study can be very useful to constrain 
the values and to potentially reduce the number of independent parameters in the 
kinematic inversion of seismograms. For example, once we construct a model 
with a given distribution of Dmax and Dc, we can examine the different 
combinations of other parameters such as τR and Vpeak. It should be emphasized 
that in many kinematic models τR is not well constrained and Tacc is not 
investigated and imposed along with the assumed source time function.  Although 
we believe that the estimation of Tacc through the modeling of radiated waveforms 
is extremely delicate, we underline that the proposed parameterization of the STF 
is suitable to associate kinematic and dynamic parameters. This is very important 
for the dynamic interpretation of kinematic slip models. 
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Chapter 6 
Earthquake fracture energy inferred from 
kinematic rupture models on extended faults 
6.1 Introduction  
The elastic strain energy released during an earthquake is partitioned into 
radiated energy, heat and the fracture energy consumed as the rupture area 
expands. The quantification of these global quantities [i.e., for the whole rupture 
area] allows the definition of the earthquake energy balance, which is an important 
issue in earthquake mechanics. However, the evaluation of the fracture energy at a 
specific point on the fault plane is not a common procedure and relies on 
knowledge of the dynamic traction evolution with coseismic slip. Different 
constitutive behaviors have been proposed to describe dynamic stress breakdown 
processes during earthquake ruptures and the physical mechanisms controlling the 
dynamic traction evolution are still a matter of debate. Here we focus on the 
seismic inferences of fracture energy to constrain the way fault strength degrades 
during slip and to test whether fracture energy is stably inferred (Guatteri and 
Spudich, 2000; Guatteri et al., 2001).  
High-quality strong motion and teleseismic waveforms are nowadays 
available immediately after a moderate-to-large earthquake and numerous 
kinematic slip models on extended faults are routinely computed. Therefore, many 
investigators have attempted to infer dynamic parameters from these kinematic 
models to reveal elements of physical processes operating on faults during 
earthquakes [e.g. to discriminate crack model from healing pulse model and to 
deduce the dynamic traction evolution and the weakening processes]. For 
example, we mention Quin [1990] (1979 Imperial Valley), Mikumo and Miyatake 
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[1995] (1984 Morgan Hill), Ide and Takeo [1997] (1995 Kobe), Bouchon [1997]  
(1979 Imperial Valley, 1984 Morgan Hill, 1989 Loma Prieta, 1994 Northridge), 
Day et al. [1998]  (1992 Landers; 1994 Northridge; 1995 Kobe), Pulido and 
Irikura [2000] (1992 Landers), Guatteri et al. [2001] (1995 Kobe), Dalguer   et al.  
[2002] (2000 Tottori), Zhang et al. [2003] (1999 Chi Chi), Mikumo et al. [2003] 
(2000 Tottori), among many others. Using the information given by the kinematic 
slip model, they computed the spatial distribution on the fault of dynamic 
parameters such as strength excess, dynamic stress drop, and critical slip 
weakening distance Dc.  Many of these studies obtained a large value of Dc and a 
strong correlation of this parameter with total slip.  
Guatteri and Spudich [2000], through a dynamic inversion method, found 
two dynamic models having very similar ground motions, rupture times, slip 
distribution and fracture energy but different traction evolutions. They showed the 
trade-off between Dc and strength excess parameters. The important part of their 
work was that both models had the same fracture energy, which implies that the 
fracture energy can be stably estimated over at least a limited range of slip 
weakening distances, despite the nonuniqueness of the other dynamic parameters.  
 In chapter 5 we studied the dynamic consequences of the slip velocity 
function (SVF) adopted a priori in kinematic inversions. Using kinematic models 
as input, we observed the dependence of traction evolution and dynamic 
parameters (strength excess, dynamic stress drop, and critical slip weakening 
distance) on the shape of the SVF and on its parameters such as peak value, rise 
time and duration of positive acceleration. Spudich and Guatteri [2004] showed 
that low-pass filtering of kinematic slip models can bias inferences of Dc and Dc’ 
(defined in Mikumo et al. [2003]) to large values and possibly bias fracture energy 
upward and radiated energy downward. 
In this last chapter we estimate fracture energy on extended faults for moderate to 
large earthquakes (Landers 1992, Northridge 1994, Tottori 2000, Imperial Valley 
1979, Morgan Hill 1984, Colfiorito 1997, Kobe 1995) and we compare the results 
with the previous studies. Following the pioneering work of Husseini et al. [1975], 
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many authors have estimated fracture energy for earthquakes using different 
procedures [Beroza and Spudich, 1988; Guatteri et al., 2001; Favreau and 
Archuleta, 2003, Ide, 2003; Rice et al., 2004]. Almost all these cited authors give 
estimates of average fracture energy (G) for the whole rupture and potential 
scaling relations between G and other average kinematic and dynamic parameters. 
We will discuss the still large uncertainties about the different mechanisms that 
contribute to the partitioning of earthquake energy. We will interpret the inferred 
dynamic traction evolutions and we will examine the factors that determine the 
compability between kinematic images and dynamic models. Despite the 
nonuniqueness of kinematic models and the assumptions needed to compute 
dynamic models, fracture energy may be a less nonunique observational parameter 
to characterize the dynamic rupture [Guatteri and Spudich, 2000]. Finally, using 
our large set of real earthquakes (13 kinematic models), we provide scaling 
relations between average fracture energy density and several kinematic factors.  
 
6.2 Methodology    
6.2.1 Computation method  
Here we only summarize the methodology explained in Chapter 5. We use 
a 3-D finite difference code based on the Traction-at-Split nodes method to 
calculate the stress time series on the earthquake fault plane [Andrews, 1999]. The 
fault is represented by a surface containing double nodes and the stress is 
computed through the fundamental elastodynamic equation [Ide and Takeo, 1997]. 
Assuming that linear elastodynamics governs the disturbance off the fault plane 
itself, each node belonging to the fault plane is forced to move with a prescribed 
slip velocity time series. In other words, we impose the slip velocity as a boundary 
condition on the fault, determining the stress-change time series everywhere on the 
fault. In this way we do not need to specify any constitutive relation and the 
dynamic traction evolution is a result of the calculations. The space and time 
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distribution of slip velocity are obtained from the kinematic rupture models. We 
cannot use exactly the original kinematic images because the dynamic 
computations require spatio-temporal interpolations and smoothing operations to 
convert the slip model to a continuously differentiable slip-rate function. Before 
computing the traction evolutions we look at the resolution analysis and the 
smoothing operation. The free surface is included and the Earth models are 
simplified assuming homogeneous half-spaces. 
 
6.2.2 Interpolation and Smoothing 
 
 The finite difference computation of stress requires interpolation to a 
finer grid than that found in the kinematic models because of the stability and 
convergence conditions that the finite difference code has to satisfy [Bizzarri and 
Cocco, 2003]. In addition, temporal and spatial smoothing are required to avoid 
the artificial stress singularities that would exist at the edges of blocky subfaults in 
the kinematic slip models. The grid size of kinematic models ranges typically 
between 1 km and 5 km. In our finite difference computation, it was necessary to 
use a grid size ranging from 0.08 km to 0.4 km to be certain to resolve the spatial 
cohesive zone and to exclude any artificial complexity [see chapter 5]. Our 
temporal step ranges between 0.008 s to 0.04 s depending on the earthquake 
model.  
 We used the following spatial interpolation and smoothing scheme. 
Usually, each kinematic slip model consists of a 2D grid of subfaults.  Slip within 
each subfault occurs in one or more time windows.  During each time window the 
subfault’s slip velocity function is specified by the modeler to be a simple function 
like a triangle.  For each subfault, each time window follows the preceding by a 
given constant time interval.  The initiation times of the first and subsequent time 
windows for a particular subfault are delayed by some time interval to account for 
rupture propagation from the hypocenter to the subfault. 
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 For example, a collection of kinematic slip models can be found in 
http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/office/wald/slip_models.html, compiled by D. Wald; 
in this site, the slip distribution of the 1994 Northridge earthquake, for instance, 
inferred by Wald et al. [1996] inverting strong motion data, is given in three 
different time windows.   
 The goal of our interpolation is to develop a spatially and temporally 
smoothed version of the kinematic model, sampled on a dense spatio-temporal 
grid, preserving the rupture propagation and the seismic moment of each subfault. 
Consider a slip model with only one time window. The multi-time-window 
algorithm is a straightforward extension.  Let the centers of each subfault be at 
positions Nii ,1, =x , let the moment of the ith subfault be KiM , and let Ai denote 
the spatial region of the ith subfault.  Let ( )iu x  be the total strike-slip component 
of slip in the ith subfault of the kinematic slip model for that time window.  We 
pad the periphery of the u function with two rows and columns of zero slip, and 
we raise N accordingly.  Let Lii ,1, =y be the denser set of locations where 
interpolation is desired. Spatial smoothing is achieved when we determine 
( ) Liu i ,1, =y  by bicubic interpolation of ( )iu x . This step of the interpolation does 
not modify the original slip values.  However, if we calculate IiM , the moment of 
the interpolated function integrated over the extent  Ai of the ith subfault, we find 
that Ki
I
i MM ≠ . We iteratively modify the kinematic slip model until acceptable 
agreement is achieved, as follows. For each subfault we create modified kinematic 
model ( ) ( ) IiKiii MMuu xx =′ . Then we interpolate the modified kinematic model, 
and check the moment ratio, repeating the process until satisfactory convergence is 
achieved. In practice this algorithm works very well for subfaults with large or 
moderate slip but always introduces moment into kinematic subfaults originally 
having zero moment and having neighboring subfaults with nonzero moment. 
However, these are the subfaults which are least likely to be resolved in the 
kinematic slip model and we do not interpret them in our analysis to infer the 
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constitutive behavior. The iteration does not introduce negative slip because the 
modification is made with a product between positive quantities. When the 
kinematic model has two component of slip (strike slip and dip-slip) the iteration 
is made with the magnitude of the slip on each subfault. Then we 
set ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iistrikeiistrike uuuu xxxx ′=′  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )iidipiidip uuuu xxxx ′=′  to preserve 
the original rake angles. This procedure does not introduce more information [i.e. 
heterogeneities] at scales smaller than the minimum kinematic resolved length 
[Mai and Beroza, 2002; Lavallée and Archuleta, 2003]. In other words, we still 
have the resolution given by the kinematic inversion. Figure 1 shows the 
comparison between the original slip model and our interpolated slip distribution 
for the 1994 Northridge earthquake.  The two color bars in Figure 1 emphasize 
that the maximum slip value on the fault is different (2.99 m in the original model, 
3.2 m in the interpolated model) because the preservation of each subfault’ s 
moment forces us to change the original slip values. 
 
Figure 1: Slip distribution on the fault plane of 1994 Northridge earthquake. Left panel: the original 
slip distribution inferred by Wald et al. [1996] from the joint inversion of near-source strong 
ground motion, teleseismic and GPS data. Right panel: the same slip distribution interpolated by 
bicubic interpolation preserving the seismic moment of each kinematic subfault. 
 
To introduce rupture propagation into our interpolated model, we use 
bicubic interpolation to derive interpolated rupture time from the kinematic 
rupture time ( )irt x . A slip velocity time function is assigned to each interpolated 
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point by linear interpolation of the kinematic SVF (typically a triangle), and 
temporal smoothing is achieved by convolution with a rectangular (boxcar) 
function, i.e. by calculating the running mean. When the kinematic model has a 
complex analytical SVF (i.e. square root or tanh function), the slip velocity time 
function is inferred by computing the analytical equation at each assigned time 
step. A similar interpolation process was used by Day et al. [1998], except that 
they used biquadratic interpolation and they did not preserve moment in the 
subfaults. 
 
Figure 2: Effect of running mean (pass-band filtering) on  the two components of slip velocity 
function for two target points on the 1994, Northridge earthquake model. In the left column the slip 
velocity functions are smoothed by taking a running mean of Tbox=0.6 s width, equal to the 
triangular window  duration; on the right column the slip velocity functions  are smoothed with a 
Tbox =0.2 s running mean. 
 
 
The duration of the box-car function, Tbox, represents the cut-off frequency, 
i.e. the box-car is a low pass filter. The Tbox value strongly affects the slip velocity 
evolution for single window source models [i.e. analytical function] as well as for 
multi-windows models [i.e. several triangular functions]. The slip images were 
derived using only relatively long-wavelength observations and we have to be 
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careful choosing the size of smoothing operator. When we decide the window for 
the running mean we should not preserve frequencies that were not inverted or 
modeled to fit the waveforms and to get the slip model. However, it is also true 
that we have to sample the slip velocity function in order to guarantee that not only 
the seismic moment but also the peak slip velocity is maintained. If we increase 
the running mean duration we might not fit the peak values of the slip velocity 
functions used to invert the data. In Figure 2 we give an example of effects of 
different Tbox for Northridge slip model. We have chosen two points and we plot 
the two components of slip velocity using Tbox=0.2 s (f=5 Hz) and Tbox=0.6 s 
(f=1.67 Hz). We can see the effects of running mean on peak slip velocity, total 
rise time and shape. On the smoothest slip velocity evolution, the peak values are 
smaller and shifted in time. In our computation we have compared two different 
running means also for the Imperial Valley: Tbox=0.3 s (f=3.3 Hz) and Tbox=0.5 s 
(f=2 Hz). We will show the effects of the running mean on inferred traction 
evolutions. 
 
6.3 Kinematic Models  
 We describe in this section the main characteristics of each model 
investigated in this study. The original kinematic model comes from distinct 
inversion techniques (multi-window as well as single window) and from many 
different authors. Details can be found in the respective papers.   
    
Earthquake Seismic 
Moment 
(Nm) 
Fault 
dim. 
(L x W) 
km 
Average 
slip (m) 
Max 
slip 
(m) 
Average 
rupture 
velocity 
(km/s) 
Slip velocity 
function 
Running 
mean (s) 
Imperial 
Valley 
Hartzell and 
Heaton 1983 
8.64e+18 42 x 10.5 0.6 2.194 2.6 1triangle win. 
(τR=0.7s;τVpeak=0.2s) 
0.3 – 0.5 
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Landers-
WH 
Wald & 
Heaton 1994 
Landers-H 
Hernandez et 
al. 1999 
9.26e+19 
 
 
 
1.02e+20 
78 x 15 
 
 
 
80 x 15 
2.46 
 
 
 
1.88 
10.658 
 
 
 
7.0202 
2.7 
 
 
 
2.6 
6 triang win. 
(τR-1win=1s; τdelay 
=1s) 
 
 
Tanh funct. with 
variable τR 
1 
 
// 
Northridge 
Wald et al 
1996 
1.22e+19 18 x 24 0.985 3.297 ~3 3 triangular win. 
overlap. (τR-1win 
=0.6s; τdelay  = 0.4s) 
0.2 – 0.6 
Morgan Hill 
Beroza and 
Spudich 
1988 
2.62e+18 30 x 10 0.2462 2.732 ~2 Truncated 
Kostrov function 
(τR =0.2 s) 
0.16 
Tottori 
Yagi 
 
Sekiguchi 
Piatan.00 
Piatan.01 
Vr=2.4km/s  
Vr=2.km/s 
 
11e+18 
 
19e+18 
 
1.158e19 
1.1952e19 
1.1952e19 
1.1952e19 
 
24 x 14 
 
28 x 17 
 
32 x 20 
32 x 20 
32 x 20 
32 x 20 
 
0.992 
 
1.1324 
 
0.537 
0.5543 
0.5543 
0.5543 
 
2.1845 
 
5.4278 
 
2.0862 
2.6889 
2.6889 
2.6889 
 
-- 
 
~1.9 
 
~2.4 
~2.7 
=2.0 
=2.4 
    
    39 triangles (τR-
1win=0.5s;τdel.=0.25s) 
6 triangles (τR-1win 
=1s;τdelay=0.5s) 
 
Tanh  (variable τR) 
 
 
 
 
// 
// 
// 
// 
Kobe 
Wald 1996 
2.44e+19 
 
60 x 20 0.6196 3.831 2.8 6 triangles (τR-1win 
=0.7s;  τdelay=0.4s) 
0.5 
Colfiorito 
0.33 
Colfiorito 
9.40 
Colfiorito-
ott 
Hernandez et 
al. 2004 
4.381e+17 
 
1.039e+18 
 
 
6.478e+17 
7.5 x 7.5 
 
12.5 x 7.5 
 
 
9. x 6. 
0.29 
 
0.415 
 
 
0.4467 
0.861 
 
1.777 
 
 
0.939 
~2.2 
 
~2.3 
 
 
~1.8 
 
 
Tanh funct.  
(τR=1.s ) 
 
 
// 
Synthetic 
tests 
(13 uniform 
models) 
1.564e18 11.75 x 5 1 1 Constant 
on the 
fault.  
(from 1.5 
to 3.0) 
Smoothed Yoffe 
funct  
(τR constant on the 
fault; from 1.23s to 
2.95s) 
// 
Table 1: Kinematic parameters of slip models here considered. 
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Landers Model (1992). We simplify the kinematic model given by Wald and 
Heaton [1994]. We incorporate the slip distribution on the overlapping parts of the 
three fault segments: Camp Rock/Emerson, CE (36 km long), Homestead Valley, 
HV (27 km long) and Johnson Valley, JV (30 km long).  Between JV and HV 
there are 6 km overlapping and between HV and CE 9 km, so the resultant slip 
fault plane becomes 78 km long. We also simplify the Earth model to a uniform 
half space (Vp=6.2 km/s, Vs=3.52 km/s; density=2.7 Mg/m3). The rupture time 
distribution is constant Vr=2.6 km/s. The slip velocity function (SVF) is 
represented by 6 isosceles triangles with a duration of 1s each (total rise time can 
reach at most 6 s). We use running mean Tbox=1 s as Day et al. [1998] did. From 
the original 156 subfaults (considering the single fault) we interpolate with 
dt=0.04 s and dx=0.4 km obtaining 7448 subfaults.  The kinematic model is a pure 
strike-slip mechanism.  
To compare our inferred dynamic models, we also use the Hernandez et al.’s 
[1999] Landers model. They proposed a source model that consists of three 
distinct segments (30 km (CE), 25 km (HV) and 25 km (JV)), having small 
differences in strike directions. We simplify using a single plane 80 km long. In 
their single window approach they used a tanh function as SVF and they inverted 
for slip amplitude, rise time and rupture time. From their 48 square subfaults (16 
along strike times 3 along dip, 5 km grid size) we obtain 19581 subfaults using 
0.25 km grid spacing. Because the SVF is already smoothed, we do not apply the 
running mean.  
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Figure 3a: The slip and rupture time distributions interpolated by bicubic interpolation of our 
models, A) 1992, Landers model by Hernandez et al. [1999]; B) 1992, Landers model by Wald and 
Heaton [1994]; C) 1995, Kobe model by Wald [1996] ; D) 1979, Imperial Valley model by 
Hartzell and Heaton [1983]; E) 1984, Morgan Hill model by Beroza and Spudich [1988]; F) 1994, 
Northridge model by Wald [1996]. The main features of these slip models are listed in Table 1. The 
red rectangles on panels A,B and E indicate the target points used for the plot shown in Figure 
6.The color bar unit is meters. 
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Figure 3b: G), H), I), L): 2000, Tottori model by Sekiguchi; by Yagi; by Piatanesi (model-00); by 
Piatanesi (model-01) ; M) N) O) 1997 Colfiorito models (three main shocks: September 26th 0940, 
September 26th 0033 and October 14th) by Hernandez et al. [2004]. The main features of these slip 
models are listed in Table 1. The color bar unit is meters. 
 
Northridge Model (1994) We use the Wald et al. [1996] kinematic model. From 
196 subfaults (dx=1.2857 km; dy=1.7143 km) we interpolate with a dt=0.02 s and 
dx=0.25 km obtaining 7081 subfaults. The SVF they used is represented by 3 
isosceles triangles each having a duration of 0.6 s and having initiations separated 
by τdelay=0.4 s [i.e.  they can provide a rise time lasting up to 1.4 s]. We rotate the 
original slip vector frame (155° and 45° components) into the strike and dip 
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components. This kinematic model contains temporal rake rotation and 
heterogeneous final slip direction. The average rake is 101°. The Earth model we 
employ is: Vp=6.235 km/s, Vs=3.6 km/s; density=2.8 Mg/m3. We use running 
mean Tbox=0.6 s (as Day et al. [1998]) and Tbox=0.2 s to derive two different 
smoothed models [see Figure 2]. 
Imperial Valley Model (1979) We utilize the Hartzell and Heaton [1983] kinematic 
model. The SVF they used is an asymmetric triangular function having a rise time 
of 0.7 s and a time of peak slip velocity of 0.2 s. That is, the duration of positive 
slip acceleration is smaller than the duration of negative slip acceleration. We 
compare the effects of two different Tbox: 0.3 s and 0.5 s. The Earth model we 
employ is: Vp=5.6 km/s, Vs=3.14 km/s; density=2.7 Mg/m3. We have strike and 
dip components of slip velocity evolution. The kinematic slip model is divided 
into 56 subfaults, all 3 km long and 2.5 km width (excluded deepest subfaults, i.e. 
last row is 3 km width). In our model we obtain 7267 subfaults using 0.25 km grid 
size.  
Morgan Hill Model (1984). Kinematic information is taken from Beroza and 
Spudich [1988]. The SVF they propose in their single window approach is the 
truncated Kostrov function. The rise time is constant everywhere and very small 
(0.2s). The Earth model we employ is: Vp=6.0 km/s, Vs=3.469 km/s; density=2.7 
Mg/m3. Our discretization interval is 0.08 km in space and 0.008 s in time. We are 
forced to use this small spatio-temporal discretization because of the rise time 
value. 
Tottori Model (2000) We compare several different kinematic models from three 
different authors: (a) Yagi’s  model (reported in Mikumo et al. [2003]), (b) 
Sekiguchi’s model (unpublished data, 2002) and (c) Piatanesi’s models 
(unpublished data, 2004).  
a) In their multi-window approach, they used 39 isosceles triangles with a duration 
τR= 0.5 s each, and with the initiations separated by τdelay=0.025 s. The first time 
window for each subfault initiated at the earthquake origin time, so no rupture 
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propagation was built into the slip model.  We use running mean Tbox=0.5 s. The 
Earth model we employ is: Vp=6.05km/s, Vs=3.497km/s; density=2.7 Mg/m3. 
b) In their multi-window approach, they used 6 non-overlapping isosceles triangles 
with a duration τR= 1 s each. The Earth model we employ is: Vp=5.196 km/s, 
Vs=3.0 km/s; density=2.7Mg/m3. 
c) Following Hernandez’s single window approach, Piatanesi used a tanh function 
as the SVF and he inverted for slip amplitude, rise time and rupture time. The 
Earth model we employ is: Vp=6.05 km/s, Vs=3.497 km/s; density=2.7 Mg/m3. 
Our discretization interval is 0.15km in space and 0.015s in time.  Among many 
models he tested, we chose two models (model-00 and model-01) that equally fit 
the strong motion data. Further, we computed the dynamic model using the slip 
distribution of the model-01 with two different constant rupture velocity 
distributions (Vr=2 km/s and Vr=2.4 km/s). The hypocenter is the same in the four 
Piatanesi models. 
Colfiorito Model (1997) The kinematic information has been taken from 
Hernandez et al. [2004] model. Actually, under the name of Colfiorito 1997 we 
consider three main shocks: 00.33 September 26th, 09.40 September 26th and the 
15.23 October 14th. The authors follow the single window technique and use the 
tanh analytical function, which corresponds to a smoothed ramp in slip evolution. 
They used a constant rise time, 1 s, for all three events. From their 9, 15, 24 
subfaults for the three events we obtain 5776, 9576, 5551 subfaults using 0.1 km 
grid size.  The Earth model we employ is: Vp=5.5 km/s, Vs=3.055 km/s; 
density=2.8 Mg/m3. 
Kobe Model (1995) Details of this model are in Wald [1996]. The original model 
is composed of two fault segments: Nojima (20 km long, strikes 45°) and 
Suwayama (40 km long, strikes 50°). We simplify it considering a single fault 
surface. His SVFs were 6 isosceles triangles. The duration of each triangle is 0.7 s 
and the time delay is 0.4 s. We use a 0.5 s running mean because he low-pass 
filtered the data at 2 s. The rupture velocity is constant at 2.8 km/s. The original 
model had 144 subfaults and after the interpolation we had 19521 node points, 
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using uniform 0.25 km grid spacing.  The Earth model we employ is: Vp=6.0 
km/s, Vs=3.46 km/s; density=2.7 Mg/m3. 
The most important kinematic parameters of all the models considered in this 
study are listed in Table 1. In Figure 3a and Figure 3b we show all the interpolated 
slip and rupture time distributions. 
6.4 Breakdown work estimates  
 The traction evolutions we infer from kinematic models can be very 
complex as shown schematically in Figure 4b. Noisy seismic data, inadequate 
inversion techniques and possibly complicated friction mechanisms can cause this 
complexity. Depending on the assumptions in the kinematic models, the slip-stress 
relations can show either a linear weakening phase or extremely variable 
weakening behavior and sometimes, in subfaults with small slip, only a 
strengthening behavior. In particular, the identification of a kinetic frictional level 
[i.e., a nearly constant traction level for increasing slip, as shown in Figure 4a] is 
not straightforward for stress-slip curves derived from real data.  
 As we will explain in the following, the term “fracture energy” has been 
used with different definitions in different contexts; to avoid this ambiguity we 
define and compute three new quantities: breakdown work, restrengthening work 
and excess work. We define the excess work We to be the sum of breakdown work 
and restrengthening work (Wb and Wr, respectively, see Figure 4b). Breakdown 
work is taken to be the excess of work over the minimum magnitude minτr  of 
traction during slip. We compute breakdown work (Wb) as the integral of the 
traction versus slip curve from zero slip to the point where the traction drops to 
minτr . 
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Figure 4: Theoretical traction versus slip curves (heavy black lines). The upper panel shows the 
“classic” slip weakening law with a linear slope (Ida, 1972 and Andrews, 1976). The dashed line 
represents the frictional level and the boundary between heat and surface energy. The lower panel 
shows a schematic, more complex weakening behavior we might infer from noisy real earthquake 
data. The dashed line represent the minimum level of the traction magnitude during slip. Wb and 
Wr are the breakdown and the restrengthening work.  The thin black line shows that the actual 
balance between surface energy and heat might vary with slip and can lie above or below the 
minimum traction level. 
 
Analytically we can write for each point on the fault 
  ( )∫ ⋅−= bTb dttvtW
0
min )()(
rrr ττ     (6.1) 
where )(tvr  is slip velocity; )(tτr is shear traction; Tb is the time at which minimum 
traction minτr  is reached at the point. (Strictly speaking, Wb is an energy density 
(J/m2), but here we just call it breakdown work for simplicity.)  The scalar form of 
(6.1) is Gc . For a classical slip-weakening model [e.g. Figure 4a], minτr  is the 
kinetic friction level fτr  and Tb is the breakdown time. We use the formulation 
with slip velocity (integrated in time), and not directly with slip, because in the 
finite difference code stress and slip velocity are computed at the same instants in 
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time. In this way we obtain the distribution of Wb on the fault. Moreover, we can 
also infer a slip weakening distance Dc, displayed in Figure 4b, as the slip at the 
time when minimum traction minτr  is reached.  A similar equation defines a 
quantity we call restrengthening work,  
  ( )∫ ⋅−= T
T
r
b
dttvtW )()( min
rrr ττ    (6.2) 
where T is the total duration of slip at the point, where Wr is again an energy 
density.   The reason that we define the breakdown work Wb is relatively simple: 
the shaded area drawn in Figure 4b and computed through equation (1) is the 
energy density (or work) spent to allow the rupture to advance. For real 
earthquakes, it might contain an indefinite mixture of heat and surface energy as 
schematically illustrated in Figure 4b. In other words, the boundary between heat 
and surface energy probably does not lie along a horizontal line at minτr  (as in 
Figure 4a). Thus, our breakdown work probably contains an unknown mixture of 
heat and surface energy (energy that goes into fracture and gouge formation). This 
means that the breakdown work, or a large portion of excess work, may be 
expended in both heat and gouge formation/evolution during dynamic slip 
episodes.  
For these reasons, we also believe that it might be misleading to call the quantity 
calculated in equation 6.1) “fracture energy”. As mentioned earlier, this term has 
different meanings in different contexts. In fracture mechanics, fracture energy is 
the energy consumed at the crack tip to create a surface without incurring any slip. 
Ida [1972] introduced the slip-weakening model of friction (Figure 4a) to remove 
the stress singularity at the crack tip, and the total energy under the linear 
weakening part of the curve and above the kinetic friction level τf was called the 
fracture energy because it played the same role as fracture energy in fracture 
mechanics, absorbing energy near the crack tip and controlling rupture speed 
[Andrews, 1976]. Olgaard and Brace [1983], Wilson et al. [2004], and Chester and 
Chester [2004] have estimated fracture energy for real faults by estimating the 
total surface area in gouge zones. Guatteri et al. [2001] and Ide [2003] estimated 
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fracture energy (similar to our breakdown work) by integrating the work under the 
weakening portion of a traction-slip curve determined seismologically. The 
ambiguity of terminology arises because it is not clear that all of our breakdown 
work controls the rupture speed, particularly at points where Dc approaches total 
slip, and thus breakdown work might not be equivalent to the Ida/Andrews 
fracture energy. In other words, when Dc is 8m, as in some models of Landers 
below, the breakdown work incurred going from the 7th to the 8th meter of slip 
might have no effect on the local rupture velocity. Moreover, the breakdown work 
(or “fracture energy” in the widely adopted meaning) that determines rupture 
velocity needs not to be surface energy, since heat generated in the vicinity of the 
rupture front contributes to controlling rupture propagation.   
6.5 The choice of the initial stress    
 Because absolute initial traction oτr is part of the total traction )(tτr , it is 
necessary to choose an absolute initial traction in order to perform the above 
calculations.  If slip rake did not rotate with time in the kinematic models, the 
initial traction could be chosen to be collinear with the slip vector, and the 
breakdown work and restrengthening work would be independent of the 
magnitude of the initial traction.  However, traction and slip velocity are two-
component vectors, and in some of our kinematic rupture models both slip velocity 
and traction rotate independently with time, in an uncorrelated, unphysical fashion 
due to inversion errors.  
 Consequently, it was necessary to choose an initial stress magnitude 
sufficiently large ( oτr =5.e9 Pa) to minimize the angle between the total traction 
and the slip velocity. We also assumed that the initial traction is collinear with the 
final slip. Among different choices for initial traction direction, this direction is the 
most physically meaningful. First, at points with no rake rotation, the initial 
traction and total traction during each time step are along the direction of slip. 
Second, if slip direction is heterogeneous on the fault our choice allows a 
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heterogeneous distribution of initial stress direction as well as traction evolution 
and final traction direction. Third, if there is temporal rake rotation, the huge 
initial magnitude prevents large rotations of traction vector, maintaining overall 
collinearity of slip and traction. Obviously, our assumption of initial stress controls 
only the coupling of traction components and not the absolute value of dynamic 
friction and heat contribution. The knowledge of the true magnitude of initial 
stress is only possible for kinematic slip models in which temporal rake rotation is 
well determined in the kinematic model, as in Spudich et al. [1998].  
 
Figure 5: Example of a slipping point with rake rotation for the 1995, Kobe earthquake model. 
Panels C & D show the two components of slip velocity function at this point. Panel B shows the 
path covered by the slip (red dots) and the total traction evolution (blue arrows) at various time 
steps, assuming initial stress along final slip direction. The panel A shows the magnitude of traction 
versus cumulative slip, i.e. the inferred dynamic weakening behavior. 
 
In Figure 5 we show how our choice of initial stress brings slip velocity and total 
traction into alignment for most of the temporal evolution. Panels C and D show 
the evolution of the two components of slip velocity at a point having rake rotation 
in the 1995 Kobe earthquake. The red dots in panel B represent the slip and the 
blue arrows are the total traction vector at various time steps (the axes represent 
the strike and dip components). When rake rotates, we calculate the cumulative 
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slip by integrating along the slip path. In panel A we show the inferred traction 
evolution that we discuss in the next section. 
6.6 Results    
 We discuss in this section the inferred evolution of total dynamic traction 
as a function of time or slip for the different slip history models presented above 
[see Figure 3 and Table 1]. We also show several examples of dynamic traction 
and slip velocity that are useful for the discussion in the following sections. 
6.6.1 The inferred constitutive behavior 
Figure 6a, 6b and 6c show the examples of the inferred traction and slip 
velocity evolutions for the Morgan Hill and Landers earthquakes. We plot slip 
velocity evolutions (top two rows), traction change histories (middle two rows) 
and slip-stress relations (bottom two rows) for neighboring points on the fault 
(whose position on the plane is indicated on the figure). All quantities are the 
strike components because these models have a pure strike mechanism. These 
figures reveal a large variation in constitutive relations (i.e. the traction evolution) 
from model to model and even between neighboring points, but in general we 
observe a clear weakening behavior. We can see in Figure 6a that the breakdown 
process (middle two rows) for the Morgan Hill model is very fast due to the very 
short rise time of the assumed truncated Kostrov function. Although in those 
points having a large final slip the slip-stress relations show an evident weakening 
behavior, this is not guaranteed for all points on the fault. The Dc values are a 
large fraction of local final slip.          
Figure 6b and 6c show the inferred dynamic traction evolution for Landers 
earthquake using two different kinematic models: Hernandez et al. [1999] and 
Wald and Heaton [1994]. Different parts of the fault are shown in Figures 6b and 
6c. Apart from this, the great difference comes from the kinematic input: the 
Hernandez model has very smooth slip velocity histories while the Wald model 
shows very heterogeneous and variable slip velocities. The corresponding traction 
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evolutions follow the features of the kinematic input. In Figure 6c we can see that 
the dynamic traction drops during the slipping phase almost everywhere and grows 
in a small number of points showing a negative stress drop. The critical slip 
weakening distance Dc and breakdown work estimates are easily computed in the 
Hernandez model. On the contrary, the traction evolutions of the Wald and Heaton 
model are highly variable and sometimes difficult to interpret, particularly for 
estimates of Dc and )(tτr . This raises the question of what is believable in these 
models.  The shapes of each model’s traction evolutions are strongly controlled by 
the chosen SVF (in agreement with the results of previous chapter). The slip 
maxima are sometimes located in different places in different models, usually 
because there is a tradeoff between the spatial and temporal locations of the 
sources of observed ground motion pulses, so a detailed interpretation of the exact 
locations of slip maxima might not be warranted.  The kinematic rupture models 
must have approximately correct amounts of breakdown work and slip in order to 
have the moments and rupture velocities necessary to model the waveforms. This 
is a first-order requirement. Thus, it is likely that these models have about the 
correct order of magnitude of breakdown work, despite variations in the details of 
the kinematic models.  
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Figure 6a: The inferred dynamic model for 16 neighboring points (positions on the fault depicted in 
panel E of Figure 3a) of 1984 Morgan Hill model. Top two rows: slip velocity functions of the 
Beroza and Spudich [1988] kinematic model (they used a truncated Kostrov function). Central two 
rows: the inferred traction change time series for the same points. Bottom two rows: corresponding 
slip-stress relations. The circles on the first point represent the double time steps used on the 
dynamic procedure (2dt=0.018 s). 
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Figure 6b: The inferred dynamic model for 16 neighboring points (positions on the fault depicted in 
panel A of Figure 3a) of 1992, Landers model (Hernandez et al., 1999). Top two rows: slip velocity 
functions of the kinematic model (they used a tanh function). Central two rows: the inferred 
traction change time series for the same points. Bottom two rows: corresponding slip-stress 
relations. 
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Figure 6c: The inferred dynamic model for 16 neighboring points (positions on the fault depicted in 
panel B of Figure 3a) of 1992, Landers model (Wald and Heaton, 1994). Top two rows: slip 
velocity functions of kinematic model (they used the multi-window approach with six triangular 
functions). Central two rows: the inferred traction change time series for the same points. Bottom 
two rows: the corresponding slip-stress relations. The circles on the first point represent the time 
steps used on the dynamic procedure (dt=0.4 s). 
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Figure 7: The inferred stress versus slip curves for the same points of Figure 2 (first and second 
rows) using two different running mean (Tbox=0.6 s and Tbox=0.2 s) of 1994, Northridge earthquake 
and for a target point of 1979, Imperial Valley model (Tbox=0.5 s and Tbox=0.3 s). The first two 
slipping points have rake rotation while the third does not.  On each panel are annotated the local 
breakdown work density and the excess work density. 
 
 
Figure 7 compares examples of constitutive behaviors for Northridge and Imperial 
Valley earthquakes using two different running means. Both earthquake models 
have two components of slip: Imperial Valley has only spatial variations of rake 
on the fault, while Northridge allows spatial and temporal rake rotation. On the 
top, for Northridge are points a and b whose slip velocities have been shown in 
Figure 2. On the bottom there is an example of Imperial Valley. We can see that 
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the total We estimates are less strongly affected by Tbox than are the Wb estimates. 
The first example shows a point in which the variation of smoothing operator 
strongly changes the position of minimum traction. In point a the Tbox=0.6 s allows 
the minimum traction to be reached at the end of slipping phase. The resulting 
ratios Dc/Dtot for the two choices of Tbox are extremely different while the excess 
work estimates are still comparable. Like two of the three points in Figure 7, 
almost all the traction evolutions show a fast restrengthening after the weakening 
phase for the following reason. Because of the complexity of the kinematic slip 
history the traction is spatially very heterogeneous. In fact the temporal evolution 
of the traction on each subfault is strongly affected by the load of the neighboring 
subfaults, before, during and mainly after their slipping. 
6.6.2 Breakdown work density distributions  
 Figure 8a and Figure 8b show the inferred Wb estimates for our fault 
models. The contours represent the slip distributions superposed on the Wb values. 
We observe that breakdown work densities Wb are strongly correlated with the 
correspondent slip distributions. In all models Wb is concentrated in high slip 
patches. The correlation between Wb and the slip distributions, first of all, is due 
primarily to the correlation of Dc with slip, but also secondarily to the correlation 
of stress drop with total slip. For each slip model we compute the average Wb over 
the fault, as well as the average of excess work density We to compare the results 
with those given in the literature. We calculate the integral contribution of excess 
work Ee(J) (excess energy) on the whole fault area, that is excess work density 
times the fault area. Table 2 summarizes the inferred We, Wb and Ee values for all 
earthquakes investigated in this study. In the fourth column we have written the 
same quantities relative only to the contribution of the part of fault having non-
negligible slip, that is, slip larger than 20% of the average slip. The same 
quantities have been computed for the contribution of the asperities, that is patches 
of fault having slip larger than 90% of maximum slip. The corresponding areas are 
in the last column. Obviously the average slip and the maximum slip are different 
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for each model and the ratio of these areas over the whole fault areas depends on 
the corresponding kinematic model.  
 
Figure 8a: Distributions of breakdown work densities (the color bar unit is MJ/m2) for the same 
kinematic models shown in Figure 3a. Contour lines show the slip distribution and numbers 
indicate slip values. Vertical red lines show bends in the original kinematic fault models. Vertical 
blue lines in the Morgan Hill model show the segment of the fault for which the surface trace is 
quite complex. Matching color brackets indicate ends of fault planes in the Wald and Heaton model 
of Landers.  Note areas of overlap.  
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Figure 8b: Distributions of breakdown work densities (the color bar unit is MJ/m2) for the same 
kinematic models shown in Figure 3b. Contour lines show the slip distribution and the numbers 
indicate slip values. 
 
The inferred Ee values show us that the part of the fault having non-negligible slip 
contains almost all the energy spent to break the whole fault surface. In fact the 
total Ee and 20% Ee values are comparable. On the contrary the contribution of 
90% Ee to the total fault is very small. However, the We values show us that excess 
work on the asperities are very high for all earthquake models (90% We >> 20% 
We).  
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Table 2. Inferred values of work density and total work. 
 
It is useful to investigate the dependence of breakdown work on the running mean 
operation.  Table 2 shows the results for the Imperial Valley and Northridge 
earthquakes using two different running means. Lowering the pass-band [i.e. 
lengthening the running mean duration: 0.5s for Imperial Valley and 0.6 s for 
Northridge] gives us smaller values of breakdown work. The main reason is the 
cut-off of high peak slip velocity values causes smaller strength excesses.  This 
effect can be seen in Figure 7, and it differs from the observation of Spudich and 
Guatteri [2004] that low pass filtering might cause breakdown work estimates to 
Earthquake We 
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1.27 
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be biased upward.  The downward bias we observe might explain some of the 
discrepancies in breakdown work we note below for the Landers earthquake.   
6.7 Scaling relations between Wb and kinematic 
parameters  
 We can compare our estimates of breakdown work with fracture energies 
(G) inferred from recent works: Beroza and Spudich [1988] found G~ 2 MJ/m2 for 
1984 Morgan Hill earthquake; Guatteri et al. [2001] found G~1.5 MJ/m2 for 1995 
Kobe earthquake; Peyrat et al. [2001] found G~5 MJ/m2 for 1992 Landers 
earthquake; Rice et al. [2004] found Gmin~0.88 MJ/m2 for 1979 Imperial Valley 
earthquake, Gmin~1.3 MJ/m2 for 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake; Ide [2003] found 
G>1.0 MJ/ m2 for 1995 Kobe earthquake. Our results are quantitatively consistent 
with these values, except for Landers earthquake. We obtain We~21.5 MJ/m2 
(Wb~20.3 MJ/m2) and We~14.9 MJ/m2 (Wb~14.6 MJ/m2) for Wald and Heaton 
[1994] and Hernandez et al. [1999] models, which are respectively four and three 
times Peyrat’s result. This is probably due to several factors; in particular, we 
observe strongly different Dc estimates between these models.  A constant Dc of 
0.8 m was imposed by Peyrat’s model, while Dc ~2m and Dc ~1.6m are inferred 
from Wald and Heaton [1994] and Hernandez et al. [1999] models, respectively. 
The latter two values for Dc are only averaged on the fault plane but in these 
models Dc ranges widely, reaching as much as 10m. Probably these high values 
are due to the poor resolution of kinematic models, which prevent the weakening 
slope from being very steep. The discrepancies among the various breakdown 
work estimates for Landers might be indicating the limits of validity of Guatteri 
and Spudich’s [2000] assertion that fracture energy can be stably estimated from 
ground motion data.  They showed that two different rupture models, one with Dc 
of about 0.3 m and the other with Dc of about 0.8 m, having similar fracture 
energies, could produce nearly identical seismograms.  The seismograms were 
very similar because breakdown work (i.e., fracture energy in Guatteri and 
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Spudich, 2000) controls rupture velocity, and rupture velocity strongly affects the 
ground motions.  Dc in the models for Landers varies from 0.8 m to a maximum of 
10 m, a factor of 12.  The breakdown work expended far from the crack tip might 
have little influence on the rupture velocity, and thus have little effect on the 
ground motions.  Thus, kinematic models with long Dc might tend to have 
systematically higher breakdown work than models with short Dc, even if both 
models match a ground motion data set.  All of Peyrat’s breakdown work is 
concentrated in the first 0.8 m of slip.  That means that all of her breakdown work 
probably has a strong effect on her rupture velocity (in other words, it is fracture 
energy in the sense of Ida and Andrews).  In Wald’s model the breakdown work 
being expended in the last meter of slip might have no effect on the rupture 
velocity because the rupture tip is far from the healing front.  A second factor 
might explain Peyrat’s lower breakdown work. The shortest period Peyrat models 
is about 4s, so her model is a very low-frequency model.  This corresponds to our 
observation that making the running mean longer lowers the breakdown work.   
 The dependence of Wb on rupture velocity is  difficult to see because the 
slip distributions are strongly heterogeneous on the fault and they obscure the 
effects of Vr. Moreover the rupture velocity distributions of all models are almost 
constant [see Figure 3a and Figure 3b].  To test the relation between Vr and Wb we 
changed the original rupture velocity in the Piatanesi model-01.  
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Figure 9: Breakdown work densities (top panel) and excess energies (bottom panel) versus seismic 
moment for all the earthquake modeled in this study. The open circles indicate Wb and Ee estimated 
for the set of real earthquake models, while the crosses represent the values inferred for a set of 
synthetic slip-pulse models. Solid triangles show the geological estimates of breakdown work 
densities proposed by Wilson et al. [2004] and Chester and Chester [2004]. The regression lines 
show power law scaling whose exponents are equal to 0.57 (on the top panel) and 1.18 (on the 
bottom).The latter exponent indicates almost a linear scaling. 
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 We tried with two constant values: Vr=2km/s and Vr=2.4km/s. The 
results in Table 2 confirm the theoretical expectation: the former has higher Wb 
values because each point has more time to break and to load the stress on each 
point on the fault. The yield stress distribution [i.e. strength excess] on the former 
is larger then the latter.  
 In the literature different scaling formulations have been proposed to 
compute fracture energy as a function of many dynamic and kinematic parameters 
[Husseini et al., 1975, Andrews, 1976; Nielsen and Madariaga, 2003; Rice et al., 
2004]. Many of these estimates are global or average quantities that apply to point 
sources, while only few are referred to extended faults. The kinematic models used 
in this study are pulse-like rupture models, while many theoretical interpretations 
of scaling of G with Vr rely on crack models. Nielsen and Madariaga [2003] 
showed analytically the difference of G scaling relations between crack type and 
self-healing pulse. In Figure 9 we plot our Wb and Ee versus seismic moment Mo. 
The crosses represent 12 synthetic models calculated in the previous chapter 
whose kinematic parameters are in the last row of Table 1. This set is composed of 
models having constant rupture velocity, constant rise time, constant slip and a 
self-healing SVF (a smoothed Yoffe function, see chapter 5). The lower panel 
shows almost a linear correlation between Ee  and Mo, while Wb values versus Mo 
displayed in the upper panel follow a power law with slope equal to 0.57. An 
interesting features emerging from this figure is that normal, thrust and strike slip 
earthquakes display the same scaling of breakdown work values with seismic 
moment.  
 The dependence of Wb on rupture velocity is well known in the literature 
(actually the literature shows G values depending on Vr in slip-weakening 
dynamic models), and thus the rupture velocity Vr should appear in the scaling 
relation. Rice et al. [2004] give a scaling relation for 2D slip weakening pulse 
models (steady state for the singular Yoffe solution, see also Nielsen and 
Madariaga [2003] and references therein), that we rewrite here for completeness: 
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where L is the spatial length of the pulse, F(Vr) is a complicated function of Vr  
(different for Mode II and Mode III), and g(θ) is a function of R/ L, where R is the 
length of the cohesive zone. 
 
Figure 10: Breakdown work densities versus the right term of the Rice’s equation (eq.3 in the text): 
the circles represent the real earthquake models, the crosses are the synthetic set models. The 
circles and crosses have the product F(Vr) g(θ) equal to unity. The triangles and the asterisks have 
the minimum and maximum value of F(Vr) g(θ) (0.6 and 2.3, respectively) when 0.6 < Vr/Vs < 0.8. 
The solid lines represent the linear scaling between the plotted quantities. 
 
 
We approximate R ~ Vr Tb, where Tb is the duration of the breakdown process, and 
L ~ VrτR , using the average values of Vr and τR on the fault. Thus θ depends on the 
observed quantity Tb/τR. Following the analytical solution of Rice et al. [2004] the 
product  F(Vr) g(θ) can range from 0 to 2.6. Rice used this equation to infer 
average (i.e., global) values of G for each earthquake model. 
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 The Rice et al. [2004] scaling relation describes our models well, which 
can be seen in a plot of our results for average quantities in Figure 10. The factors 
F(Vr) and g(θ) are difficult to estimate for each kinematic model (especially for 
the multi-window models whose rise time can be strongly heterogeneous on the 
fault or for those models having variable rupture velocity).  In Figure 10 the open 
circles have F(Vr)g(θ) equal to unity and represent the set of real earthquakes. We 
plot triangles and the asterisks corresponding to the minimum and maximum value 
of F(Vr)g(θ) (0.6 and 2.3, respectively) computed, according to Rice et al.[2004], 
for 0.6 < Vr/Vb  < 0.8 (which is a range including all kinematic models). The 
crosses represent the synthetic set. These models have been computed using the 
smoothed version of the Yoffe slip velocity solution from which Rice derived the 
equation; the inferred traction evolutions of these steady state pulse models have 
slip weakening behaviors (linear along spatial distance) with the assumed fast 
restrengthening due to the short duration of slip (self healing pulse, with constant 
rise time on the fault). The synthetic points are aligned close to the diagonal and 
we expect that the average value of the F(Vr)g(θ)  product is very close to unity.  
 In order to further corroborate the agreement with the Rice scaling 
equation we compare our Wb estimates with the local slip values. Figure 11a 
shows the relation between the breakdown work and the total slip for each point 
on the dynamic fault model for the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake model. The 
overplotted red function represents the quadratic dependence and the fit means 
Wb~∆u2. The right panel of Figure 11a shows the relation between total slip and 
Dc. Many points are on the diagonal, [i.e., total slip is equal to Dc] while the most 
are just over the diagonal [i.e., Dc is a large fraction of total slip]. We tested this 
local dependence also for the 1995 Kobe and the 1997 October 14th Colfiorito 
earthquake models and we show the results on Figures 11b and Figure 11c. We 
also compute the Rice equation at the same depth of the hypocenter for Imperial 
Valley earthquake and we compare in Figure 12 the analytical predictions with our 
numerical calculations which show a very good agreement. These results confirm 
that our inferred values of breakdown work scales as the square of slip 
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( 2uWb ∆∝ ) and that the retrieved values of Dc are a large fraction of total slip 
suggesting a nearly linear scaling between these two parameters in lowpass filtered 
models.  This might be an artifact of filtering. 
We have checked for several earthquakes investigated in this study whether the 
Wb values shown in Figure 11 can be fitted also by the Andrews equation [see eq. 
23 in Andrews 1976]. Our test demonstrated that this relation does not fit the 
inferred Wb values. In Andrews' equation fracture energy depends on the length of 
the crack from the nucleation point, which gives a poorer result than the use of the 
pulse length in Rice’s relation. This might explain why our Wb data are better 
reproduced by the Rice’s scaling relation.  
 
Figure 11a: Left panel: the breakdown work density versus total slip for each point on fault of the 
1979, Imperial Valley earthquake model. The overplotted red line is a quadratic function. Right 
panel: the total slip versus the critical slip distance Dc [i.e., slip when the traction reaches its 
minimum value] for each point on the fault. 
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Figure11b: Left panel: the breakdown work density versus total slip for each point on fault of the 
1995 Kobe earthquake model. Right panel: the total slip versus the critical slip distance Dc for each 
point on the fault. 
 
 
Figure 11c: Left panel: the breakdown work density versus total slip for each point on fault of the 
1997, 14th October Colfiorito earthquake model. Right panel: the total slip versus the critical slip 
distance Dc for each point on the fault. 
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Figure 12: The circles are the inferred values of breakdown work along strike distance at the 
hypocenter depth of the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. The line represents the Rice equation 
computed for the points on the fault at the hypocenter depth, with the product F(Vr)g(θ) equal to 
unity. 
 
6.8 Discussion     
 In this study we have estimated the breakdown work on extended faults 
for several real earthquakes. Our inferred values agree with previous seismological 
estimates of fracture energy G and fit a scaling relation recently proposed by Rice 
et al. [2004]. Our calculations reveal that work density and total work are spatially 
correlated with slip. We have treated breakdown work as being due totally to 
dynamic slip on an infinitesimally thin fault surface. Energy is absorbed within a 
zone a couple hundred meters wide in real faults.  In a review paper Sibson [2003] 
gives a schematic representation of brittle fault zone: cataclastic damage zone (few 
m to 100m wide) containing a fault core of gouge or ultracataclasite (few cm to 
few m), within which there is a principal slip zone (1cm to 10cm). Our neglect of 
off-fault damage in our calculation does not bias our estimates of breakdown 
work; Andrews [2005]  has shown that the energy absorbed in off-fault damage 
can be simulated by an equal amount of energy absorbed on the fault in a 
calculation lacking off-fault inelastic response. 
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 Recent geological studies have estimated the surface energy dissipated 
both on and off the fault, considering the thickness of principal slip zone, off-fault 
damage, and the gouge grain size distribution. When we compare the geologic 
surface energies with our observed breakdown work, an interesting picture of fault 
mechanics arises. Chester and Chester [2004] estimated fracture and gouge surface 
area in the Punchbowl fault, an ancient trace of the San Andreas fault. They 
estimated that about 0.5 MJ/m2 of surface energy would be used to create the 1 
mm thick layer of ultracataclasites in the principal slip surface, and they estimated 
a single-earthquake surface energy to be about 0.02 - 0.1 MJ/m2. This estimate 
results both from dividing the total surface energy of the entire Punchbowl fault 
zone by the tens of thousands of earthquakes thought to have created it, and by 
estimating the surface energy expended to refracture the 1-mm-thick principal slip 
surface.  They pointed out that their single-event surface energy estimate is much 
smaller than the seismological estimates of breakdown work, implying that some 
of the seismological breakdown work must go into heat, i.e. the boundary between 
surface energy and heat must lie somewhere above the minimum traction level, as 
we have illustrated in Figure 4b. Studying the San Andreas fault at Tejon Pass, 
Wilson et al. [2004] estimate that 0.2MJ/m2 surface energy is needed to create a 
1mm thick gouge zone (compared to the 0.5 MJ/m2 estimated by Chester and 
Chester [2004]). They  estimated that each major earthquake along the Tejon Pass 
section of the San Andreas generates 10mm of gouge, so that each event has a 
surface energy of 2.0-3.6 MJ/m2, compared to Chester and Chester’s [2004] 0.02 – 
0.1 MJ/m2. Interestingly, Wilson et al. [2004] estimated the surface energy of the 
M3.7 1997 Bosman earthquake, which ruptured unfaulted quartzitic layers, to be 
3-10 MJ/m2, greater than their surface energy estimate for a San Andreas event. 
We have included these geologic surface energy values in Figure 9a to help the 
comparison with our estimates of breakdown work. 
 The differences observed between the Punchbowl and the Fort Tejon 
fault segments may be consistent with our observations.  First, it is very significant 
that the surface energy and gouge zone widths of the M 3.7 Bosman earthquake 
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are larger than those estimated for much larger San Andreas events.  This 
observation is consistent with the idea that most of the gouge zone of faults is 
produced within the first km of slip [Chester and Chester, 1998] before the 
development of a thin principal slip surface. The Bosman surface energy is 
completely inconsistent with the linear log(Mo) vs. log(Wb) in our Figure 9a, 
where we plot breakdown work averaged over the fault.  However, the Bosman 
fracture energies are comparable with our Wb values taken from areas of largest 
slip, suggesting that some of these high slip areas may be geometric complexities 
where fresh fracture and large stress drops occur.  Second, the spectacular 
difference in the widths of the damage zones cited for the Punchbowl fault and the 
San Andreas at Tejon Pass suggests that the Tejon Pass section may be some 
exhumed geometric complexity or fault step-over zone [J. Chester, personal 
communication, 2004], where a single principal slip surface has not been formed 
and where large earthquake ruptures frequently branch into unfractured rock. Four 
of the earthquakes we have studied, the Morgan Hill, Kobe, Landers, and Imperial 
Valley earthquakes, ruptured through known geometric complexities, and all four 
show some zones of large breakdown work (and high slip) very near fault 
stepovers or fault junctions.  The Kobe earthquake (Figure 8a) shows high 
breakdown work zones adjacent to the stepover from the Nojima to the Suma-
Suwayama fault, the Wald and Heaton [1996] model of the Landers earthquake 
shows high breakdown work at the stepovers from the Camp Rock/Emerson to the 
Homestead Valley and from the Homestead Valley to the Johnson Valley faults 
(Figure 8a), although the Hernandez et al. [1999] model does not show this, and 
the Imperial Valley earthquake shows a large peak of breakdown work very near 
the junction of the Brawley and Imperial faults (Figure 8a). The large breakdown 
work zone in the Morgan Hill earthquake occurs at a geometric complexity in the 
Calaveras fault (Beroza and Spudich, 1988).  The above picture is counter-
intuitive, in that fault bends and junctions might be expected to act as low-slip 
barriers to rupture.  However, fresh fracture and rupture on fault splays must 
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occasionally occur at such places [Andrews, 1989], and perhaps we see this in 
some of our rupture models. 
6.9 Conclusive remarks 
 We have defined a quantity called breakdown work, which is the work 
per unit fault area expended in kinematic slip models during the weakening phase 
of the slip.  We have also defined restrengthening work similarly, and excess work 
as the sum of the two.  We have specified a way to calculate them when slip and 
traction rotate with time in the kinematic models.  In this calculational method we 
have assumed that the initial traction is large and is directed at each point on the 
fault in the direction of the final slip.  We have calculated the breakdown work and 
restrengthening work for kinematic slip models for earthquakes whose magnitudes 
range between 5.6 (October 14th Colfiorito earthquake) to 7.2 (for the 1992 
Landers earthquake).  Estimates of breakdown work are affected by the frequency 
band of the kinematic model.  Spudich and Guatteri [2004] found that low-pass 
filtering slip models caused breakdown work to increase, whereas in our models it 
decreases.  Breakdown work density and its integral over the fault, breakdown 
energy, scale with seismic moment according to a power law (with exponent 0.57 
and 1.18, respectively).  The spatial distribution of breakdown work in a single 
earthquake is strongly correlated with the slip distribution.  Our observed 
breakdown work scaling agrees very well with that predicted by Rice et al. [2004] 
for a slip pulse model and does not agree with a crack-like model. We compared 
our breakdown works with geologically estimated fracture energies from the 
Bosman fault in South Africa and the San Andreas fault at Tejon Pass [Wilson et 
al., 2004], and with the Punchbowl fault [Chester and Chester, 2004].  The 
Bosman fault earthquake ruptured intact quartzitic rocks, and the surface energy 
for this M 3.7 event was comparable to the breakdown work we estimate for M6-7 
events.  Fracture energy estimated for the Tejon Pass portion of the San Andreas is 
also comparable to our M 6-7 breakdown works.  However, surface energy 
estimated for the Punchbowl fault, where there is a very narrow principal slip 
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surface, are much smaller than our observed breakdown works.  Our observed 
breakdown work for the Landers, Kobe, Morgan Hill, and Imperial Valley 
earthquakes is high at places on the faults that are geometrically complicated.  
These observations lead us to speculate that the Tejon Pass section of the San 
Andreas represents an exhumed fault stepover or other geometric complexity, and 
that rupture through this stepover was frequently accommodated by fresh fracture, 
producing the high observed geologic surface energy, comparable to the high 
breakdown work we observe at geometric complexities in the Landers, Kobe, and 
Imperial Valley earthquakes.  In such places most or all of our observed 
breakdown work might be expended in creating geologic fractures, rather than in 
heat.  In contrast, other regions of high breakdown work that we observe might be 
occurring on narrow principal fault surfaces, like that of the Punchbowl fault.  In 
such places, where Chester and Chester [2004] measure low fracture energies, 
most of our observed breakdown work might be going into heat with only a small 
part going into producing fresh fracture [Chester and Chester, 2004].   
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Conclusions 
 
Earthquakes are certainly one of the most important manifestations of 
faulting and the understanding of dynamic fault weakening during the nucleation 
and the propagation of a seismic rupture is a major task for seismologists. A 
main result that is relevant to characterize dynamic fault weakening during an 
earthquake is the traction evolution.  
The slip on a fault is associated with a drop in shear stress and the 
evolution of rupture depends on the initial conditions and on the constitutive law.  
Kinematic descriptions of the earthquake source specify the slip as a 
function of space and time without explicit consideration on the physical model 
of the rupture process. However, they can be helpful to constrain the stress 
histories and the dynamic parameters (as we have seen in Chapters 5 and 6).   
The dynamic description of earthquake rupture assumes that traction 
evolution on the fault is governed by frictional processes. These latter can be 
described through constitutive laws that give us not only the critical conditions to 
initiate a dynamic instability but even the temporal evolution of stress release. By 
means of constitutive laws it is possible to depict the whole duration of co-
seismic phase: from the nucleation phase to the arrest.  
In the dynamic modeling, the fault weakening during a rupture propagation is 
represented by the traction drop associated with slip increase, resulting on the 
well known slip-weakening model. Different physical processes can yield a 
traction evolution consistent with this behavior. 
In this thesis we see that the rate and state constitutive laws can be used to model 
the weakening mechanisms as well as the healing phase. We confirm the findings 
of previous studies that slip weakening is a characteristic behavior even of rate 
and state friction. Such a traction variation with slip must be common to any 
constitutive relation proposed to model rupture propagation. Our simulations 
show that the slip acceleration and the slip weakening behavior are controlled 
and driven by the state variable evolution. 
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We show that the classic slowness or slip laws do not yield fast 
restrengthening or self-healing, although they appropriately describe rupture 
initiation, propagation and the long-term restrengthening during the interseismic 
period. Self-healing rupture mode, yielding to short slip durations, is obtained for 
homogeneous faults by modifying the evolution law introducing a fast 
restrengthening of dynamic traction immediately after the weakening phase. 
However, these constitutive laws have never been tested to simulate the whole 
seismic cycle or the quasi-static earthquake nucleation. Therefore, we point out 
that the modeling of self-healing rupture mode, which implies a fast 
restrengthening, might not be appropriate to simulate the fault behavior during 
the interseismic period or the quasi-static nucleation. This raises the question on 
the reliability of these analytical modifications of lab-derived constitutive laws to 
explain short slip durations, even when motivated by physical arguments.  
Certainly, the ambitious perspective of dynamic modeling investigations 
is the simulation of fault behavior during the entire seismic cycle. This requires 
us to describe the earthquake nucleation, the dynamic rupture propagation and 
arrest during individual earthquakes (accurately describing the breakdown 
processes and the healing of slip) and the long term restrengthening during the 
interseismic period, which yields to repeated dynamic failure episodes on the 
same fault. To this goal, it is important to look for a unified constitutive law 
describing most of these features.  
Furthermore, we see that healing can be modelled through the 
heterogeneities of constitutive parameters (i.e., heterogeneous reology). 
Laboratory experiments show that the fault plane can be described with 
weakening regime (a-b<0), i.e. potentially instable, or with strengthening regime 
(a-b>0), i.e. inherently stable. We verify that frictional heterogeneities can 
explain the observed complexity of slip distribution. Our simulations provide a 
picture of the complex interactions between fault patches having different 
frictional properties and illustrate how the traction and slip velocity evolutions 
are modified during propagation on heterogeneous faults. A velocity 
strengthening area can arrest a dynamic rupture and it can be driven to instability 
if suddenly loaded by the dynamic rupture front. Therefore, although appropriate 
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modification of the evolution law allows the modeling of self-healing ruptures 
and the propagation of slip velocity pulses, the heterogeneities of constitutive 
parameters and fault complexities can explain short slip durations without 
modifying the constitutive model.  It has to be kept in mind that different 
competing natural mechanisms contribute to the understanding of earthquake 
mechanics. Actually, the healing phase could be the result of other mechanisms 
not involved in the constitutive description.  
The use of  constitutive laws is fundamental to have a complete dynamic 
description of a seismic event. Anyway, current constitutive laws still not 
describe all the competing mechanisms that contribute to the mechanics of 
earthquakes. The understanding of the spatial and temporal scale dependence of 
relevant processes (including thermal pressurization, gouge formation, local 
melting, flash heating…) is one of future goals of the dynamic description of 
seismic source. Despite the existing limitations to assemble and to describe all 
the competing processes affecting earthquake mechanics, efforts to propose a 
unified constitutive law are useful to achieve a reliable physical description of 
the dynamic rupture growth. We believe that rate and state formulation is a 
suitable tool to this purpose, although further investigations and laboratory 
experiments are needed to explain the friction behavior at high slip rates or to 
include the effects of normal stress variations in the constitutive model (see 
Linker and Dieterich, 1992). This necessarily requires new types of  laboratory 
and natural fault observations, together with theory, for moving the conceptual 
background beyond what is now available. 
 
Another important question on a fully dynamic modelling concerns the 
scaling of constitutive parameters. In particular, there are controversial 
discussions on the estimate of critical slip weakening distance. The latter is an 
important dynamic parameter because it affects the energy balance. The Dc 
values proposed in the recent literature span from microns to several meters. 
Several attempts have been made to infer the slip-weakening distance Dc for 
actual earthquakes. One of this consists to infer Dc from the computation of slip 
at the time of peak slip velocity (Dc’). We verify this method with a fully 
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dynamic models adopting the slip weakening law as well as the rate and state 
laws.  We demonstrate that the adopted constitutive law and the constitutive 
parameters control the slip acceleration as well as the timing and the amplitude 
of peak slip velocity. The difference we find between Dc values and the inferred 
D’c range between few percent up to 50%. The estimate of D'c might be useful if 
we accept the idea that Dc can range over several order of magnitudes. These 
uncertainties have motivate the second part of our thesis. 
 
In the second part of this thesis, we focus our attention on the estimate of  
actual values of dynamic parameters. Critical slip weakening distance, dynamic 
stress drop, fracture energy are some of the most significant parameters that play 
a critical role on the rupture process and hence on the strong ground motions. 
The rupture complexity inferred from the kinematic slip distributions has 
significant implications for the dynamics of seismic source. Studying the source 
properties of well documented past earthquakes offers the possibility to gain 
insight into the physics of the rupture process. 
The reconstruction of traction evolution from kinematic rupture models is being 
common to supply with constraints for dynamic description. However we verify 
that source time functions, adopted in kinematic source models, affect the 
inferred dynamic parameters. We present the results of a sensitivity test using 
kinematic models whose difference consists only on the assumed slip-velocity 
time function: the corresponding dynamic models have different weakening 
behaviors even if the synthetic waveforms of the kinematic models are very 
similar in the band pass frequency between 0.1Hz and 1.5 Hz (typically used in 
kinematic strong motion inversion). Following this procedure we see that critical 
slip weakening distance ranges between 30% and 80% of the total slip. Our 
simulations show an evident correlation between the spatial distribution of Dc 
and the final slip over the fault plane, in agreement with previous studies. 
Moreover, the ratio between Dc and final slip value is nearly constant and 
controlled by the adopted source time function. These results raise doubts on the 
correlation between Dc and final slip values. Actually, further investigations are 
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needed to interpret the dependence of dynamic parameters on the kinematic 
assumptions. 
These reasons have incited us to study more deeply the assumed source time 
function especially because not all source time functions adopted in kinematic 
modelling have physical meaning. That is, the estimates of dynamic parameters 
could be biased and not true. Besides, the variations in the slip-velocity function 
arising from rupture dynamics effects underline the importance of understanding 
the slip velocity behavior even for predicting strong ground motion. 
 
We propose an innovative and original analytical expression of a source 
time function compatible with dynamic rupture simulations. This new slip 
velocity function, called new Yoffe, is described by three parameters: the final 
slip, Dmax, the slip duration (i.e. rise time), τR, and the duration of the positive 
slip acceleration (i.e. time to peak slip velocity), Tacc. This slip velocity function 
is very useful in kinematic modeling of ground motion and allows an easy 
implementation in numerical codes. By analyzing the results of our simulations 
we obtaine scaling relations between Vpeak and relevant dynamic parameters as 
well as the scaling between Dc and Dmax at each point on the fault. Our results are 
of relevance to both kinematic modeling of ground motion time histories and the 
parameterization of kinematic slip models. The usage of this slip function 
guarantees the estimation of the temporal evolution of dynamic parameters. The 
obtained scaling relations are consistent with those proposed by Ohnaka and 
Yamashita (1989) from laboratory experiments. This shows that the proposed 
source time function is suitable to represent the  dynamic rupture propagation 
with finite slip-weakening distances.  
The spatial variability in the slip velocity function is not usually considered in 
kinematic source characterizations, however, it is a reasonable and expected 
property of a complex rupture model. The parameterization we propose for the 
new source time function is very feasible and allows heterogeneities on 
kinematic models. 
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Finally we compute dynamic parameters from the kinematic models of 
recent earthquakes (available in the literature).  For some of the earthquakes, 
multiple source models exist possibly obtained using different inversion 
strategies. The variability in these single-event source models provides a means 
to assess the unknown uncertainties of the imaged slip distributions. The 
kinematic models we use have been retrieved through  different inversion 
procedures: single window as well as multi window approaches, fixed as well as 
inverted rise time; strong motion data as well as combinated strong motion, GPS 
and teleseismic data. In particular we focus our attention on estimate of  fracture 
energy. The latter is a fundamental parameter for describing earthquakes in terms 
of the physics and provides important insight into the rupture process. 
 To avoid any misleading concept, we define a new quantity, breakdown work 
Wb, still representing an energy density. 
We show that breakdown work depends on the square of slip. The spatial 
distribution of breakdown work in a single earthquake is strongly correlated with 
the slip distribution. Breakdown work density and its integral over the fault, 
breakdown energy, scale with seismic moment according to a power law (with 
exponent 0.57 and 1.18, respectively). Our estimates of breakdown work range 
between 4·105 and 2·107 J/m2 for earthquakes having moment magnitudes 
between 5.6 and 7.2. We compare our inferred values with geologic surface 
energies. This comparison might suggest the existence of large slip areas of fresh 
fracture during earthquake ruptures.  
We have estimated fracture energies and traction evolutions for recent 
earthquakes. One of the possible interpretation of these results can be inferred by 
means of rate and state constitutive laws. These laws describe the dynamic slip 
episodes through the properties of the contact  surface. However, there is now the 
awareness that frictional heating, thermal pressurization of pore fluids and 
mechanical lubrication can contribute to explain dynamic fault weakening and 
control the fault friction at high slip rates. 
The definition of fault zone model and the understanding of the dominant 
physical processes are extremely important tasks of present and future scientific 
research. 
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